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Holland City News.
VOL. XVIII.
The Mud Git; News
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND, - IVIICh
HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JULY 13. 1889.
L. MULDER, Publisher.
Terms of Subscription:
per year if paid in advance ;
if paid at six months.
i of advertising made kr
on application.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Attorneys and Justices.
T\IEKEMA. G. J., Attorney at Law. Collect
L/ promptly attended to. Office, Van
Veen’s block, Eighth street.
near Tenth.
T)OST, J. C.. Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
JT Office: Post's Block, corner Eighth and
River streets.
Bakeries.
ULOM.C., Jb., dealer in Bakers’ Goods, Con-
Jj fectionerr, Foreign Fnflts. Tobacco and
Cigars. Blom s new block, Eighth street.
rtITY BAKERY, J. Pessink&Bro., Proprietors,
\j Fresh Bread and Bakers’ Goods, Confection-
ery, etc., Eighth street
Bank.
JJOLL AND CITY B INK, foreign and domestic
promptly attended to. Eighth street.
Barbers.
TJOLLAND CITY STAVE FACTORY. Joseph
Aa Fix ter, proprietor, manufacturer of Staves
and Headings, mite and Black Ash Bolts
T) AUMGARTEL, W., Tonsorial Parlors, Eighth
X> and Cedar streets. Hair dressing promptly
attended to.
Boots and Shoes.
ELDER, J. D., the cheapeet place in the city
to bay Boots and Shoes, River street.H
fTAN DUREN BROS., dealers In Boots andY Shoes. A large assortment always on hand
Eighth street.
Clothing.
1) OSMAN, J W„ Merchant Tailor, keeps the
Jj largest stock cf Cloths and Ready made
Clothing in the city. Eighth street.
T70R8T. W., Tailor. Renovating and repairing
Y clothing a specialty cheap and good. River
afreet
Commission Merchant.
T>BACB, W. H., Commission Merchant, and
Jj dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
Store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
Drugs and Medicines.
/CENTRAL DRUG STORK. H. Kramers, M. D ,
\J Proprietor.
rkUEBBURO, J. 0., Dealer in Drugs and Medi-
cinee, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Toilet
Articles and Parfnmt-s, Imported Havana, Key
West, and Domestio Cigars.
Q CHOUTEN, F. J., M. D., proprietor of FirstO Ward Drug Store. Prescriptions carefully
compounded day or night. Eighth street
TITALSH. HEBF.R, Druggist and Pharmacist;
Tv a full stock of goods appertainli.g to the
business.
\TATE8 & KANE, druggists and booksellersX Stock always fresh and complete, cor Eigh tb
and River streets.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
QERTSCH, D., dealer iu Dry Goods, Fancy
Jj Goods and Fumiabiug Goods. Eighth street.
pOOT & KRAMER, dealer In Dry Goods. No-
Jj tions, Groceries, Fiour, Feed, etc., Eighth
street next to Bank.
flRANDALL, S. R .dealer in Department Goods
\J and proprietor of Holland City Bazaar,
Eighth street.
T\E JQKGH, C„ dealer in Dry Goods, Groceries,U Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes, etc., Tenth
afreet opp. Union School building.
T\E VRIES, D., dealer in General Merchandise,U and Prcdnce. Fresh Eggs and Dairy But-
ter always on hand. River street, cor. Ninth.
OTEKETEE, B ASTI AN, general dealer in Dry
O Goods and Groceries, Flour and Feed. The
finest stock of Crockery in the city, cor . Eighth
and River streets.
NTAN DER HAAR, H , general dealer in fine
Y Groceries, etc. Oysters in season. Eighth
afreet
XJUNTLEY, A.( Praetieal Machinist Mill and
1 A Engine Repairs a specialty. Shop on Sev-
enth street, near River.
TJUNTLEY, JAS., Architect, Builder and Con-
11 tractor. Office in New MiU and Factor}- on
River street.
ITEYSTONE PLANING MILL. J. R Kleyn,
IV Proprietor, Architect and Builder, dealer ia
Lumber, Lath. Shingles, and Brick. Sixth street.
pHOENIX PLANING MILL. B. L. Scott, Pro-A prietor, dealer in lumber, lath, shingles and
brick. River street
THE CAPPON Sc BERTSCH LEATHER CO.,
A taaners of Hemlock Slaughter Sole, Harness,
Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapids.
TAKKEN Sc DE SPEuDER, Manufacturers of
X Carriages, Wagons, Cuttora, Sleighs. Sole
owners of IXL Patent Wagon. Special attention
to Horseshoeing and Repairing. River street.
AN RAALTE, B., dealer in Farm implementa
»od machinery. Cor. River and Ninth Sts.
TlflLMS. P., Puma manufacturer, aud dealer
» * In Agricultural implements of all kinds
South River street.
Merchaot Tailors.
J^RUSSE BROS., Merchant Tailors.
Meat Markets.
r\E KRAKER Sc DE KOSTER, dealers in allU kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats, River street.
VAN DEB VEEBE, WILLIAM, First Wardi . Maat Market. Choice meats always ou
hand. Eighth street, near Fish.
Photographer.
f A FAYETTE, J., Photographer. The best
Aj work and the lowest pric-s. Gallery, 2nd
door eas’ of the City Hotel.
Physicians.
TT- REMERS, H., Phyilcian and Surgeon. Reel-
IV denoa on Twelfth street, corner of Market.
Office at the drug store of H. K Miners. Office
hours from 11 a. m. to 18 m.. and from 5 to Op m.
Vf ABBS, J. A.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
ft Walsh’s drug store. Residence, corner
of Eighth aud Fish streets, in the bouse formerly
occupied by L. Bprietsema. Office Uours : 9 to
10 a m., and 3 to 5 p. m.
B«al Estate Agency.
VAN WERT, T. R., Proprietor Holland RealV Estate Agency. Property of all kinds
bought, sold or exchanged.
Saloons.
•,1
C EERY, MICHAEL, dealer In Wines, Liquors.
and Cigars. Saloon in First Ward, three
doors east of City Hall.
Second Hand Store.
I30SMAN, A. B.. proprietor of Second HandJr aud de&l8r ln Sto’M. Tinware, etc.,
Eighth street.
Watches and Jewelry.
T> REYMAN, OTTO. Watchmaker. Jeweler, andAJ la fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.
UTEVENSON, C. A., successor to H. Wyk-
O huysen, Jeweler and Optician, Eighth street
opposite Walsh’s drug store
Miscellaneous.
REST, MRS. R. B., has a very fine line of
XA ranoy Goods and materials for fancy work,
Cedsr*8freets Ni,,tb 8t,®et’ b*tw*<n Market and
- 1 --
r\E KEYZER’ C., Newspaper and Periodical
A-f Subscription Agency . Leave order for any
publication In U. S. or Canada with him at P O.
IT’EPPEL, T , dealer in lumber, lath, shingles,JV “A calcined plaster. Corner
Eighth and Cedar street
YfULDER, J. B., Subscription Agent for all
i»A American and Foreign Newspapers and
Magazines. Office, De Grondwet building.
SOCIETIES.
LOCAL ITEMS.
Ice cream social at M. E. Church
next Tuesday evening.
Head Van den Berge & Bertsch’s
business local in this issue.
- - -
Mrs. M. Kiekintveld’s baby, four
months old, died on Thursday.
- -
The Standard Holler Mills were shut
down for repairs a few days this week.
A number of the sports of the city
took in the races at Grand Rapids this
week.
The “Mabel Bradshaw*’ leaves to-
night, Friday, for Chicago, returning
Rev. jerkmias Kruidenier will
preach in the First Reformed Church
to-morrow, Sunday.
The Chicago and West Mich. R’y will
run an excursion from Allegan to Otta-
wa Beach to-morrow, Sunday.
- -
Commencing next Monday Van den
Berge & Bertsch, the milliners, will
close their store at 6:00 p. m.
- -
Mr. 0. Breyman, the jeweler, has
turned agriculturist and has now one
of the finest gardens in the city.
Street Commissioner De Feyter
has done some excellent work this week
in cleaning the streets of all rubbish.
A free entertainment will be given
by Drs. Brewer and Jenison in the
Methodist Church this evening, Satur-
day.
-- -
The Lizzie Walsh now runs from
this city to Saugatuck and return, in
connection with the steamers for
Chicago.
The members of the canine family
of this city, are having a tough time of
it lately. Seven or eight of the j>et8
were cut off in the prime of life by a
dose of poison administered to them by
some blackhearted wretch, or wretches.
We understand areward of $l.r> is offered
for evidence which will convict the man
who poisoned the dogs.
William Duffy, engineer of the Y. W. C. A. for the reception tendered
tram which killed Orrin Clark on the U!* 0,1 Tuesday evening, the opening
i * ...» .. .1 XT IV - j • «  . HflV nf t litt antirfYsil in +!«» *.1 ^  _ 0 a .
Late last Saturday night some
scoundrel or scoundrels visited the barn
of Mr. Walter Nysen, about a mile
southwest of the city, took his top buggy
some distance from the barn and de-
liberately burnt it. A buggy harness. [
two working harnesses and koine |
blankets are also missing. It is with-i
out doubt an act of spite.
Grand Haven railroad bridge, a few
weeks ago, was arrested in Muskegon
Wednesday, by Sheriff Vaupell, charged
with manslaughter in killing young
Clark. The complaint was sworn out
by Martin Clark, father of the unfor-
tunate boy. Mr. Duffy was brought
before Justice H. D. Post and his ex-
amination was set for to-day, Saturday,
when it will be determined whether he
will be held for trial at the circuit
• ourt, on the above charge. Bail was
fixed at $1000, which was promptly
day of the school. In the parlors of the
l irst Reformed Church, for which we
hereby return most heartily our thanks,
for the opportunity thus happily af-
forded to form at once each other's ac-
quaintance; for the refreshments boun-
tifully served, and every provision made
to make the occasion one of pleasure
and enjoyment to all, acts character-
istic of members of the Y. W. 0. A.
who ever seek opportunitiee to extend
deeds of kindness and good will to all.
even to “strangers within their gates.”
Our citizens will, generally, do all in
their power to make it pleasant for the
members of the normal, during their
stay with us.
The Harvest.
. Mr. Nysen 's j _
loss is about seventy-five dollars. N 1 Fanners are In the midst of haying.
.. . '***“ — ~ \ The warm weather of the past week
Mu. John Stkketuk, of Gruod Hu,.-, ,1M anabled them to 'thejr ,
S. IIRM llPPii unnAinforl hv PrauLitirtf .• • «... __ Jids, has been appointed by President
Harrison, as collector of internal
in good condition. We also learn that
the crop will be a much better one than
Miss Sena Rutgers, a young lady
living at Graafschap, died on Thursday
evening. She was loved by the whole
community there.
-  ^ » -- -
A boy, who is a hustler, can become
agent for the Grand Rapids Daily Dem-
ocrat for this city and the resorts, by
calling at this office.
-- -
List of letters remaining in the post
office at Holland, Mich., July 11, 1889:
Mr. Gerrit Onk, Miss Eva M. Houghton.
J- G- YanPutten, P. M.
Monday aud Tuesday were hot days,
ccessively hot. Wednesday morning
a shower of rain fell, which cooled the
revenue, for this district, in place of had been anticipated
George N. Davis. Mr SteketMsm.ov Wheat and rye will be ready to cut
fnenda wil! be pleased to lean, of bis i„ „ few jays. No damage is notice-
fnn hTh®' Tde Nk.vs tenden. de Lble from the wheat louse, or other in-
congratulations to the new collector./,*,,, and the crop will be the largest
and we are certain that he will omk Jin tUi< loCailty, (0Pr nian) ears,
an excellent official, in every reepect. / 0ata promlsa a h y,eld. Con] |s
Tun Schubert Club, of Grand Rap-
ids, (16 male voices) will give a grand
concert in the Opera House, July 80th.
and will render the finest vocal music
ever heard in Holland. They will also
bring three lady musicians with them.
The Lizzie Walsh will bring the people
at the resorts, who desire to attend the
concert, to Holland and return after
it is over. This will be a musical t reat,
which every one, whoisja lover of vocal
music, should not miss.
- -4*». -
Drs. Brewer and Jenison will
ive an entertainment iu the M. E.
Mr. S. De Bruyn has opened
F. &. A. M.
Holland, Mich, . at 7 o’clock on Wednesday even-
ng*. Jan. 16. Feb. IS, March 13. April 10, May
16, June 12. July 10, August 7, Sept. 4, Oct. £
Not. 6. Dec. 4. St. John's days June 24 and
®S,Ur 27 • Lawful w m.
0. Bbiymak, Bec'y.
- «•- 
K. O. T. M.
Crescent Tant. No. 08, meets: in K. 0. T. M
Hall at 8 .00 p. m., on Monday night next. All
Sir Knights are cordially invited to attend.
Cheapest Life Imurance Order known. Full
VAN PUTTEN, G. & SONS. General Dealers in
Y Dry Goals. Groceries, Crocnery, Hats aud
Caps. Flour, Provi-ion*, etc. River street.
WISE, J., dealer in Notions and Fancy Goods,
vT Also Hair Work. Eighth street oppofila
City Hall.
Furniture.
Vf IYER, BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
Ivl alnds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Picture Frames, etc., River street.
V^RBEEK. W., dealer in Furniture, WallY Paper, Picture Frames, Household Decora-
tions and Novelties. Eighth street.
particulars giyen on application
W. A. Holley, Commander.
Geo. E. Hist, R. K.
CITY MARKETS.
Flour Mills.
WALSH DE ROO & CO., Manuf.cturers of
v v Roller Flour, proprietors of Standard Roll-
er Mills. Dally capacity, 300 barrels.
Hardwire.
TT ANTF.RS BROS., dealers in general hardware.
IV Steam and gas fittings a specially. No. 62
Eighth street.
V AN DER VEEN, E dealer In stoves, hard-
Y ware, cntlery. etc. Tin and sheet Iron ware.
Corner River and Eighth streets. '
PRODUCE. ETC.
(Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
WHOLMALE. j RETAIL.
..... $1 00 to $1.60 Beans ..... 61 . '26 to g2 . 00
Egg" ................. UcEggs ................. ...
Honey .crrrtrrr.-r ..... 10o Honey ............ i4C
Onions ............... -c Onions ............... ..
Potatoes ............. -C| Potatoes ........ 26 to 30c
CRAIN. FEED, ETC.
(Corrected every Friday by IF. H. Beach.)
WHOLBSALE. I RETAIL.
Buckwheat .......... 50c Buckwheat .......... 75c
Sra?* n<*> B’* ...... Wc Bran, p lOOtt-s ...... 70c
Barley. V cwt .. .$1.00 Barley;i» 100 U.g..fi $
Hotels.
Cloverseed, fbu. M.tO
Corn Meal plOOIbs.60. 85
Corn, abeiled ........ 45c
Flour .............. *5.00
M^dlings piw ffis°.70c
Pearl Barley piOOlbs.li
Timothy seed ...... $2.00
Corn ear ............. 40c
fMTY HOTEL, Geo. N. Williams, Proprietor,
v/ The only flrst-olass hotel in the city. Is lo-
cated in She business center of the town and baa
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
state. Free bns In connection with the hoteL
Livery and Sale SUbles.
TT ARRINGTON, E . J. Jr. . proprietor of Holland
XX City Sale and Exchange Stable. General
teaming done, cor. Market and Seventh streets.
Manufactories, Mills, Shops, Etc.
TT'LIEM AN, J., Wagon and Carriage Manufac-
J? tory and blacksmith shop. Also manufac-
turer of Ox Yokes. River street.
CITY BREWERY. A. Seif, Proprie-
tor ^ capacity o^Brewary 4,000 barrels. Cor.
Cloversoed. V lm. 64.00
Corn Meal, cwt «0. 80
Corn, fhelled ........ :S8c
Flour .............. J4.W)
F.Cormu’lV 10011.961. 20
Feed, V ton ....... 618 DO
Mhidlings V llio tb^COc
Data .................. i8c
Rye .................. 40c
Pearl Barley V 10011.8 . *4
Timothy seed ..... $1.75
Wheat, white ........ 87c
Red Fultz ........... 67c
Lancaster Red ...... 87c
Have you tried the domestic goods
at the city bakery? Remember that
the bakery department is now in the
hands of experienced workmen, and
the goods are bound to give satis-
faction. The best of materials are
used, and all work is executed in a
clean and first-class manner. '
Ready-Made Paints.
We haveiust received a full line of
Detroit White Lead Works, ready
mixed paints, which are the best in the
market, including house, floor aud car-
riage paints. J. O. Doesiiurg.
At the City Bakery you will now find
a fresh stock of Candies and Caramels.
Try them.
Mr. A. K. Potter, who was engaged
ready to do all kinds of laundry work.
“Kim" is a first-class workman, and
guarantees satisfaction.
- - -
The Park has been quite an attrac-
tion to our citizens the past week. With
ever}’ trip of the Macatawa, a large
number can be found on board bound
for a day’s recreation at Michigan's
popular resort, Macatawa Park.
- -
Drs. Brewer and Jenison, who
have had twenty-five years experience
in treating chronic diseases, will be at
the City Hotel July 13, 1889. By refer-
ring to advertisement in another col-
umn, further information about these
specialists can be learned.
- -
The total amount collected for the
Johnstown sufferers by Supervisor Van
Duren and Mr. C. Ver Schure, is $399.
64, which has been forwarded by the
bank. The Walsh-De Roo Milling and
Cappon & Bertsch Leather Co., sent
the sums collected at their establish-
ments. _ —
There will be no services iu the
Third Reformed Church to-morrow,
Sunday, on account of alterations which
are being made in order to place in posi-
tion the new organ, which will arrive
about July 22. Services, however, will
be held in the afternoon in Hope
Church.
Four young men werfarrested last
week Friday by Deputy Sheriff Lokker,
for creating a disturbance at the dance
at Shady Side on the evening of July 4.
Their names are Jacob Kuite, Frank
Kuite, Bert Dok, and John Johnson.
They paid 96.50 each for their fun be-
fore Justice Post.
--- - *
The annual meeting of the Ottawa
County Building and Loan Association
will be held in the Opera House next
Monday evening, July 15. At this
meeting the fourth quarterly report
will be read, and 91,000 will be loaned
to the highest bidder. Four directors
will also be elected. A full attendance-
is requested.
On July 15th to 24th inclusive, ticket*
will be sold at Holland to Bay View
and return, at one fare for the round
trip. Tickets will be good to return
until August 16th. This will be an
excellent chance to visit the beautiful
and famous resorts of Northern Michi-
gan, and those that can do so should
embrace the opportunity. See hand-
bills, or inquire at the ticket office of
Geo. E. Hunt, ticket agent of the C. A
W. M. R'y, for further information.
The magnificent moonlight evenings
of this week have been enjoyed by our
people in various ways. Some have
passed a pleasant hour in rowing on
Black Lake, but the average young
man has hied himself to the livery,
and taken his liest girl outdriving. The
whole country surrounding the city has
been \isited and viewed by moonlight
by many loving couples, who, undoubt-
edly, will join their hearts and hands
together, for better or worse in the
near future.
The man that runs the post office ii
supposed to know everything aud every-
body. for 20 miles around his office.
Here is an extract from a sample letter. |
which Postmaster Vaa Putteo Imnded
us:
“July 3t h 89
Mr Postmaster-Dear Sir:
I dont know your name, nor the man ,
I want to rite to. please give this letter ;
to a dutchman living 24 miles south
town*’ etc.
growing rapidly, under the influence of
the hot days.
The crop prospects in Dakota and
Minnesota are not good, but all other
part* of the country rei>ort an excellent
harvest.
Burglary.
E. J. Harrington’s clothing establis
ment was visited last Saturday nigli.
by a customer who helped himself to
the goods, without being asked. He
did not make his entrance in the usual
manner,, but broke open the door.
After taking all the goods he could
conveniently carry he made his esc .
through a window, scattering a fe*y
articles of his plunder in his wake. /
Steps were at once taken to appre-
hend the guilty party, and on Wednes-
day the thief was caugh/at Fennville.
Deputy Sheriff Ch isttaas of Grand
Haven, brought hinj Ao this city the
same day. In his possession were found
» number of the articles stolen, which
were identified Jby Mr. Harrington.
The prisoner, ou beiig brought before
Justice Post, jjave his name as Stephen
Kelly. He will be examined next
Monday.
--- -
List of Juror*.
The following list of petit jurors
have been drawn for the August term
of the Ottawa county circuit court,
which convenes at the court house,
Grand Haven, August 6: Elisha S.
Barlow, Olive; Simon Baldus, Polkton;
Lewis Taylor, Robinson; Warren Gee,
Spring Lake; Bethuel Rice, Tallmadge;
Amos Wolverton, Wright; Folkert De
Vries, Zeeland; Egbert Post, Jr., Allen-
ale; Koene Van den Bosch, Blendon;
Robert Lang, Chester; JohnD. Pickett,
'rockery; James Wilson, Georgetown;
ohn Brandstetter, Grand Haven, 1st
nd 2nd wards; Cornelius Bos, Grand
laven, 3rd and 4th wards; David Cable,
Hand Haven township;y-* I pr a nship; Anthony
•' af jfcteketee, Holland City; John A. Kooy-
___ _______ / Henry Kettle, Polkton; Walter Clark,
While at Grand Rapids tl.i, wdek ®obin80«;Wm* A-Lyttle, Spring Lake;
- met Dr. M. Veenboer, the well !!0ia,'e Woodinaib Tallmadge; Henry
of the Valiev Citv. 1 end«Khast, Wright.
The Summer Normal.
we
known physician
The doctor lias many friends among
the readers of the News, all of whom
will be .leased to learn that he has rh, lummer normal 9chool or „
just opened a sanitarium at Oakdale , oliejeopenedonTuesdayot tills week!
J . ^ ?u.burb °f ('ranli Uapid8- where ! The enrollment showed an attendance
van,™ and »ri,eVeri:P0“‘ble ^ on the morning of the second
tantage and attention to secure re-,,Jay t,, which libe , addjtion9 bav
newed health, while at the same time t i j *viu3i.»»c
the charges for hoard and tZS ^ w"* ^
"Cb ,“°™ rtea7abla rhan a> Of those in class work at present,
other, similar, establishments. e|l,ven talt(J branche3
Drowned teachers’ first grade certificates, thirty-
_ ' oiue of the second grade, and the re*
The first accidental drowning of thV mainin8 one8 of the third. There is a
season occurred last Sunday afternoouY bber&l attendance in the music class,
when John Glass aged sixteen yeaia\!,0nman8llip a^° receives good patron-
son of Roelof Glass, who lives north oLiV*0’ A (das9 i3 al8° organized iu stenog-
the Grand Rapids railroad bridge, loeu \fpby’ in which instruction is given by
his life in Black River. He was on hi? ecIect<ic system,
way to Sunday School, accompanied by\ The spirit and zeal manifested by
his two younger brothers. When they *tb instructors and students fore-
reaehed the river, a bath was proposed/ 8 adow fine re8ult»-
and the suggestion was at once acted A very plea3aDt reception was given
upon. It seems that the boys could e attendant8 on Tuesday evening in
not swim, aud John ventured out too W 8 basement of the First Reformed
far, stepping from the shallow water ^  nrch by the Y. W. O. A. Refresh-
into the deep channel. He made 1,1 5Dt8 were 8€rved with the generosity
strongefforts to keep above water, and w iracteristic of that most excellent
cried for help, which was heard by 01 ^nization. Nothing was left undone
some other boys, who were on the bank
further up the river, but paid no atteo-
t*/make the occasion one of enjoyment
aid to enable the members of the nor-
tion to it, thinking that it was only 10 beco®e acquainted with each
done for fun. - The unfortunate bov’s I1 ber.
brother did all in his power to save / The following resolution adopted the
him, but his efforts were fruitless. ryday lowing by the students shows
No inquest was held on the body. tb«irapprec*ation of the kindness which
which was recovered the same afterl ! ladi<» of the association extended
noon, as it was deemed unnecessary,
his death being purely accidental. The
funeral occured from the house. Tues-
day afternoon.
to them:
Resolved, That we, the attendants at
the Hummer Normal school, now in
session in Holland City, do truly appre-
ciate the kindness of the ladies oi the
Brand Rapids Holland and Chi-
cago.
The Prop. Mabel Bradshaw matflH?
her first appearance in our harbor onf
Thursday. riTmTiRarnBoat ftlTBeSa
built during the past winter and spring,
at Benton Harbor, for the route be-
tween Grand Rapids, Holland and
Chicago. Not that tyer owners intend
to wait for the future ship canal, be-
tween Grand Rapids and Holland, and
run their boa^ to the Valley City; but
they expect to make their line the pop-
ular route, during the summer, for
Grand Rapids business to Chicago.
The Goodrich boats now advertise ex-
tensively in Grand Rapids and carry
many passengers wa Grand Haven to
Chicago. The new route by way of
Holland will be sixty miles shorter and
the fare $3.00 less. The present rate
for round trip from Grand Rapid*, via
'rand Haven to Chicago, is $6.60. The
abel Bradshaw will carry passengers
im Grand Rapids to Chicago and ro-
ll for $4.50, bytheir purchasing a one
lar resort ticket at Grand Rapids.
ie same rates will be given Allegan
wengers.
It is therefore evident that the new
line will capture the business; and the
owners of the boat propose to add
another steamer to the route, so as to
make daily tripe, next season. For
this year, the “Mabel” will make four
trips a week, leaving Holland on Sun-
day, Monday, Wednesday and Friday
evenings, after the arrival of trains.
The fare from Holland will be $2.00
one way, or $3.50 for round trip.
With our beautiful resorts, the large
business certain to come from Grand
Rapids and Allegan and the local trad#,
the success of the venture is assured.
But if any thing was lacking, thd
push aud energy of the owners of the,
new boat, Messrs. Hugh Bradshaw of'
Chicago and genial Captain “Torn”)
Waters, of Muskegon, and the bd&t
itself, make the new line the popular
one to the Garden City.
The “Mabel” is a first class boat in
every respect, with powerful machin-
ery and everything necessary for the
safety and comfort of her passengers.
She is 138 feet in length, and 25 feet 0
inches wide, and 10 feet deep. Two
engines, fore and aft compound, fur-
nish the motive power to her propeller
wheel. Hhe is fitted up with a pleas-
ant roomy cabin and comfortable state-
rooms, with accommodations for one
hundred persons on regular trips, and
on excursions this number can be easi-
ly trebled.
The boat is handsomely painted; and
presents a beautiful apjiearance on the
water. Her quarter bears the name of
the lino,— “Grand Rapids, Holland and
Chicago.” An important item in a
boat for this route is that of speed; and
the owners spared no expense to make
heroneof the fastest boats ou the lake.
The contract required a speed of at
least 14 miles an hour. We are as-
sured that this fast time has been al-
ready exceeded on her trial trips and
that she can make 15 miles an hour.
Another excellent thing we noticed
about the boat. It is lighted through-
out with incandescent electric lights.
Every stateroom is provided with, one
of these lights, and others are placed
in various parts of the steamer.
The following comprise the list of
officers of the Mabel:
Captain; Thomas J. Waters, F. P.
Waters, clerk; J. C. Ackerman, first
mate; Perry Knaggs, chief engineer:
Ralph Paterson, second engineer;
George Cummings, steward.
Captain Waters is one of the most
experienced and popular steamboat
men on Lake Michigan. He has owned
and commanded steamers for more
than twenty years, and his friends are
found in every iwrt on the lakes. Hja
son F. P. Waters, has all the elements
of a wideawake “hustling*’ clerk. The
engineers are first class men in their
profession; and the steward is a man
who knows all about caring for the
comforts of passengers.
We hope that the people of Grand
Rapids, Allegan and Holland will join
hands and give their Chicago business
to the new line. Our merchants and
manufacturers, should consider it a
matter of duty to give the boat all their
freight and- do everything possible to
encourage the enterprise. Ui
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
THE NEWS RECOHD.
A SUMMARY OP THE EVENTFUL HAP-
PENINGS OF A WEEK.
Th« Latent News ns Flashed Over the
Wires from All Parts of the Wnrld-Re-
fsrding: Politics, Religion, Casualties,
Commerce, and Industry.
f.0.‘ b/ «.<> Wrd rtt. Wok ^ T\h.^k?h^h«d0b“t;raM“;we grand toUl np to over 18,500,00(1!
This does not include the losses of the
Cambria Iron Company, the Johnstown
Mwiufaetunug Company, the Cambria
and Westmoreland Natural Gas Com-
pany, or the churches.
WESTERN HAPPENINGS.
Reid, of Macon, seriously injured’ inter-
nully; Mr. McNicholson, of New York,
face badly bruised.
A Baltimorb dispatch says Jacob
Turner and Edward Bantuni, both col-
ored, were drowned near Deal’s Shore
Spring. Fred A. A. Schuman, aged six
was drowned near Pearson’s Wharf’
Spring Garden. Nehemlah Hall, colored!
OR®? twelve, was drowned at Gwyn’s
BURKE IDENTIFIED.
A Chicago Witness Identifies the Winnipeg
Prisoner.
At Winnipeg, Man., Charles J. Carl-
aon, of Chicago, whose evidence was re-
quired to complete the story of Martin
Burke’s alleged connection with Dr. Cro-
nin s murder, was called to testify. After
he had been sworn he was asked, “Do
7°® “^JJ® Prironer?" “Yes.” -Where
}? k®?. Th,er®'." rePl»ed Carlson, point-
Sf.hi* h.a?d d'rectly at the prisoner.
What la his name?” asked Mr. Howell.
Tome his name is Frank Williams,’’ said
Carlson. That waa the point the prose-
cntion desired to establish, namely that
Frank Williams and Martin Burke were
one «nd the same man. When Carlson
entered the witness-box Burke hung his
head, and when witness pointed him out
•nd stated the name Frank Williams a
deep flush suffused his face and ho look-
li1 mLman wbo was ashamed of him-
olf. I he witness proceeded to tell the
non of how he met the prisoner in his
father s, house on Ashland avenue and
iubsequeat interviews with him.
DISASTROUS ~ FLOODS.
Heavy Damage
At Oklahoma City, the festivities in
honor of the nation’s birthday were , -n,uo
brought to a sudden and sad ending when j nf r^?0' 0 ’ ,e,eTeu- W,,K
(low u nearly one thousand persons and i -------- *»iue puue.
burying hundreds in the debris. When i
the victims had been taken out, it was 1
learned that no one was dead, though nine i Mu Gfohop n Tnvp« pu„i
persona were perhaps fatally and many tJx'r f ’ Chn,rmun of
badly injured. The only death thus far  ,ho Natl0unl Greenback party, has issued
is that of the 18-months-old child of Dr. | aln innJfttion requesting all persons who
J- A. Ryan, of Jimtown, wh o died a ‘‘C8Iret° ®id in reorganising the National
SULLIVAN IS CHAMPION.
KOBAIN DEFEATED BY BOSTON’S
FAMOUS PUGILIST.
The Great Battle of the Giants at Rleh-
bur», MlHs.-Sevenly-flve Rounds Fonght,
Although the Contest Was Virtually Set-
tled In the Third-Details of the Fight
wSSjflOO,*^* f*vr.t^0 cll»mPion8hlp of the
short time after the accident. The in-
jured are:
Greenback party to meet in their respect-
i\c Mates and Congressional districts
on or before Sept. -I next and appoint one
delegate and one alternate to attend the
National Greenback Convention called
to meet at Cincinnati Sept. 12 next
Pr* Martindftlo, of Howe, Tex. ; Mrs.
Mollio Campbell, of Pauli Valley, Injured in-
ternally ar.d will probably die; Horlwrt Glover
aged W. Wjii lvjH0 probably die • J. \V. Mingus,’
Harrison, dangerously; Cbarlei Cotiell. Pauls
valley, fatally; Tom Reynolds, Oklahoma, seri-
«U8i,« ^ 'ftU«uidt, Oklahoma, serious ; C.
M.V o.’ jy**™' »‘Tii-U6; Marslmll
McNeill, Oklahoma, arm torn off.
A detachment of troops under Captain
Stiles was at once ordered to tlie scene,
and rendered valuable service in preserv-
ing order and conducting the lemoval of
victims with something like system.
Over one hundred persons were injured * * • ,
most of them being hurt in the back’ emP*y Ire,«bt cars standing npon a side
caused by falling timbers. Great indig- Unck* "fecking the locomotive and
ACROSS THE OCEAN.
Hep.r Hasexclever, formerly a iead-
ing socialist member of the German
Reichstag, iK dead.
The express train between Cologne and
Frankfort, Germany, ran into a train of
nation is expressed at Contractor Aubrey
for the unsafe construction of rhe stand.
Ho is considered largely responsible for
the disaster, ns he was warned bv his
workmen that the stand was not securely
braced. He paid no attention to the
warnings, and told the men to mind their
own business.
Camed In Eastern New
York.
A special from Troy, N. Y., says:
There are reports that three big dams
have been washed away near Johnstown,
N.Y. and that crowds of people got on
the bridge to watch the flood and it was
earned away, and several people were
drowned. The prostration of the tele-
graph wires makes it impossible to com-
mnnicnte with Johnstown. A telephone
irom Johnstown says the town is in total
darkness and nine bridges were washed
away. One body has been recovered.
Tlie water is three feet deep in the town
of Fonda. At midnight the rain is fall-
ing intoi rents. The flood is assuming a
terrible aspect, and mills and sheds are
being swept away.
CIRCLING THE BASES.
The Various Ball Clubs That Are Racing for
the Pennant.
Relative standing of the base-ball
teams that are working for the cham-
pionship of their respective associations
la as follows:
National. W. L. fie; American. W. L, »c
Bo* ton.. ....38 19 .WHJiSt. Louis.. ..40 21 .(583
SjjTjJjfKj-'i*® Up -<‘29 Brooklyn.... 40 24 .6252?* £1 .807 Atblotic ..... 37 25 .596
..... 31 29 .516 Baltimore... 34 29 .539
o1 ,<01 Cincinnati... 36 30 .545
Pittsburg... .as 33 .440K’ns’s City.. 29 36 441;
tessi"?? ^  .^1C(,1umbus...25 41 :378
.2o4!Loui8ville...I3 51 .194Wash’gt’n..!l4 41
Weitarn. XV. L.
Oniaiia ...... 39 ic
Bt. Paul ..... 38 17
£*uver. ..... 27 30
De* Moines. .23 29
8t. Joseph. .18 S3
f»c. Interstate. W. L. »c.
.ilWiOuincy ...... 32 24 .571
n- _ - • -- -• -092, Davenport... 30 27 .526
- 545 •5l1’ KvausslUo. .29 29 .500
Minneapolis 27 30 .473|8prlngfleld..29 29 .490
.473 Peoria ....... 28 29 .490
.442 Burlington.. 25 34 .423
------- -H
Milwaukee.. 18 37 .327)
TRAMPS KILLED IN A WRECK.
Fatal Smash-Up of a Pennsylvania Freight
Train Caused by a Broken Axle.
An axle of a frei.ht train broke at
^Wajls Statiomon the Pennsylvania Rail-
roBd, 'seventeen mifos from Pittsburg.
TMrteea car* were piled on top of the
engine. One man has been taken out
dead and ieveral others are known to
have been killed They are all tramps.
The wreck caught fire and those im-
prisoned m the debris were burned.
the ONEIDA COMMUNITY.
Judges Tulet, Collins, and Horton,
sitting together, have rendered their de-
cision in the groat Board of Trade quo-
tation injunction cases recently heard be-
fore them. They join ia denying the
motion of the board to dissolve' the pre-
liminary injunctions withhold ng the
market quotations from non-members of
the board. Thus ends the protracted
fight, covering a period of years, be-
tween the non-members of the board,
whom the board designates as “bucket-
shop keepers, although they deny it
strenuously, and the Board of Trade.'
The striking laborers at Duluth. Minn.,
the other day attempted to intimidate
a gang of workmen who would not stop
work. Forty police were guarding the
gang of seventy men at work on a sewer
trench when the mob of strikers attacked
them. It is believed that the first shot
was fired by one of the strikers, but anv-
11 !?,a8 followed by volleys on both
sides. The fighting lasted for half an
hour, when Company K came to the as.
sistance of the police and drove the riot-
ers from the s. reels. The list of dead
and wounded so far as known is:
Fr,b11v wounded— TomWtxsto^L George Peterson. Slightly wound-
WniGm k’ TM k,e „9,son' George Coslln,
To) n JE.B i?? Heverin Nelson.
Marti n^8* ' p!?8,"1 CamVJ1TlRcv- 1>ohl' Hftlu
1o 0tor’ Langlelen, Captain
‘m 8pr8eaut CJcmentH. Officers force
i^SmFaS0VM,,KU®0r6 &nd Wolkovi“k-
The business portion of Bakersfield,
Cal., has been totally destroyed by fire,
involving a loss of perhaps $1,250,(100,
wh).c,h lllere is "u insurance of $:joo,-
000. J he fife Started in N. E. Kelsey's
new bmlding, which was in the block
with the Southern Hotel. It quickh
spread to the frame houses adjoining
and then to the Southern Hotel. The
fire department was utterly unable lo
cope with the flames, which spread rap-
id y, and before they bad burned them-
selves out thirteen blocks were wiped
out, including even- hotel, restaurant,
and business place, with all their stocks
fit. merchandise and about forty dwell
mgs,
W. L. Eaglesox, a promimnt negro
politician of Kansas, is the prime mover
in a scheme to induce the negroes of the
South to emigrate to Oklahoma. Ho has
organized an immigration company, com-
posed of some of the prominent colored
men of Kansas, which will havengents in
all the principal cities of tbo South. He
Bays he is receiving letters every dav from
people in the South, inquiring about
Oklahoma and how to get thare. Ho ex-
pects to have 100,000 colored people iu
Oklahoma by next July.
At Chicago, Herbert G. Pearsons, a
cousin of Mrs. George M. Pullman,
several passenger couches of the express.
Eight persons were killed outright, and
eleven were severely injured. The ac-
cident was caused by (he blunder of a
switchman, who tied when he saw thy
result.
Emperor William's Norwegian trip
has nearly had a fatal termination,
^hile tbo Emperor and his party were
viewing the Buar glacier a great mass of
ice became displaced and a fragment
struck the Emperor on the shoulder,
dashing him violently to the ground,
i nil particulars of th® accident have not
been received, but it is known that the
Emperor s injuries are not serious.
The amount of the loan to bo negoti-
ated by the Swiss Buudserath for the
purchase of rifles for the army is 25,000 -*
"("i francs. The rate of interest to be
paid Is 3J per cent.
FRESH AND NEWSY.
R. G. Dux A Co.'s weekly review of
trade says:
RusineBH has been fairly maintained In vol-
j“e' ™da l*, K1 ^  lu ally improving in prosj^cts.
I v , U,H ,,f •optionally large trann-
HhI in ,: 1 rlces °f commodities. In spite of the
rise in Homo speculative markets, have on the
whole fallen during the mouth about 2 percent
and are now hardly iw per cent, above thelow-
BUt there are signs
nort«m Tt 8 (niprovement in the most 1m-
^lant br.^. of industry. The mouo-
- rVu Bituatl°? ren,ains uuaisturbed. Ue-
^Vorabb,°mr ii h01' ,,0,nt8 aro generally
tavorab e. Collections are nowhere serk.iislv
Jhows'a rfiat h«i tVll, yeRrlv ret"m of failures
fan. ^ vel) lart'‘‘r in New Eug-
land thau In ajiy otuer section-about 28 jw
f!?t".an<1,u«t ^ the trans-Mississippi region
per a nt. Against a general increase of 8 per
cent, n number there is a d croaso of 3 ‘3 per
m i ,”a5r‘8ftU3 ‘“^ii iw- -1 he markets Mvo^ l8’ hr ok on week.
MlHHht«n it lL' Inonil!!K of the 8th near Itichburg,
hardest eYer'foughrbot7een' wj"^ in' tlSs
8?ertU° rt
meritv ^.d with far greater
° . Now .0rleunH, was the referee.o, sr vs r/ ai
exorcised great leniency toward Kilrain who
went down repeatedly without u blow, in tbo
THE HARVEST PROSPECT
CONDITION OF THE CROPS |IN THE
NORTHWEST.
JOHN' L. SULLIVAN
matters
l^th"knwHd aUOthor Ulno lumped on him with
t.8u.91,van bad Kilrain eompletelv wbipred In
the third round, although they f.'.uvht tbrouth
seventy-two rounds more. K drain tried at the
B "S“. ! £,'lr .uW.rihe ^
h , tre;LK1r;1; 81 ,Ieft S,T , Tht‘ havo teprn somewhat mil roved by the latelouMra^.8^! l-rP"*>y tint rams. In the Turtle 'mountain region
Certoln Sections of Dakota and Minnesota
In Which Drought Hat Considerably
Diminished tho Stuud and Yield-South-
ern Minnesota Report* of an Encourag-
ing: Nature. .
reRnmn PfUl. di8Pfttch the following
resume of the crop situatiou made siuce
report3 ot mora
In general terms the crops a-e in much
f°ndltion in Minnesota than in either
or the two Dakotas, and notwithstanding
tracta tSra d!!#Ught the,,e ar0 81,11 larg°
them b,br°Ugh0Ut the Wh0afc ar0a3 wl,erothere is promise of an excellent yield.
A ong the main lines of the Manitoba in
Jbl"! n’ WCStWa,'<1 al,nost t0 ®nd
near lr e’ 1 a V0St ^ including
nearly a dozen of the chief wheat growing
counties of the State, within which tho
grain for the most part looks well, and in
jome sections never gave finer promise at
this stuge of growth. It has a strong and
sssr 18 of sooi ,,“j snd‘3
Ot£rgTn!.C, OI*iV00ked f°r In thi8 8e<--tion-
ern^ a county promises an average
crop Along the Manitoba <fc Sioux Falls
line from TV Umar to Marshall the wheat
^ia?Pears for the most to ho in
good shape for several miles on both sides
of the line. In the lower Red River val-
ley the crop jg poor and thin without a
doubt and it is too late for it to receive
i?r0,Vem<>nt A ,ar*e area aro‘*“JGrand Porks, including Grand Forks
rounty and a part of In*, and extending
as far west as Larimore, has a verv
prorating 1^. xear Kel,„ a„d Barton!
in Trad county, there are fields that will
yield eighteen to twenty-two bushels to
theacre^ccording to present prospects.
In Walsh and Pembina counties, along the
mer, the prospect is about the same as at
Grand Forks. On the Minnesota side of
the \ alley , in Marshall county, north of
Warren, and in a portion of Kittson coun-
ty, a very good crop will be harvested.
In Wthern Dakota, west of Larimore
Ln:n in the Devils Lake region, the yield
AN IMPORTANT FIND.
A MYSTERIOUS LETTER PICKED UP
AT NIAGARA.
would rupture the massive maHs of mu^es
im the Ra!rl.nh lrftl" 8 aI,dau,en- ’^cn Him;,van ^ ,1n<'r'*ail.B.wav- wi,h his left Siilli-
'a1n struck him juftt l>t*]ow the left ta** k<i
rhin then fell in a vain effort to his ner!
fonuauee of throwing Sullivan and failing ou
Those blows settled Kilrain. When ho was
fi ^ , Pan< carried to his corner be said to
""jc“CU, his second: “Charlie. I am km eked
out The bluff English pugilist would not listen
forwdthela. °n 'U1'1 'or ‘y0 11'«,rtHl hours ho
' . / >’° from Haltimore into
AWA6 10 ^ ‘M»*
b/i!^ r,.,u>11'1., Kbraln lia.1 no heart. He
" ... ..... t the call of tiuio,
Sullivan or to run
Its VYrlUr Apparently Committed Subside
on Account of Remorse Over Being Con-
cerned In the Cronin Assassination—
Adding to the Unsolved Mystery.
A Buffalo (N. Y.) dispatch says: Sunday
afternoon Charles B. Smith 6f Niagara
Falls and William Drettesch of Suspension
Bridge were walking on Three Sister*
Island at Niagara fal's when they dis-
covered an ehvelopo lying at the water’*
edge. Upon picking it up they found it
to contain the following letter-
“Niagara Falls, N. Y., May 20.-
Dear Brother: I know that what I an>
about to write will drive the Mood from
your heart I am about to bring an end
to all my trials and trouble. God know*
that life until recently has b«en as sweet to
me as to any one, but the strain of late
have been too much for me. I can not go
into the presence of our Holy Father with
my hands so stained. I must ease my
mind. V\ by are you not with me so that
I can talk with you? Y'ou have been a true
mend. I never Rad more to say to von
than now. What a fearful tale I could tell
but dare not put it on paper. For all J
know punishment will nevtr bo meted out
to me on earth for the part I took in it
You can not imagine how I have been
tried since I left you. May God forgive it
all. When I loft you I went right to
Chicago, and you can guess from readinir
the papers as to C - being missing; how
all came out in ridding us of that devilish
traitor and spy on our actions. God only
knows why such a fearful change has come
over me since that night I left the city at
once and hurried to finish tho part that
had been given to me. My brain is on fire.
Ufi, I have waited so for tho trunk to come.
hach day’s delay has increased my
frenzy to] tho highest pitch and now I
know the plans, for nil they were so care-
fully laid, must have miscarried and I
dread tho coese piences. I cannot stand it
any more and I am going to end it all. I
wanted you to remember that I have been
loyal to Ireland’s cause, but now I am
sick and broke up ever since that night
My sleep has been tilled with fearful
dreams, and now after removing from me
everything by which I can bo identified
I sha 1 free myself from any more by
KtlfPiilA xx’ 1 1 1 < 1 1 < L ^ .. „ i *
arena it is te i8° g^eraHy ! Spttete S IT " 8° ^
poor, but is spotted by area, of S?, the swift current and all is done.
stalk*l lazily into the ring a Th ^l me
that orl rn , ii ,1 fear’ ,,ot science,tiiat prompted the mamruvers. Kilrain made
M fheugb be meant It. He
fellow* 0n .8ul,,v“n’H ‘'ar. and the Mg1 1 “ to,I?iM us 1,e "a». fairly winced
®uihe "as paid In most painful kind. SullI-
van smashed right and left ou face and neck
am abdomen. Again and again Sullivan
8 fi|"f °n ,lle pIace' uowso red and
Inflamed and sore, on K drain 'b left Bide just
Ku/n van's Bll, rt I’1’8' Kv07 tiluo Kilrain’ sawbullivai s eve glance toward that h]>ot ho
m 7! m'0 Un,ar.'!y' Kulllvau saw the motion
worth* °Wed l11’ hlS a<lvau,a60 f°r all it was
Wheat is IdgTieV! owlng'to^aceounls^f1 in^ry I hodv on,i«8(!,r mai,,‘ I,oint,8 of a,:ack ^  the
improved the outlook considerably. 'W U*
was
I«gal Steps Taken to Dissolve the Famous As-
sociation.
The famous Oneida community, estab-
lished in 1834 by John Humphrey Notes,
*t Oneida, N. hits been engaged in
litigation for some time, and a motion for
ita dissolution made bv Colonel George 1 !i '»• "*»• ueurgo m. ruiimnn,
Hat before^ Referee W. W. Waters, of | ‘b® lake off ^  foot of
Syracuse, N. Y., on tho ground that it is p„^‘first 8 reet . wbile bathing. Mr.
now conducted contrary to the intention ' id v”008 Wft8 “ retired millionaire from
of its original founders. .
Prasi,lBW(T!rin^>-.  AT Kron8ber^ D- T- « terrific wind-
The President has ma.le tbo” fallowing , ”e,rl5' >'U1'Jinsappointments* ^ and killed two children. 'J he weather
1
Sv^;^i,fi,In.dlBo8' 10 b®, Superintendent of tho town at about 3 o dock and sweeping
« w £0*?tTand Geod°ric Survey; Hen- a path across the countv. It was so sud-
....... ..... .... ?*“ ^at effort to escape could be made,
- I a^d ,UJUn?8 t0 persons are report-
Three Danmnd Men. ea- Van Dusen's elevator was tho first
At New York, Patrick Packeuhnm H111, 8 to, f*11’ and directly afterword
James Nolan, and John Lewis, convicted stninWmi °f*i 1>r; Mcl>enn®y was
of murdering women, were arraigned for residences of Hairison Fra^klin^nd John
re-sentence in the Court of Geueral Ses- 1 £®uby aoxt succumbed to the violence of
J'?*'-*™* Lre*sent^ccd No- tbe B.to™. and at length the residence of
Ian and Lewis to bo hanged August 23 Benjamin Franklin and tho blacksmith
next, and Recorder Smyth fixed the samo fboP °f Josejih Maxelboum wore leveled
day for the executiou of Puckouham. to^tho ground ns the whirlwind passed
A Colored 'Pastor Arrested for Murder.
At Pittsburg, the Rev. E. F. Flemon, had rushed in to save some property
alias John Yeldoll (colored), pastor of a Mnny other persons in the same town
negro church, has been arrested on a w6* 7 two cbildren of a funner
charge of murder, eaid to have l»o„ -- )08t ^  ,ho ,0"“
mitted in tt8C
South Carolina.
Miuuesuta,
b i Merablv. other crop
ir«««L8 c",1Vn,U? favorable. Turk products
ward mo' ttl" ' Rlry I,ro<lucl8 a^ turning for-
dWZa,s1Urr <,UanUt>. tu riiat pilc-H are
Oepresstd. Louthor doe, m,. change, but the
le.isel quotations of wool show an average
advance of about one cent ]H.r pound Too
“U'-r ^ adv',|,l‘wl '(wee-sixU-oiiths,
0 «,art vm Ir0 rarity supply of .leKirahlo
^ m. . ,ma ,uarkt*t lemauiK htroug iu
tone. The buBiiiws failurtB number 2d- an
a.nipaml uith a total of 2J5 the «ock ouh
*** Wr Mu,
Ex-Premier Norquav, of tho Mani-
toba Government, died suddenly at Win-
nipeg, aged 48.
'The general store and dwelling of J.
G. Byrd, at East Chezzeticook, Nova
Scotia, was burned. A young daughter
was burned to death. Another daughter
jumped from a window with an infant in
her arras and was seriously injured be-
sides beiug bndlv burned. ‘Bvrd and his
wife were also severely injured.
PRESIDENTHARRISON’S CHOICE
Prominent Offices Being Filled by Late Ap-
pointees.
The following appointments
been made:
have
r, . eHr' h]™ af^ "as rained
ristef^,br0 TU H1K't8 a!"1 B,i 11 Kilrain in-
\t\ bh:
th^Sl am' ^ ULlivan “M11 co"""it a foul and
hKiiin,T ikoi woul? be Bavwi his backers.
Kilrain s oniv honor in the battle was in tho
,1,*1tbrP“"d- " ‘enSul l van's ear. which .lake
had split by a left-hand upper cut in the fifth
round, gave forth tho crimson blood and first
IihmI was awarded to Kilrain. Tho sight of
blood seemed to drive tlio ciowd crazy. They
f 83,1 Bcroa,‘,wl* and jabbered, now at the
TJ& «£
» w,th th,‘ si{*t human /flood.
t.he .honor waa short-lived. Scarcely had
!,h fhiiin for first Idood been allowetl when Hul-
rinl'!' yaught Kilrain on tho right ear with his
right Ant and Juke fell in a heap on his hands
and knres. It was the first knock-down of tho
Iho seventy-fifth round ended tho field Tf
was no different from tho flftyl.riShff ones
K.lrain after many protests uas forc‘ ,1 to the
frraHni.1 r b>f Mitch' 11 a'"1 Donovan. Ho stood
lire solute for a moment. Sullivan came at him
Ma uit'n 1 ? ’,Rn,<i K1Irftl," 1'Ut up his handsia Bortofway. There was no sugges-
mZon or I„'rt5e «m°„'d:'li0r'’U‘ l"
smiloo ndngled malice and contempt on hiJ
faco. Ho overtook Kilrain near Snllivan'H
however the crop is in good 8ha|>e.
tlio North Dakota crop outside
areas it is to be said that it is
.Zk «:ns ",)''reJ liy ,h0 weftt*1®r TM. letter h.,1 l„,„ in tho w,ler
th-oropMarerr | f,'"1 V™’ ^ ,0S‘ ''"Kl'i” ‘l™'!
P<*or plight, only a small area north of
Alierdeen, in Marshal! and Brown counties
and portions of Day and Clark counties
giving promise of anything like a fair
crop. Practically, the whole State of
* "Uth Dakota had suerumhed to tho
drou -ht, and although there is prospect
hat tho gram wiii hoof gootl quality it
"HI prolmbly not average over half a
crop. Returning to Minnesota, the north-
er* counties, north of the region along the
Manitoba main lino already described, will
fare joorly, though rain will probably
help them out a good deal, 'i ho grain
has an old, stunted look, and the hot winds
have stripped off all the green leaves,
burning up the plants, root and s’nlk
. beat and oat fields head out at four to
six inches high.
H is in cntrnl and southern Minnesota
that tho wiieat crop seems to lie at its liest.
In halt a do. on counties of the southeast!
er" J)ortlon 11 is in poor conditim. but
witn this exception, the outlook i< very
good especially in southeastern Minnesota,
the Minnesota river volley and in nvst of
the counties composing the southern ti-«r
Even m this section the crop is peculiarly
spotted, adjoining townships and even ad-
joining fields, displaying very diverse re-
sults.
On the whole, however, the yield in
southern Minnesota will l* good, far above
the average for that part of the State. If
the conditions continue favorable. Filmoro
and Freeborn counties send in excellent re-
ports. Oats may be a little short, but nil
other crops in southern Minnesota are do-
ing well. Corn ami flax have been I ack-
"ard, hut are catching up. and vegetables
are in a flourishing condition. Southern
•Minnesota will, therefore, taking all kinds
turn out ns large and as fine a crop in the
aggregate ns has been harvested there for
years.
Northern Iowa advices are to the effect
that it is too dry for small grain, but corn
s doing well. Reports from over the Ne-
braska division of the Omaha railroad
represent the corn crop as in excelleut
envelope, but
an address on the
for the letter “J,’’ which ^gan'the^ur-
narae. The letter is now in the pos-
session of Superintendent Welch. What
lends color to the authenticity of tbe letter
isthe fact that on June 27 a decomposed
body of a man was buried without identic
ncation at Drummoudsville.
1 ST' lm 1I0MES 1N 1,AXKR-
Ageut for the in,."": ?.i !,,ht,l,,.la!b .C>T''«'’», bad been bathing KilraiiVs Lodv between the
rounds, aiul this was the acknowlcalgSt 5?
. ____ cotn-
ltj8(i in Edgefield County, Judge Hortox of Chicago has decid-
__ ed tbnt in case of a person caught iu
Dillon Coming to America. i tl10 act 01 violatinK ordinance, ami ar-
Mn. Dillon hais announced hia iu- ® warrant must be issued before
tontion of making a visit to tbe United 18, P?,1, 0“,tri°1’ Otherwise
8U^ Hewil, proceed ,o California, can
*pd while en route will stoj) at Denver, feeding. The decision actually romhes
Col., to visit his brother in that city. the cases of over two-thirds of ‘tho cases
teachers’ seminary ut tbo Dorpat Uni- j1.4^08® who wore arrested “on view" andwc^y. - tri,ed w'thout a sworn complaint can bo
released upon habeas-corpus proceedings.
The Attorney General baa appointed
John Y. Stone, Attorney Geneial for tbo
State of Iowa, a special Assistant Attor-
ney of the Department of Justice, to
f rin8, B_nj» on behalf of the United States
Agent for the Indians of rhe Grai^^nda
\ . Cooper, Collector of Customs at Phi’ladi IniJIa^
ttc! vS.ta“sLd^ -
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EASTERN OCCURRENCES.
A carriage containing Mr. Keating, a
New York hat manufacturer; tho mother
facturer and brotber-in-lawVnn Teat" lamte aVn titlft| ° ^ ^e", ^ omeK ^iv" ..................
lag; Elsie Keating, a chiid, and^ernarM ^ .......
smsssm
vmaahed and all in it were
sir bodies terribly mangled.
SOUTHERN INCIDENTS.
A passenger tm n on tbo Kouthwest-
carriogo wairainnshed
7-12 no 'ill :,hrM ffiUesIflhngrfnwtv rp. \ __ ___ „ °T Geu«va. Ga. I ho following is a listJohnototn (Pa.) flood, reported and es-
mado
iiopu, repertea and ea- 0f the injured: W. Mitchell, of Talbotton
by Secretary Daries, of injnred internaUy; J. L. Black, of New
ft>«l true endurance. Sullivan g,»t in affile
blow on his side under tho heart, from which Iw
thrmwr<m,VHn < ' A” ,'rdi,mry »'«l WOUld hftVO
thrown up the, sifongetn the next round. Kil-
rain s seconds themselves acknowledged that tho
fight was over then, but with the Indifference
rinnJd"n?, ftr‘, th‘' ,’,h"'k of a hero, Kilrain con-
une«]nal Hiuw-leand administered
.a ht,,>K'iig blow to his adversary, and yet
iV’ ot 1 “?• a" hidiscrinilnating crowd
mistaking caution and strategy for cowardice
yeKed at Kilrain. calling him "cur" and -cow anG
! nh,'’ ‘l’ UVH,,l Sullivan » blow by
"lm by
bruise uuder the heart and repeaiod knock-
downs. Kilrain did lay himself open to the
mr3*lvV/0lir Vvfu!nilB 'v,"‘n ",,t ap-
i ^aled lv H‘. i'kU T."' T,"'K‘’ ,ou,!* w''ra re.
reterw1 d’ but ncver allowed by tb*
»h« frlI,'nilR b'K’y 'l him up throughout
Countvcanie and cSnaSded
“Sal tr„er,ie<1 Sil,.Syd-inat s all right, Mr. Kheri(T;\’ou havo doim
your duty. And then the fight went on 6
An inventory of the i>er«oiiikl results of
e“r; >K,,!'r*£
juries which may pwJvesirlous. al ln*
Sullivan's rojieaud blows on Kllraln's ribs
iw-eme« to leave a iH-rumnont Indentation In the
man "body, and soon after the fight he la can
to spit blood. On tbe car he was inconsolablH
oyer his defeat and would not bo cSf^ted
SKatoy60 d0Wn bU choekB aMd he S
A project is being considered for
adding 250,000 acres to the irrigated
area m Egypt, tlio water being taken
from a point ho high upon the Nile that
the canal shall never run dry.
fNVEx-ToR M. L. Hussey, of Menlo
1 ark, N. J., has secured a patent for a
watch to run hy electricity. A com-
pany has been formed to construct
clocks and watches on this principle.
Love and a* lottery ticket make
jathor a small capital to commence
housekeeping upon.
A" "'"^Z^Z^^000-
St. Pai l, Minn., July 5. — George W
Lwing of Fort Wayne, Ind., has made a
claim through Attorney Ullman, of Chic-
ago, to one-fifteenth Interest in property
hi various parte of St Paul, estimated to
bo worth about *2,000,000. Notices of
this claim have been served on all the
owners of the lots affected, by Captain C.
L. Hunker, who is represeuting the claim-
ant hern
Dec. 31, 1803, George W. Ewing, Jr.,
conveyed to his father, George W. Ewing,
considerable real estate in this county in
trust, to devote the income for the main-
tenance of the grantor during his life and
at his death to revert to his legal repre-
sentatives. Tho interest thus conveyed
was the interest which came to him under
the will of his uncle, being an undivided
one-flfteenth. Roth the trustees and
grantor aro dead, and George W. Ewing
third and only son of George W. Ewing,
Jr., having now come of age, intends to
bring suit to recover the property, unless
a satisfactory adjustment can bo made.
KENTUCKY HfcMP.
New York Farmers Make the Experiment
of Raising It with Marked'.Bnccess.
Trot, N. Julr 5. — The raising of
Kentucky hemp has been introdyced in this
vicinity. This season about thirty farmers
In Rensselaer and Washington counties
have tried the experiment with marked
success. Two stalks of hemp eight feotsix
inches high from tbo farm of ex-Assembly-
man Raucus of Schaghticoke, were brought
to this city to-day. They represent the
average size. Hemp brings about $50 to
the acre, and the success of the experiment
will probably make hemp one of the staple
products of this region.
A CENTENNIAL MONUMENT.
Congress to Be Asked to Appropriate
81,500,000 for That Purpose,
Philadelphia, Pa., July 5.— The Got-
ernors of the thirteen original States met
Thursday with the Citizens’ Memorial asso-
ciation. The Governors assembled in the
Continental hotel and afterward conferred
with tbe select council, when arrangemente
were perfected to bring before Congress v
proposition to appropriate $1,500,000 to
be used in the erection of a monument in
this city in commemoration of the centen-
IT IS LAID ATTHKIli DOOlt
The South Fork Club Blamed for the
Johnstown Calamity.
Johnstown, Pa.. July 8-The board of
inquiry, which lias just completed a reg-
istration of all property losses in the
tonemaugh valley, made its report to
Chairman Cummins, representing Gov.
Reaver s relief comir fission. The board
divided the sufferers into six classes, th*
first class being the most needy-general ly
u woman who hud lost her hvsband or son
mid was left with a large familv to sup-
port wit i scarcely any property saved,
in tins (ins. they have paced 205 cases
to which they reoi.mmend the payment of
fl.OJO eaci. Classes from 2 to 5 aro not
so destitute, but still in great distress,
i o these they recommend payments of
from $.00 to fOOO. The recommendations
of the committee provide for the immediate
disbursement of $1,180,000 to 3,(180 differ-
ent families, or an average of $322 to each
family These 3,080 cases wid Include all
those who are in immediate want. Class
b includes the heaviest losers, but they are
n«t in imediate want and no recomraen-
dntion was made in their cates, but they
will be considered further along.
After considering all the evidence laid 1
before them tho jury returned this
verdict:
“We, the jury of inquest impaneled to
Investigate the cause of the .lentil of Helen
Hite, May 31, do find that Helen Hite
came to her death from drowning, and
that the drowning was caused by the"
breaking of the South Fork dam. We
further find that there was not a sufficient
waste weir, nor was the dam constrncted
sufilciently strong nor of the proper
material to withstand the overflow, and
here we find that the owners of the said
dam were culpable in not making it a»
securo as should have been done. We
hold tho owners are responsible for the
fearful lo-s of life and property resulting
from the breaking of the dam.M
News Notes From Mexico.
The Mexican press is making fierce at-
tacks upon tho scheme of colonizing colored
emigrants from tho United States and asks
tho government not to countenance the
movement.
The government of the State of Chiap*
is following the example of that of Coa-
h nil in arresting journalists. The repre-
sentative of a press agency has been taken
into custody.
So.nor Terrazos hns 1’een excommuni-
cated by the archbishop for going to Rome
to complain against Archbishop La Bas-
vl(iOt
To Mettle the Peruvian Debt.
New York, Ju’y 8. _Renor Matte, th*
special envoy of Chili to the United States, .
England, and France, who has been in the
city for a few days, was entertained at
luncheon yesterday by E. W. Scott at the
Lawyers’ club. Senor Matte’s especial
mission to this and European countrie*
relates to the settlement of the Peruvian
debt.
— - iMSpS;
The Bell Telephone Company of thi*
iTiionir T6 V1 7l)cration about
in°r?£mmUe8 of w,re’ over wbich
LUoo.OOO messages are transmitted
daily, if these wires were stretched
in a continuous line they would reach
about Bovon times around the world,
and if the messagea were transmitted
one after another, two minutes to each,
it would require something like ten
years to send them all.
An English detective, after a search
of four months, has found (in Sidney) »
piece of silver-plate stolen from a Lon-
don house, and which he was instruotod
to recover at any cost.
Many things rightly claim our atten-
tion; but none of them will receive it
might if our thoughts wander aimlessly
from one to another without a guide.
Foub things come not back: the
spoken word, the sped arrow, the nasfc
life, the neglected opportunity,
nPW--®
AGRICULTURAL TOPICS.
tVBTBVCTIVE SVOOKSTIONS FOR OUB
RURAL HEADERS.
Imm Infonnallon of Value to tlte Famev*
•tock-Breeder, Reu- Keeper, llouaewlfet
end KltcliHn-Muld.
THE FARM.
Keeping Surpnrlluous Hor.«e(.
It is comparatively few farmers who
can accomplish all that they expect.
They lay out plans that requires more
men and team help than they can com
show after soaking it water twenty-four J fonnd tbs r*3unt et butter fat eotti_ afTniyTp 4 \t it a DDPVTxrnohoar8, _ tained in a given cow s milk, you want MICIIIuAjN HAixEAINGS.
-• - - to so manipulate that milk that you canLire-Slock Nolee.
More pigs and less dogs; more bacon
and less debt.
“Stamping done hero." This is what
bob-tailed horses say in fly time.
The Qoverument estimated the value
of milch cows a year ago at $24.02 per
head; the present figure is $23.04.
Potter Palmer, of Chicago, has im-
ported a four-in-hand coach that cost
him $10,000, and four handsome horses
at a cost of another $10,000. It is the
most expensive turnout of the kind ever
seen in America.
Who can show a better record than
youS1dol8nSt 'do thU ifi. ETENTS ^ ^occrBK™"
not the cow’s fault but yours. A groat
many men say all they wish to know is
how ranch butter they get. That is not An Intereatlng Summary of the More Im-
euouga to know, if you are going to get porUnt Doing* of Our Nelghbora-Wod-
— uui luuu nic uuu I’UIU- o u » Vr . ------- ---- - -- .u,,,,
mand. Of lato years it is increasinclv thl8- A. il. Kobinson, ofLindon. Col-
difflcult to hire reliable farm help; but ?,rn;l°' has 3,200 bead of sheep. Out of
horsy are always to be had for the
money, if the farmer wants to purchase
them. It is in this way that many over-
stock themselves with horses. The evil
is the worst for the feet that an idle
horse in the stable is a temptation to the
owner or to his family to drive around
the country instead of attending strictly
to their business. Wo believe that
farmers do well to visit each other and
learn different and improved methods of
farming; butthe season for this is mainly
in witter, when farm work is not press-
ing. It is hardly possible for a tamer
to leave work for anything in the grow-
ing season without loss.
; A Model Farm.
A writer gives the following as his
method of managing his 100-acre farm: luu 01 lli0 Iol)U oy Keepmg m
ms “rL:f i "r 10
..... 1 IN answer to a query as to what grasses
that number, from Nov. 1 to March 1, he
lost four animals, one of which was
killed by a mule, and one by a coyote.
A Western farmer says: “The hog
will utilize much on the farm that might
go to waste. Now this is particularly
the case with small farmers whose name
is legion. Take pumpkins, squashes,
and small potatoes; bny a kettle, build
an arch, and cook them; mix iu bran,
shorts, and rye. and your hogs will grow
tine until you finish with corn."
One instance of the evil influence of
habit is the persistency with which some
farmers keep up the custom of killing
their hogs at a particular time in the
year. Fresh pork is wanted in largo
markets all the time, aud it is often the
case that the farmer loses more than
the price of tuo food by keeping a hog
the best results from your cows. You
want to know whether yon are getting
the butter your cow is giving. Test
your milk and find out.
diiifs Mini Deatha— Crimes, CasuMltlea,
and General News Notes.
—James Breen wn« drowned at 8agi-
A cow should give one pound of hut- nnw while bathing in the river.
etone soil, the balance sandy loam. I
have it fenced in four equal tracts,
nearly as possible. For convenience,
at the corner where they all join I have
a good well, arranged to furnish stock „ . --------- ~
.water for each field. I manage to keep I ?everal k,n<,B11° , 8rn88’r 118 they give a
u. fifty in clover henv,er Growth than a few. and coining
and the quantity it is best to use per
acre on bottom land that is wanted for
pasture, the Country Gentleman tells a
correspondent: “It is advisable to sow
fifty acres in cultivation, fifty in clover,
each year, as follows: Twenty-five iu
corn, twenty- five in wheat. When the
corn is ent off 1 seed this field to wheat,
aud the following spring to clover. I
aim to take a crop of corn, then a crop
of wheat, then back to clover in two
years, and I find this as long as clover
should stand to bo profitable. By this
method I manage to keep the land in a
high state of cultivation without the
use of commercial fertilizers.
“I raisostock enough to eat up nil the
surplus corn, hay, etc. I stack the straw
and feed around the stack. Towards
spring I throw it down, so the stock can
trump it down. In this condition it rots
much faster, and is ready to haiil out
sooner. This manure I spread in the
poorest places when I have leisure aud
it is good hiauling. By doiugthis I keep
nearly everything on the farm except
the surplus wheat, which I market as
soon as thrashed, while it is in the sacks.
This saves a large per cent, on shrink-
age, besides extra handling, and you
have the use of your money. Any field
I have will bring a good crop. I always
have clover sod to put in corn that has
lain two years, aud it takes no longer
and is not so much expense to farm good
land as it is poor land. The pay is
surer, besides the satisfaction of seeing stand from the old to the new; in five
your crops iu a thriving condition and ! .* 8 . 8bakes all the bees from the old
promising a good reward." hive in front of the new one, and re-
to maturity at different times iu the
summer afford a useful succession for
pasturage. Among the kinds which may
bo selected, with some variation with
circumstances, are timothy, rod-top,
blue grass, orchard grass, tall fescue,
aud alsiko clover, about five pounds
more or less of each kind when the
number is taken."
THE APIARY.
Bee Nolen.
The national flowerof America is now
receiving attention. Bee-keepers should
vote for the Golden-rod.
Bees are not brought forth in clutches
like chickens; but in every good pros-
perous colony the queen is engaged dur-
ing the spring and summer in laying
every day, and under favorable condi-
tions thj number of eggs may amountto
2,000 or more in twenty-four hours, tho
number depending upon tho strength
of the cnlouy, tho weather, tho supply
of honey and pollen aud various other
contingencies.
Mr. I. Pike, Livermore Falls, Maine,
to prevent incroase. hives the new swarm
beside the old colony, placing the new
where the old stood, and removing the
stand from the old to the new; in five
p^ofitubL’thRt conuot'cloVhii. ^  8“r“h ™
Allowing the salt and water in the burned by tho explosion of a ker-
butter to make up for what butter fat is , osene lamp which she was filling.
J)0OU^dUofCbXinfor each pound of'but? ! “Mr* HumPhrey, of the Auditor Gen-
ter fat in your milk. ernl’s Office, has prepared an elaborate
1 he fact is, fifty per cent is the com- statement showing the appropriations
in * P°u“d atlay- made by the Legislature of 1889 and tho
Such cows should bo discarded ora 1 , . " , 4.
change made in the manner of manipula- , P, 0'mblo expenditures for the years 1889fion. snd 1890. Tho following is a summary of
If you are using the doepjotHng mode tho appropriations:
of creaming your milk, tho milk should
be set in the cold water as soon as drawn
from tho cow. After skimming keep tho
cream iu a warm place until the acid is
formed. This may bo hastened by add-
ing a little of tho former setting. It is
detrimental to churn sweet cream.
To sum up, test your cows to find out
how much butter fat their milk con-
tains, then see what you churn from it.
If not os much, change your manner of
caring for the milk, or the care of tho
cream or the churning, or all of them.
Do these and you w ill make more from
the dairy.— .Farm, Field and Stockman.
THE HOUSEHOLD.
Th« Mother nt Honin.
^ The mother is the heart of the homo.
She it is who determines its character-
istics and ditt'iwes through it that subtle
atmosphere which every sensitive per-
son can feel when introduced into the
home circle, and from which can quickly
bo inferred tho ruling spirit of the
home. There can bo no doubt that tho
most effective training for children is
tho training of example, and this truth
the mother needs constantly to bear
in mind. How can the impatient,
querulous, fault-finding mother tench
uutieuce and kindness and good temper?
How canthevain mothertnach humility?
How can the mother greatly absorbed in
keeping up with tho pomps and vanities
of life, eager for place and show, teach
her children the true principles of a
hapny life? How can the selfish mother
teach generosity or kindness, or tho dis-
contented mother teach contentment.—
The Home.
1890.
e70f.,a»o.oo
557,031.50
1,203,741.50
1,458, 100. (M
194,741.54
Proll table Market Gardening.
It must be kept in mind that iu garden-
ing it is the long, steady pull that tells
he story of the year's work: It is not
the good crop of this or the poor crop
of the other, that determines the ques-
tion of profit or loss; but in tho steady
run of one hundred and fifty days of
sales, a few dollars more or less each
day settles the question, and these few
dollars more can only be bad by a steady
succession of nil salable crops, from tb<j
- - ___ __ 
peats the shaking until all tho bees are
batched out; thus all the working force
is kept iu one hive, and although they
swarm aud are hived, no increase is ob-
tained.
To secure increase, J. B. Mason
would make swarms by drawing combs
of capped brood, nearly ready to hatch,
one from each of the seven hives, ami
shaking all bees back into their own
hive, then remove an eighth hive to a
new stand, and place this new colony on
the eighth hive’s stand, giving the col--- f-— » — I
sarliestto the latest, while they may j ony a laying or virgin” qneen. or a
easily be made less by thinking that you  quo•"••.V : — T *'““7 — — ,uu | qucen-cell, or even lot them rear their
ore through with cabbage -fter your ex- own queen; but in the last case, a frame
tra early are off, or by thinking that no j 0f bees just hatching should be substi-
one wants peas after tho Fourth of July, tuted for one of the frames of brood.
CroeU'yWMe ThaDfcsgiTing. It n,a)- I Mb. w f. Kskkr00tt, L(lIi Wi».,,ont
be that some of the products, during
part of the season, will not repay the
expense of cnltivating, gathering, and
•elling. Yet even if they are individu-
ally unprofitable, it pays to have them
on hanu, so that your customers may
learn to rely upon you for a full assort-S nXV0 K
-- » - -- T * *
to the Bee Journal office what ho called
“a queer looking bee taken from an
Italian colony." Prof. Cook remarks
thus _ concerning it: The boe sent by
Mr. Kenuescott is simply covered with
red paint. 1 had always supposed that
bees had too good sense to practice
had, and easily held, when they know
they can depend upon being regularly
supplied with a good quality and good
• assortment of vegetables. But when
the rente is not gone over regularly, or
the supply is not kept up so that each
may obtain jnst what he may happen to
want each day, they are easily pnrsuaded
to buy elsewhere. Of the various ways
in which the sales of market garden
produce mny be made, none is so well
calculated to bring in the ultimate profit
as*a well 'established route gone over
daily with the wagou. It is important
that the route be ns compact as possible,
as time saved is money saved in two
ways— it allows your driver and horse to
return the sooner to other work, and it
enables you to visit more customers, be-
fore your competitors. Other things
being equal, until your trade is well
established, the one who comes first
makes the sales. —^Inencan Agricul-
turist
THE HTOCK-RANC1L
m
Rye ns Food fo* 8 wine.
We are strong in tho belief that few
farmers know the true value of rye for
this purpose, savs J. M. Jamison, in
Swine Breeders' Journal. Bye may be
•own in corn the last time it is culti-
vated, with reasonable assurance that it
will make a good catch, and if tho
weather is nt all favorable will make a
largo growth and furnish a great amount
of forage for swine and other farm stock
in tho fall. Fora fresh bite in winter
when the weather is open, we know of
no green food that is more acceptable to
the hogs. They thrive remarkably well
on it — it brightens up their coats and
tones up the system. Its great value to
them as a forage plant comes in the
•pring before the grasses have made
anffloieot growth for grazing. If tho
grasses have a tendency when young to
produce too much action of the bowels,
this charge cannot be mid to rye. It ap-
pears to meet the demands of tho sys-
tem as a succulent food completely.
Many men on poor lands would grow
hogs if their laud would stand corn
cropping, for nnder a system of corn
growing it is hard to keep up the land,
with the aid of rye this can bo very
much remedied, if not overcome alto-
gether. Bye does not shade young
clover as badly as wheat, and if all is
left on the land it acts as a mulch to the
clover the first winter. When rye is
grown to hog down, a bushel to a bushel
And a peck is sufficient amount to seed
to the acre^It can be sown much later
than wheat. We have known it sown
About the 1st of November and a good
stand secured. To make a profit by hog-
ging it, certain conditions must be ob-
served. After tho rve is ripe it should
fall and be softened by contact with the
soil. Our expecience is that the hog de-
rives but little benefit from eating the
graim when dry and hard. They do not
mastifste them properly and they aro
voided without the appearance of having
levelled,* condition they should
is a genuine worker bee, and the brill
iant carmine seems genuine. Either
some one has been trying experiments,
or else this bee got into a tight place
with paint all around.
DuRiNGthe honey season each colony
should be worked for what it will do
best. If a colony don’t work well in
boxes, the boxes should be exchanged
for frames of comb to be usediu the ex-
tractor. Empty boxes should be given
to colonies that are in a condition to
use them, and colonies that are too weak
(from swarming or other canse) to bnild
comb to advantage, should be utilized in
finishing boxes that have been filled by
some other colony. With some, the
most rapid and most satisfactory work
in the boxes is performed by colonies
where the second swarm has been re-
turned.
THE DAIRY.
Tim .lor any a* » Family Cow.
Except by those who have had ex-
perience ir the rich milkAgiving quali-
ties of the Jersey as a family cow, and
•her gentlo, easy-going habits and docile
and affectionate disposition, that seem
almost inseparably associated with the
race, but little idea can be formed of the
real luxniy and solid comfort to be de-
rived from this source of necessary sup-
ply to the family needs. Every family
requires milk uud cream, and in cities
and towns iu almost every section of
the country the universal cry goes up
condemning the quality of these articles
as furnished by the average dairyman;
hence, those whose surroundings and
circumstances are favorable adopt the
more satisfactory plan of obtaining the
supply from their owu family cow.
There is no animal so well and so
thoroughly adapted for this purpose as
the Jersey. She is pre-eminently oou-
stituted and, it might almost be said,
specially bred for it. In her native
island all the cows oxo in a manner
family cows, and by the daily customs
under which she grows up, her associa-
tions with the members of the family,
especially of the women, are most inti-
mate.
To Wa»li Flannel*.
These are tho directions given for
washing tho celebrated “Jaeger flannel,"
which is considered very beneficial for
persons suffering with rheumatism.
They ore excellent rules for wash-
ing other flannel as- well, so us
to avoid shrinkage: “The olothos
should be put * to soak in water
(at about one hundred degrees F.)
in which soap has been boiled. To
about every six gallons of water, or suf-
ficient for washing six largo garments
aud several smaller articles, add three
tablespoousfuls of liquid ammonia,
which removes grease deposited by per-
spiration. Any good soup may be used,
but tho ammonia soap which combines
ammonia in the proper proportion is
recommended. Cover the clothes well,
as the sustained heat assists the removal
of tho grease. After an hoar’s soaking,
wash out by drawing through the hand,
avoiding rubbing. Very dirty spots
should bo brushed with a sott brush.
To thoroughly remove the soap, rinse
out twice in lukewarm water. They are
better wrung through a wringer than by
hand. Hang them to dry lengthwise.
Iron while still damp, stretching them
to the necessary length and width. The
iron should not be unnecessarily hot,
nor soda or lye bo used. The smell of
ammonia disappears when dry."
Hint* to llouRtiknepfir*.
To PREVENT rust, melt together three
parts of lard and one part of resin in
the powder. A very thin coating ap-
plied with a brush will preserve stoves
aud grates from rusting during summer,
even in damp situations. For this pur-
pose a portion of black lead may be
added.
Make stove cloths of dark calico to
use about yourcooking, instead of using
your apron or a dish towel w henever
you wish to remove anything from tho
oven or off the stove. You will find
them neater and more convenient. I
have mine doubled und about twelve
inches square.
Keep your stove blacking brush and
plate handy, aud after dinner each day
brush off your stove, aud you will find it
much nicer than washing it off; besides,
with an occasional brushing your stove
will always look nicely, and if your
stove is not kept looking clean, the
whole kitchen looks untidy.
SiMMERiNG nt 181) degrees is pro-
nounced more effective iu all ordinary
cookiug'than violent boiling at 212 de-
giecs. Much heat is wasted in raising
water to needlessly high temperature iu
cooking. Chicken, tor instance, will
cook much better in un hour of slow
simmering than in an Lour of violent
boiling.
THE KITCHEN.
Yorkshire Furtillnc.
Mix up one quart of milk, five egga
and a piuch of salt into a thick batter
with flour. Have a piece of beef roast.  ----- ------ --------- — .j .v-
ing; put a lump of dripping into alstow. | cover. Then she invited her friends and
Elur1 7n0^h±^Lb.”"n‘,,‘!: *° tb9b“l b-
Total appropriations.*!, 080,931.14 1034,294.50
A portion of tho laws making the above
appropriations have revenue or tax
clauses attached, while in many of the
laws this clause is omitted and tho rev-
enue necessary to meet tho appropria-
tions must come through tho general
purpose tax. Tho following is a general
summary showing the amount to bo raised
by taxation:
1889.
General purposes tax . . *889,863.22
Appropriations cou-
lainfng tax claims... 941,657.58
Ktuto taxes for iws ami
1«»U .................. 1,821,520.80
State taxes for 1887 and
l***- ......... 7 ....... 1,050,085.10
Reduction ............. 127,504.30
Of the above appropriations of 1889
aud 1890 $522,109.50 are for buildings
and improvements.
—A letter from Marquette says: “The
shipments of iron ore from tho Lake Su-
perior mines for tho past week have
beaten all previous records for a single
week, footing up nt 273,595 gross tons.
Of this quantity Escnuaha shipped 114,-
595 tons, the largest amount ever shipped
from that port in a week. Tho tolal
shipments for fhe season aggregated
2,350,790 tuns, a gain over the corres-
ponding date last year of 1,156,374 tons.
The volume of shipmoutHis unprecedent-
edly large, aud is increasing instead of
fnllinc off. If the present rate of output
is maintained for tho season the mines
will easily put 0,000, 0(H) tons on the mar-
ket this season."
—Three of the old residents and pio-
neers of Hillsdale County have passed
away. Levi Petrie, aged 70, who had
resided in the county over fifty years;
Abraham \ iele, aged 87, who came there
iu 1830; and Ber. Joseph Baekoy, a re-
tired Baptist clergyman, aged 83. At »
meeting of the Board of Trustees of tho
Eastern Michigan Asylum, hold at the
asylum iu Pontiac, the reaignation of Dr.
Hard as medical superintendent of the
institution was accepted with expressions
of regret, and Dr. C. B. Burr, the as-
sistant medical superintendent, was
unanimously chosen ns his successor.
—There is not u saloon in Au Train,
Alger County.
—The discovery of the Baraga graphite
mine in Northern Michigan promises to
develop into a matter of more than ordi-
nary importance. The mine has been
known to exist for several years, but it
was not until very recently that the pro-
duct of it was recognized as carbon, aud
more recently still that the carbon was
of sufficient purity for commercial uses.
Grajihite comes fiotu this mine in large
chunks, as it is blasted, and is then easily
subdued to a merchantable form. For
tho purpose of reducing it the same pro-
cess is adopted as that used in grinding
wheat, although there have not yet been
any successful experiments in using the
“patent roller process." The old-fashion-
ed burr stones grind tho graphite, aud it
is afterward bolted like flour and Bold ac-
cording to its grade or fineness.
—John Strong and Miss Edna Nichols
were to have been married at the bride's
home in Detroit, but Streng was taken
suddenly ill, and his physicians said tho
ceremony wonld hs'e to l>e postponed.
The bride expectant would not have it
that way. Accompanied by her parent*,
a minister, and tho bridemaidu, she re-
paired to her lover's home. Tho sick
man was propped np iu bod, and in that
position he and tho brave young woman
were married. After the ceremony the
oride sought tho physician and learned
that her husband would undoubtedly re-
coils pour in the pudding; put in the
oven to bake and when nicely done,
ponr over five tablespoons of the drip-
pings aud bake a good brown. Serve m
slices with the beef.
Tomato £oup.
One quart of tomatoes, one onion, two
ounces of flour, four ounces of butter,
two tablespooufuls each of sugar and
salt, one-third of a teaspoonful of
cayenne pepper, three pints of water
and one-hrlf pint of milk. Boil the to-
matoes and onions in the water for
three-quarters of hour, rub the sugar,
prepared, and there tho guests invited to
the wedding were entertained for an hour
or two, the bride explaining the absence
of the groom, aud receiving hearty good
wishes for his speedy recovery.
—The Fuller Buggy Company has de-
cided to locate in Jackson, the citizens
of that place having raised $10,000 to se-
cure it.
—Three citizens of Tekonsha were
fined by a Marshall justice of the peace
Milk and Cream.
One of the papers at tho farmers' con-
vection held at Madison, Wis., was read
by Prof. 8. M. Babcock of the state uni-
versity. In his paper the professor
maintained that there was in Wisconsin
100,000 farmers who^owned two or more
cows, and there were not 100 of them that
knew which cow paid a profit and which
jnado him no profit or an actual loss.
The remedy urged for this want of
knowledge, was to test the milk of indi-
vidual cows, to ascertain the amount of
la
— A. C. Sutherland, who killed young
ten minutes. Boil milk separately and
put iu last. Boil up ouco and serve
withltoasted bread if desired.
Douglass at Eden, Ingham County, some
weeks ago, has been released in bonds of
—Daniel Hnlick, an Oakland County
pioneer, having settled there forty-four
years ago, died a few days ago much re-
gretted by his neighbors.
— Prof. Johnson has been asked by the
State Board of Agriculture to resign his
position at the head of the State Agricul-
tural College. The speech made by Prof.
Johnson before his class on Juno 6,
wherein he compared tho facnlty and
students to snarling dogs, and also inti-
mated that ho had tho Board of Agricul-
ture by tho ears, and that they would
back him in his work, formed tho basis of
tho investigation, audit was principally
on account of tboso assertions that ho was
asked to resign. Bosolutions, stating the
reluctance of tho board to pmt with the
services of Prof. Johnson and expressing
the kindliest feelings for him, were
passed.
THE AWFUL WORE OF ARTILLERI.
1889. 1830.
Appropriation by this
LeKhlalurt) ............ *850,095.14 8 448,358.50
Annual appropriations
umler former l^iBla-
tn»S .................. 185,836.00 185,030.00
—Samuel Harvey, of West Bay City,
a baggageman on the Michigan Central,
was run over by tho cars at Gladwin and
cut in two and horribly crushed.
—At tho regular meeting of tho Michi-
gan Board of Pharmacy, hold at Star Isl-
and, near Detroit, 120 persons were pres-
ent for examination. Of this number
102 took tho registered pharmacists' ex>
animation ami eighteen tho registered as-
sistauts’ examination. Seventy-four per-
sons passed the legisterod pharmacists’
examination and twenty-eight failed.
Thirteen passed the assistants' examina-
tion and live failed. This is tho largest
class that has ever been before the board
for examination. Tho following officers
wore elected for the ensuing year: Presi-
dent, Jacob .lesson, Muskegon; secretary,
•James Vernor, Detroit; treasurer, Geo.
McDonald, Kalamazoo. The next meet-
ing of the Board will bo held at Lansing,
Nov. 5.
—Gov. Luce has pardoned Charles
Boyce and Louis Dubry, who were serv-
ing twenty and three-year sentences,
respectively, in Jackson Prison. Boyle
was sent np from Deerfield, Lawrence
County, in 1877, on conviction of man-
slaughter. The Governor was prompted
to extend executive clemency by reason
of the exemplary life led by Boyle since
the Jackson Prison had boon his home,
aud his pardon is due purely to his good
behavior. His sentence would have ex-
pired in two years. Dubry was sent
up from Monroe for a period of throe
yoaip on a conviction of adultery. Gov.
Luce thought tho ease presented many
mitigating features, and hence the par-
don.
—Miss Susan Bomeyn, sister of Capt,
Henry Bomeyn, Fifth United States In-
fan try, has been engaged as matron at the
Blind School in Lansing,
—Sibley & Bearingor, of East Saginaw,
lately sold 50,000,000 feet of standing
timber on the Au Gres Biver for 325,-
000. .
butter fat produced by each. The ques-
tion: “Which is the hi ’--- jest cow?" is usu-
ally answered: “The one which gives
the most butter from the churn." This
is not really the truth. If the milk con-
tained more butter than yon can get out
of it, you do not know how good the
milk is without testing. After yon have
Variety Cake. ______ __ .„.V„„WV4 ltJ
*°rat to0«®th". tw° a*d one cup ' $5,000. °He will be“tn7dT LanskT 'in
sugar, add three tablespoons melted nMnW b
butter and one teacnp sweet milk. Into ( uclo‘,or
this stir two cups of flour in which has ! —An expert has just concluded a crit-
8o,d
in a deep buttered Jjasin that will hold rftD8e nnd BPeak8 very nighly of the pros-
two quarts, that it may have room to rise, poets.
To make a pudding ‘of it, cut in slices i -The shipments of lumber from the
add'oDe 8*“* ^ -on* °£ Jun.
teaspoonful each of ground spices, and B“ow a considerable fulling off, as cora-
a spice cake is the result. Or take half pared with the corresponding period last
of the mixture, add oue-balf of the season.
iMr and 0-0 ^
marble cake; a handful of raisins well camPment n«t year, and will send a
rubbed in flour is a nice addition; also a . committee of fifteen, headed by the Mayor,
frogling if deoired. I MU.onko. to work for it *
— All the black bass that were in the
fish hatchery at Alpena have been placed
iu Long Lake, The attempt to get them
to spaw n w hile in the hatchery proved a
failure. The AhIi would not spawn while
penned up, and the method of hatching
thorn artificially has yet to be discovered.
The Kiiig’n Namesake.
Conspicuous among the few men of
Igh time who ever got tho better of
Frederick tho Great in n jesting en-
counter was an abbot of the Catholic
Monastery of Cnmenz, who succeeded
in that high office tho worthy Abbot
Tobias, an old favorite and friend of
tho Protestant hero, whom, upon a
memorable occasion, ho had saved
from capture by a party of foraging
Croatian horsemen.
rl he King disliked the new abbot as
heartily as he had liked the old one;
hut, having been hospitably entertain-
ed by him during tho last visit he ever
paid to Cnmenz, he deemed it fitting to
recognize his host's attentions by some
mark of royal grace, and calling the
abbot to his carriage window uh he was
alimit to drive away from the monastery
gates, said to him *:
“Ask mo a favor.”
‘‘.Sire,” observed the abbot, “our sec-
ond Imss choir-singer is recently dead.
Doubtless vour majesty can dispose of
many chonsts in Berlin. Will my all. ------ ------ jiv 1
mightiest, all-serenest monarch deign
to b^ icgift us with a second bass?"
Tho King, after a moment’s reflec-
tion, replied :
“I’ll send you one from Neustadt-on-
tho Dossc.”
It flashed across the abbot’s mind
that Frederick had some shcA-t time
previously set up an establishment for
improving the breed of asses in the very
town mentioned by him; aud foreseeing
what sort of bass singer the King's pe-
culiar humor would prompt him to for-
ward to Cainenz, w herewith to recruit
its choir, he promptly rejoined :
A LIm of Artillery Cannot Bn Broken by
an Attack of Infantry In Fr »n*.
The idea prevailing befon. the
Franoo-Priihsiau war that the effect of
artillery lire on the ranks of the enemy
was moral rather than actual is con-
clusively wiped out by the account of
two actions found in the recent work by
the groat anthority on this arm, Prince
Kraft Hohenlohe. Although Prussia
gave tho Austrians a tremendous lick-
ing in 180(1, she recognized the fact that
the Austrian batteries were far superior
to hers and immediately sot to work to
improve them, with the following re-
sult in 1870, as described by PrinceKraft: F|
“I could never have believed that the
instruction given iu time of jieace would
have born such excellent fruit in spite
of the excitement of notion. Standing
behind the Captain of a battery, I heard
him quietly give the order: ‘Against
infantry in front, 1,000 paces, from the
right flank, ready ! Fire one gun !’ Then
he waited, holding his field glass to his
eye, until the enemy approached the
point on which the guns were laid, and
gave the order: ‘Rapid firing from the
right flank !’ Then there was a hellish
sight, for tho advancing enemy disap-
peared from view in tho clouds of smoke
which the shells throw up as they burst
and tore their way through the ranks.
After one or two minutes the attacking
enemy came ont on one side of the
smoke. It had. passed the point on
whioh the guns were laid, and, in spite
of terrible loss, approached with un-
deniable bravery. Then the captain
gave tho command: 'Cease firing! 1,-
000 paces— one gun— cease firing r And
when the guns were now laid, he cried:
‘At 1,600 paces, from the right flank,
rapid tiring !’ The effect was brilliant,
horrible, overwhelming. No attack
could have resisted it”
Again, we have the effect of the Gei>
man guns at 8t. Privat: “When tht
head of the French oolnmn became visi-
ble over tho kill our trial shots renohed
it at a range of 1,900 paces, and my
thirty guns opened a rapid fire. The
enemy’s infantry was enveloped in the
thick smoke wbicb the shells made as
they bust. But after a very short time
we saw the red trousers of the masses
which were approaching us appeal
through the cloud. I stopped the fire.
A trial shot was fired at 1,700 paces
range; this was to show us tho point up
to which wo should let them advance
before reopening tho rapid fire. We
did the same for the ranges of 1,500,
1,300, 1,100 and 900 paces. In spite 0
tho horrible devastation which the
shells caused iu their ranks, theee brave
troops continued to advance; but st 900
paces tho effect of our fire was too
deadly for them ; they turned ronnd and
fled; we hurled shells after them as
long os we could see them. • Here was
au iufantry attack which was repulsed
purely and simply by the fire of artil-
lery." The proposition is also laid
down that a line of artillery cannot b«
broken by a frontal attack by infantry.
The effect of shrapnell reaches ont te
3,800 yards, and from 1,100 to 1,200
yards tho effect of artillery is absolutely
annihilating.
Home and Mother.
A young French soldier lay appar
ently dying in a hospital at Geneva
Far away id his native village in Brit-
tany was and an old father, mother, and
sister. One day he told a comrade that
ho would dearly like to see his old
father onee more. A letter was written
and his father started at once. Arrived
at Geneva he hastened to his son, who
expressed his satisfaction at seeing him
before he died.
“Ah, no ! you must not die. Courage,
lad ! I have money and will buy every-
thing you need," said the old man.
But the youth protested that lie had
everything he needed now, and that all
sorts of things were brought to tempt his
appetite, but he could not eat. The
Itoor father was quite discouraged at the
sight of his weary, wasted boy, and
feared he had only come to take his
body home. Then all at once it oc-
curred to him to draw from hislknapsook
one of tho common loaves of rye bread,
luch os ore eaten by the peasants of
Brittany.
“Here, my son, take this; it was
made by your mother !”
The sick lad turned his heavy eves
and stretched out his hand greedily,
crying,—
“Give it tome, father; I am hungry!”
As he ate his eyes lighted up, the
blood came back to his face, and large
tears rolled down his cheeks, as he
said,—
“It is so good! the bread from my
home!”
From that time ho began to recover,
ind fifteen days later he was able to
start on the homeward journey. AU the
way he kept asking,—
*' When shall I be at homo, where I
may always eat our good black bread,
made by my dear mother ?”
Who “Me” Was.
One evening during Mrs. Delaney and
Port’s occnpation of rooms atMiss“Most dread sovereign, in token of — ----- w *wu,a ••
our gratitude for your gracious bounty, I Windsor Castle, Miss Port heard a
and in accordance with the custom of knock at the door when she was sitting
our order, we shall bestow niton our , alono» and asked: “Who is there?” A
new second bass the name of his exalt- ! voi(,e replied: “It .3 me.” “Me may
ed donor. He will Ite known in our fltay wi*ere he in," cried the lively girl.
choir as Frederick Hecundus!” Another knock, and she repeated the
The King made no attempt to return question. The voice again answered “It
this dexterous home thrust, but drove “ “e,” “Me is impertinent, and may
f n 1. — i __ a . • a vta nlt/tnf stitf Itnuirwiuu **
off in silence, which lie maintained un- 8° about his business,” she said indig'
broken for nearly an hour, when, turn- uantly. On the knocking being renewed,; — AiciWAT Hu uu iieu, ui u — —
ing to his aid-de-camp, he dryly oh- 8Om0 person who was with Alisa Portserved: * ' persuaded her to open the door and see- a • | J a fcaav VAv/VA OliaA
That is what one gets by joking who was so persistent, when, to her un-
with fools !” speakable dismay, she found it was the
But he never again alluded to an ep* king ! All she could utter was: “What
isode in which he had been thoroughly *haU 1 8ay?n “Nothing at all,” said the
worsted. — Selected. ” king. “You were very right to be cau-
tious whom you admit”— Temple Bar.
Cost of Carpenter Labor.
To place joists, etc., on wall, $4 per
1,000.
Hanging door and locking, 50c to 75c,
Fitting sash, 50c. to 75c.
edikiat ftgriilflfr ^ ikr- :* .....wisaB'U wjkwlfttu.’
Edith anil Her Conscience.
Edith’s aunt said she might get four
caramels from a plate in the closet I
. ...... am very sorry to say that aHe took five;
Casing window, stool and apron, $1. but she wasn’t quite happy while eat-
Hang outside blinds, 50c. ing them. She was very still for some
Hang inside blinds, 75c.; if boxed, $1. i time, and then asked: “Auntie does
Lay pine floor, G in., 30c. per square, i God know how many caramels I took?*
Lay pine floor, 4in., 40c-. per square. I “Yes, Edith.”-
Lay walnut floor, 3 in., $1 per square, i After another long silence, she broka
Roof and sheathing, 25o. per square, out: “Well! I shouldn’t think He
To lay shingles, per 1,000, 75o. per wonld make such a fuss about one oara-
'nare- * mel. *— Wide Awake. '
•2>,iSi&4S[&u.v
jThe Holland City News.
JOUK C. POST, Editor.
Saturday, July 13, 1889.
Don. C. Henderson, the veteran editor
of the Allegan Journal, spent a few days
at Ottawa Beach and, as a result of the
visit, the Jbi/mal contains a two-column
article describing that resort . It is one
of the best descriptions of the place we
have had the pleasure of reading.
The Allegan Gazette came to us last
week as a jubilee edition. Its editor
had secured the appointment of Mr.
Murphy, as postmaster of the village,
who was an opponent of the famous
“ring,” which has been making life a
burden to the Gazette man. The Allegan
“Reid” seems to be considerable of a
“club,” by the way he knocks them out.
Press Association.
The Michigan Press Association have
spent the week in their annual session
of business and pleasure. The meeting
was held this year at Grand Rapids.
The citizens of the Valley City provided
a series of pleasant entertainments tor
their guests, one of the most enjoyable
things on the programme being a car-
riage ride about the city.
The News representative could not
stand the torrid climate of the Second
City, and he was obliged to return to
the cool lake breezes, after spending an
hour among his brethren of the pen.
Ottawa county was represented on
the programme by an “oration” by
Hon. H. Y. Potts, of Grand Haven.
The heat caused Mr. Potts to collapse,
in the midst of one of his eloquent
periods, but he soon revived and com-
pleted his story, amid the usual “thun-
ders of applause.” One of the “points”
in the address was the startling an-
nouncement that he was a candidate
for the Grand Haven post office.
Themeeting closed on Friday with
an excursion m the C. & W. M. R. R.
to St. Joseph, where the band of quill
drivers were refreshed by the cool air
of Lake Michigan, and a lunch at
Plank’s Grand Hotel. From St. Joseph
they were taken to Chicago on the
magnificent steamer City of Detroit.
leading men in every town always se-
cure their business by advertising, and
treating their patrons well, and we are
certain that our merchants could double
their country trade and materially in-
crease their home business by judicious
advertising.
Summertime.
After a succession of cold rains and
June frosts, July has brought the old
fashioned summer weather. The ther-
mometer marking 90 degrees or more,
in the shade, every day; the corn grow-
ing so fast as to even satisfy the honest
grangers, and the ice dealers reaping
their harvest.
Holland City presents its best appear-
ance in the summer. The beautiful
shade trees lining the residents streets,
the numerous flower gardens and green
lawns show the pleasant homes of the
city to the best advantage. The stran-
ger who sees but the business streets of
Holland, invariably concludes that it is
not much of a place; but a walk down
Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh and Twelfth
streets makes a change necessary in his
first impression.
Few people in this world are entirely
satisfied with living as their forefathers
have done, but they strive to improve
their condition and that of their chil-
dren. The same thing applies to towns.
It should be the aim of every citizen to
do what he can to improve the town he
lives in and make it better each year,
than it was the last. All cannot build
handsome houses, but each family can
make brighter and more beautiful the
grounds about their homes. A few
shade trees, a bed of roses or other
flowers and some green grass, add
greatly to the appearance of a home.
In addition to looking better in the
pummertime, Holland is a much more
City Licenses.
Our city council has passed a number
of ordinances relating to the sale of
meats and other food. Mayor Kremers
in his inaugural message questioned the
wisdom of some of these laws. The
supreme court has just had a case before
it from Allegan village, where one Peter
Caulkett insisted on peddling meat
about the streets of the town. This
was contrary to one of their village
ordinances.
The supreme court in holding the
ordinance illegal and beyond the powers
of the village council, uses this language:
“It is difficult to perceive how such a
law could be of public benefit. Its ten-
dency would be, if enforced, to increase
the pricp of fresh meat to the consumer,
while it could serve no useful or benefi-
cial purpose as an offset to this in-
creased cost of an article of daily and
necessary food.
“In almost every case cited by the
relator’s counsel to sustain this by-law,
there was a public market in the village
or city, and such a by-law was adjudged
valid upon the ground that it was a
market regulation.
“But in the present case there is no
market established in Allegan, and,
consequently, no market regulations.
The business engaged in by Schermer-
horn is an innocent and useful one, and
sanctioned by the general laws of this
state. And if it be conceded that the
village authorities under the charter
have a right to exact a license fee, as a
compensation for the expense of the
supervision of the trade, yet the fee
proposed to be exacted by by-law No.
16, to-wit: $10 per month is excessive
and unreasonable, and therefore void.
“And there is no showing anywhere
in the record that the by-law was passed
for the benefit of the health of the
people of the village or in the mainte-
nance of good order. And it is not easv
to see how the business of selling meat,
as carried on by Schermerhom, would
be any more prejudicial either to the
health or good order of the community
than if he was selling in a butcher shop.
Nor would the exaction of such a license
or tax as the one prescribed in this case
be the proper method of police regula-
tion in case either the public health or
order was liable to be imperilled by this
method of selling fresh meat. ’ The
control or regulation of the business to |
guard against either the danger to the *
public health or good order of the com - i
munity, would, if of anv benefit, have !
to be exercised in other ways, than bv j
the imposition of a license fee or tai ,
upon all dealers from carts or wagons
alike, without reference to anything;
save the business they were to engage
in, aud so heavy as to be in effect a
penalty rather than a license.
“This by-law, as before said, had its
purpose, which was not in the direction
stuff, and we concluded that our duty
to the public required an investigation.
We turned our steps toward the sound.
Only a few moments were required to
reach the place, but instead of finding
a bold, bad burglar carrying away the
house dog, we came upon a scene which
nearly proved a tragedy.
The moonbeams disclosed a haudsome
house, surrounded ‘by trees and flowers,
and an extra large front gate at the
street entrance. On this gate two hu-
man beings were gayly swinging. He,
the ordinary young man, with a collar
holding up his ears, and the wide pants
of the period. She, one of the loveliest
girls in town, with her bright eyes, rosy
cheeks and cherry lips. The sweet
sounds had evidently proceeded from
their murmuring voices, and the report
from an occasional collision between
her ruby lipa and his manly brow.
Not wishing to mar the pleasures of
the beautiful scene, we endeavored to
retnu e our steps and leave them to
their pleasant amusement.
But it was too late. She saw us. and
gave a slight scream and at the same
time leaned too heavily on the gate.
The frequent use of this, by the young
people, had weakened it, and the gate
gave way and fell, with a loud crash,
that awakened the sleeping bull dogs
for two blocks, to say nothing about
the dozen or more citizens, who rushed
forth arrayed in bathing costumes and
clubs.
The young man, of course, climbed a
tree and remained hid among the leaves
until the alarm had subsided. The girl,
after the first scream, vanished from
sight, as if her mother had wanted her
assistance at the washtub.
We were left alone with the moon-
light, bull dogs, broken gate and fright-
ened citizens. By kindness to the dogs
and the repetition of one of our i>olitical
editorials to the citizens, we succeeded
in quieting the angry mob, and reach-
ing home in safety.
We urge upon our citizens, who are
the fortunate possessors of pretty girls,
to have their gates repaired at once.
The strain upon them during these fine
moonlight nights is immense, and due
regard for the lives of their children
and their own slumbers should cause
them to act promptly in this matter.
k , 1 Lltuove a lea&ue from the
neath the wSJe?6 °ld °ne 8ti11 lies be*
An awful inundation occurred at
?vatn^V? Mril ^  1820> occasioned
Sit ieiu18 tu *TbreaklD8 trough solne
es‘ Numerous lives were lost,
?n?inn ue r$coid8 Spte, 4000 houses and
10,000 head of cattle were destroyed.
,. Ifr^o P8rt of Zealand was’ over-
flowed in 1717, and 1300 of the inhabi-
tants were lost in the floods. Hamnurg,
while her citizens with but few excep-
tions were saved, incalculable loss to
FOTjk The same city was again
halt flooded on January 1, 1855, and an
enormous damage suffered.
tv,lnrnilf ^ i,e®ian houd spoken of above
i t l6i •Fvrench army under
Mac DqnaJd, which was in that coun-
a. the time, was materially accelera-
ted by the forces of nature
One of the worst, floods Germany
ever had occurred in March, 1816: 119
villages were laid under water and a
great loss of property followed the in-
undation.
25 YEARS
DEVOTED TO THE TREATMENT OF
CHRONIC DISEASES.
Drs. Brewer <fe Jenison representing the Brewer Medical Co.
can be con suited on all chronic diseases at the
City Hotel, July 13th, 1889,
Diseases of the Heart, Throat, Lungs, Kidneys, Nerves,
Stomach, etc., treated successfully by our newuuobiuu. method of treatmeht.
nfTSf J00?8 *n £^n.a and that portion wr P .
f.rom tim.e are careful m our examinations and never encourage
without a surety of success.
Examinations Free!
DRS. BREWER <fc JENISON.
of a police regulation, but in the re-
straint of trade. The law will not al-
low the right of property or business to
be invaded under the guise of a police
regulation for the benefit of the public
health or good order, when it is mani-
fest that such is not the object or pur-
pose of the enactment or by-law.
“The by-law in question here in effect
gives the right to sell fresh meat to a
few in exclusion of all others. It would
tend to greatly enhance the price of a
necessary article of food and to compel
a loss of time by forcing all the people
of Allegan to resort to the butcher
shops to procure their daily supply. If
all fresh meats may thus be controlled
in their sale, all kinds of meats, bread
stuffs, vegetables and fruits may be
brought under the same restriction.' - If
this may be done the business of selling
food would fall into the hands of tbe
few and all competition outside of the
shops and stores would be destroyed
and the people oppressed. Such a by-
law is not reasonable and, in this case,
the license fee or tax whichever you
may call it, is so extortionate as to
make it almost prohibitory.
“The writ must be denied with cost?
against the relator.”
From this it is evident that the ordi-
nances preventing the sale of such
articles as are not injurious, but bene-
ficial to a community, would be held by
the court invalid, under similar circum-
’•’fce Floods of History.
Few Have Been Worse Than That of
theConemaugh Valley.
A Long Record of Disaster.
The terrible flood in the Conemaugh
V alley will be chronicled by the his-
torian as one of the most disastrous in
world’s record of such calamities.
Now that the first feeling of horror in
connection with the Pennsylvania de-
luge has in a measure subsided, and
men can begin to calmly measure its
extent, one ot the first thoughts which
will arise iu the minds of many is one
of comparison. Will it not rank’ among
the worst in the history of the world?
Where has a flood wrought greater ha-
vacV How many have been more disas-
trous?
The fingers of one hand will suffice
to count the floods in history which
have been accompanied by a’ loss of
life as great or greater than the one in
Western Pennsylvania. In this Nine-
teenth Century it is hard to compre-
hend the extent of such a disaster; it
seems irreconcilable with the civiliza-
tion and progress of the age. The fact
that there have been very few as terri-
hit* flsk/wla i -a*
definite statistics of losses of life and
damages have ever been obtainable. In
jecent years there have been floods
there which are known to have been
very disastrous, but that is practically
all that can be said. In October, 1833,
occurred one of the worst floods in the
history of the empire. Ten thousand
houses were swept away and 1000 per-
sons perished in Canton alone, while
equal or perhaps greater calamity was
produced in other sections of the coun-
try.
At Vienna the dwellings of 50,000 in-
habitants were laid under water in
lebmary, 1830.
Two thousand persons perished in
Navarre in September. 1787, from tor-
rents from the mountains produced bv !
excessive rains. * |
The beautiful Danube, of poetry and
songs, has on numerous occasions risen !
in its might and brought disaster and
distress to the inhabitants of the coun-
tries through which it wmds. Pesth, 1
near Presburg, suffered to an enormous
extent from its overflow in April, 1811,
I wenty four villages were swept awav,
and a large number of their inhabi- 1
tants perished.
On the occasion of another overflow i
of this river, on September 14,1813, a
Turkish corps of 200(1 men. who were
encamped on a small .sland near Wid-
din, were surprised and met instant
death to a man.
A catastrophe, which in some re-
spects brings to mind that at Johns-
town, occurred in Spain in 1802. Lorea
a dty in Murcia, was overwhelmd by
Subscribe
For the NEWS,
Advertise
In the NEWS,
the bursting of a reservoir, and up-
wards of 1000 people were destroyed.
House for Sale.
A residence on Sixth street. Almost
new. Contains seven rooms and sum-
mer kitchen. Reasonable terms to
purchaser. For further particulars ap-
ply at this oflice.
And have your
Printing
Af and Below Coni,
Van den Berge & Bertsch, the mil-
liners, are closing out all their summer
stock at and below cost.
- m ••• ^  -
Notice.
Sealed proposals will be received bv
the Board of Water (’ommisrioners, of
the City of Holland. Michigan for the
building of a well 16 ft.diameter, inside
measurement, and ‘Mi feet deep, to the
clay, from there 6 feet diameter, in-
side measurement and 33 feet deep, to
the gravel.
Also proposals will be received for
the building of a well 6 feet in diam-
eter, inside measurement, 63 feet
deep.
We
Of all kinds, done at DE
GRONDWET and NEWS
Printing House.
u^u ,ver>' Iew as t«rrl* 'vel1 to he built water tight, in
ole floods in the whole gamut of u s- ! order to exclude surface water.
torv Will aid in Aniiiwiatinir iru All Ttorunno .....
ki i ------- “JU^U UJu‘o ''uw nu vaiiu, unuer similar 
cesirable jdace of residence during that stances as iu Allegan. If a public mar-
season. The oollpcrp ______ , ' ..season. The college commencement
exercises usher in the summer. The
resorts then bring many pleasant and
intelligent people to spend their vaca-
tion with us. With the lake excursions
of summer brought to their homes.
The normal school is another addi
tion to our summer attractions. The
new Chicago boat line will also be of
great benefit to the summer business of
the town and bring more visitors to it.
The above is probably not news to
many 0f our readers. It is the province
or the press, however, to take the exist-
ing facts in every community and use
them as a lever to keep the town moving.
We, therefore, add the moral to this
article. It is that our business men are
neglecting the opportunities presented
by the location and advantages of the
town. With the lake and resort at-
tractions, the thickly populated farming
country about us and the excellent
railroad facilities for bringing people
into the city, a celebration of the Fourth
of July should be held here every year
and every public holiday made the oc-
casion for a general celebration at Hol-
land, to include all the Untry about
Ufl. Not only this, but the merchants
ket place was established, then it would
be legal for a village or city government
to prevent the peddling of food else-
where.
Some of our citizens have recentlyHftiiv n,,. .• niuiitnelake excursions 
of immrn I r^i l_lzen8 ^ av® the pleasures been obliged to pay. a part of their hardomen. wealth ..m ___
earned wealth into the Zeeland village
treasury, for selling flowers and white
fish there. Under this decision the
Zeelanders will have to permit these
sales without one of their “licenses/'
Similar cases have occurred in Holland,
where farmers have been interfered
with when selling meat. It would be
wise for the council to look over their
ordinances carefully in the light of this
decision., and repeal those that are had.
A Moonlight Accident.
One evening, during the past week,
we were obliged to return home on the
late train, from Grand Rapids. Tbe
night was a perfect one, with the moon
shedding its silvery light over the land-
scape. The air was fragrant with the
odors of beautiful flowers, and a gentle
zephyr cooled our aching brows and
blew away the festive mosquitoes.
While we were walking slowly along.
- ---- nwwic dllllU 01 118
tory will aid in appreciating its horrors,
what have these few been? This is
the short list:
At Dort, in Holland, seventv-two
villages and over 100.(XK) people ’were
destroyed on April 17, 1421.
At a general inundation of nearly
the whole of Holland in 1530, upward
of 400,000 people lost their lives.
In Catalonia, in 1617, -30.000 persons
perished by flood.
Six thousand perished by the floods
in Silesia in 1813, and 4000 in Poland in
the same year.
The loss of life
uu erchants teau]tiful <>»r atten-
should nse greater efforts to brioK trade whirh by * dUlCet souod
to tbe city, and let the farme r-/ , ^ichreemedto come from amid the
...v during the recent
floods ID Austria-Hungary and in Chi-
na have never been fully reckoned, and
though 100,000 persons are said to have
perished in the Chinese inundations,
the figures are not regarded as trust-
worthy. These are the only floods on
record where the loss of human life has
been estimated at over -5000. The list
of smaller similar disasters is almost an
endless one.
IN HOLLAND AND CHINA.
Holland, the little lowland country
• redeemed from the seas,” has suf-
fered worst, from the nature of its sit-
uation.' Protected, as it is, by dikes,
which separate the land from the wa-
ter by artificial means, a constant vigil-
ance has been required of its people to
prevent the ocean from claiming its
own. In both the deluges of 1421 and
1530 the immediate cause was a break-
ing down of the dikes. The record of
both are meagre, although the mere
hstaofthe drowned suffice to show
how awful the havoc must have been.
The inundation at Dort began at Dord-
recht, where a heavy storm caused the
nlzrAci u+ 4 ~ ___ *
All persons bidding on well must ,
furnish their own plans and specifica- '
tions a copy of which must accompany
their proposals.
Bids will be received until 7. P. M. I
July 15. 1889. I
The Board of Water Cornissioners
reserve the right to reject any and all i
bids.
By order of the Board of Water Com- ,
sioners.
Geo. H. Srrr. CM
22— 3 w.
IW^'M^ns^^^^nmnd Dul-
lart. in Friesland and in Zeeland. In
to the city, and let the farmers know
that they are alive and selling goods,
instead of complaining about dull
times, and wondering why Grand Rap-
ids merchants advertise so much. The
News has declined several offers of ad-
vertising from business men in;otber
38, in the hope that our own mer-
its would fill up its columns. The
maples bordering the street. It ap-
peared to be a combination of the sweet
warblings of the turtle dove, the low
murmurings of the sea, and an occa-
sional report, like that of a distant fire-
cracker.
An ordinary mortal would have been*
terror-stricken and probably fled in af-
fright, but ye editor is made of sterner
x iiooinuu u m j^ eiand. i
the last two provinces upward of 300
villages were overflowed, and, accord-
ing to a Dutch historian, the tops of
their steeples and towns were for cen-
tunes after to be seen rising out of the
water.
The immense body of water known
as the Zuyder Zee was formed by this
inundation. Reclaimed by the ocean,
it was never recaptured by the Hollan-
ders. Although fertile country before
f'h»t time, it has ever since been the
. Ahe subsequent inundation of
I->30 was the most frightful on record.
It nearly annihilated the Netherlands
and only to the indomintable pluck
I*uruM>U.
The finest line in Holland at
___ ____D. Be Risen’ 8..
W . L. Douglas’ celebrated $3.00 shoe
at Van Duren Bros. This is the best
shoe for the money made. tf
Ask your Grocer for Durham Coffee
For First Place.
A great amount of iwilitical' engi-
neering will be done by friends of can-
didates to secure for their men the first
place on the ticket, and the liest man
will probably secure the coveted place.
Then if indorsed by the majority
of the people, the election is as-
sured. Electric Bitters has been put
to the front, its merits passed upon,
lias been indorsed, and unanimously
given the first place, among remidies
Peculiarly adapted to the relief and
cure of all Diseases of Kidneys, Liver
and Stomach. Electric Bitters, being
guaranteed, is a safe investment. Price
50c. and $1 per bottle at Yates & Kane,
Holland, A. De Kruif, Zeeland
Beautiful card in Durham Coffee.
Their Business Booming.
Probably no one thing has caused
such a general revival of trade at the
drug stores of Yates & Kane, Holland,
and A. De Kruif, Zeeland, as their giv-
ing away to their customers of so many
free trial bottles of Dr. King’s New
Discovery for Consumption. Their
trade is simply enormons in this verv
valuable article from the fact that it
always cures and never disappoints,
Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis,
Croup, and all throht and lung diseases
quickly cured. You can test it before
buying by getting a trial bottle free,
large size $1. Every bottle warranted
llBIliitas
prised an enormous area, and the hS- l^prein^ ^  COfflD ^  Deeaed~just
Come and see ourNew
Stock
— OF —
Parlor Suits,
Upholstered Rockers,
Reclining Chair*,
Rattan Rockers,
Oak and Antique Chair*,
Fancy Eockers of all descriptions.
THE FITTEST
Bed-room Sets
EVER SOLD IN THIS CITY. ALL SOLD AT
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.
We also have on hand a full line of
Wall Paper and Carpets,
And an elegant assortment of
R.XTC3-S-
^as low in price, or lower, than they can be
fpurchased elsewhere.
Mem, Brouwer £ Ce.
DOUBLE STORE,
RIVER. STREET
’
mi
Continued from Flm Page
wise provisions of the inter-state com-
merce law, the railroads cannot pun-
ish people in the winter for patroniz-
ing the boats in the summer. Rail-
road rates have to be the same for
every man, be he a millionaire or pau-
per. And the same for every town
where the distances are equal.
Mr. Bradshaw has built a fine cot-
tage at Shady Side; and purchased dock
property in our city, and we hope that
our people will respond by patronizing
the new line.
Personal.
Mrs. J. B. Brown, is in Bangor,
visiting.
Mrs. D. M. Gee was in Grand Rapids
Tuesday.
Mr. Fred Slooter, of Grand Rapids,
is visiting relatives in the city.
Miss Effle Powers, of Grand Rapids,
is visiting the Misses Van der Veen.
Mrs. Alonzo Herold, of Grand Rapids,
is visiting Mr: and Mrs. E. Herold.
Mr. J. B. Brown left the city Friday
for a few days visit at Newton, la.
Mr. Charles McAllister, of Columbus,
0., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. P. Conley.
Miss Anna Vaarwerk, of Roseland,
HI., is visiting relatives and friends in
the city.
Mr. C. Blom, Jr., went to Chicago
Monday on a business trip. He re-
turned Wednesday.
Mr. Peter Meengs, who has been
attending a medical college at Chicago,
is in the city visiting.
Rev. Dr. Steffens is enjoying his va-
cation at Foreston, 111. He will return
in about three weeks.
Mr. Ed. Westveer, of Chicago, 111.,
is in the city visiting. Mr. Westveer
is traveling agent for a Hammond, Ind.,
firm.
H. Boone and G. N. Williams attend-
ed the races at Grand Rapids on Tues-
day. They report some good trotting
there.
Rev. John has returned to Graaf-
schap, having resigned the pastorate of
the Holland Presbyterian Church at
Pella, la.
The Resorts.
OTTAWA BEACH.
“It is a treat to ride with Capt. John-
son on the Queen of the Lakes’’ re-
marked a gentleman from Grand Rap-
ids the other day. “He is one of the
most pleasant and accommodating cap-
tains I ever had the pleasure of travel-
ing with.”
The cottages are all occupied at the
beach, and tenters are numerous.
The Hotel Ottawa is enjoying a fair
share of the resort busioess, many
guests from different points being regis-
tered there.
Mr. Chas. Judd and family moved
into their handsome new cottage Mon-
day.
Twenty-two rooms of the Hotel
Ottawa have been engaged for the en-
tire season, and many more will be
taken next week.
It is delightful to sit on the wide
porch which surrounds the Hotel Otta-
wa, and enjoy the refreshing and in-
vigorating breeze which sweeps up
from the lake over the Beach.
Henry C. Post, the well-known
pianist, and wife, of Grand Rapids, en-
joyed a day’s outing -lit the Ottawa
TmU/
Miss Anna Olt and Miss Mary Koek,
of Grand Rapids, are at the Hotel
Ottawa.
Mr. Arthur Meigs and family, of
Grand Rapids, are located for the season
in their cottage at the Beach.
Mr. G. A. Bush, the genial and
wholesouled landlord of the Gobleville
house, spent Wednesday in visiting
Landlord McDuffee of the Ottawa.
H. W. Bubee, professor of music at
Mr. Walter C. Walsh is building a
handsome cottage on Lakeside Avenue,
at Macatawa Park. It will be com-
pleted this week.
Mrs. C. B. Van Pelt, and family, and
Mrs. A. Klingel and family, both of
South Bend, Ind., are occupying
“Bellevue” and “Lakeside” cottages
at Macatawa Park.
Mrs. E. 8. Luke, and a party of
friends from Joliet, 111., arrived at
Macatawa, on Thursday. Mr. Luke
will build a cottage on Mishawaka Ave.,
at the Park.
Rev. J. Talmadge Bergen will preach
in Golden Gate Grove Sunday after-
noon at three o’clock p. m.
Hon. J .Otis Humphrey of Springfield,
HI., attorney for the Chicago and
Alton Railway, is looking about for a
desirable lot on which to erect a hand-
some cottage.
Mrs. Louis Judd of Grand Rapids is
having her cottage repainted and
otherwise improved.
Wells B. Sizer is expected at the
Park to-day, from Chicago, with his
steamer yacht which he will keep here
for pleasure. His family have been
here for a week.
Mrs. James Van Der Sluis, of Grand
Rapids, accompanied by her son and
daughter are at “Winona” cottage for
the season. Mr. Van der Sluis will
New Holland.
July 11. .
At the school meeting held on Mon-
day afternoon, Mr. John Ten Have was
re-elected. The ballot was as follows:
John Ten Have, 27; Smith, 3, and
4 scattering. The financial report of
the bo&rd was made and a recommen-
dation adopted to raise WOO by taxa-
tion for the ensuing year. The question
relative to the boys that were suspend-
ed from school was brought up by Mr.
Wabeke. Mr. Coburn was called upon
to state the facts in the case, which he
did.. After considerable discussion a
motion was made to drop this case re-
lating to the boys who violated the
rules and to sustain the rules and reg-
ulations of the board.... Many ot the
New Holland people spent Fourth of
July at Noordeloos. They were well
entertained and treated to a sumptuous
picnic dinner. We hope to be able to
return the favor. Cokr.
_ , West Olive.
July 11.
_ The heat of to-day is tempered by a
delightful breeze, making this a per-
fect day.... Miss Neva Jacques, went
to Ferrysburg last Saturday, with her
music teacher, Miss Frazier, and re-
turned Monday. . . .Mrs. Krukhof died
Sunday evening, leaving two pair of
twins, one pair about Ifi months old,
the other about one day old. Her fu-
neral took place yesterday.... At the
:innual school meeting of this district
Monday evening, F. W. Norrington
was elected director for full term....
We are pleased to note that for all the
lard times, interest in school affairs is
not lessening; in that our district voted
mnrp m m; it ___
TO THE PUBLIC!I ever before.
!!
jmo CUM m L mm, famittr.
join them later. icoocumg; m mai ed
E. J. Hopping, of Grand Rapids, hag pUS!ses "T
the most commanding » 1!e11 Ul?one of  ommanding tentsites
in the whole Park and he says that if
his family cannot see all there is to be
seen and enjoy themselves, it is no
fault of his.
Nearly all of the cottages are now
Mr. Cornelius Trompen, who is a
dental student at Chicago, spent a few
days in the city this week among rela-
tives and friends.
Mr. Hugh Bradshaw, one of the own-
ers of the elegant new steamer “Mabel
Bradshaw” made the News office a
pleasant call Monday.
Rev. E. Van der Vries returned to
this city on Wednesday, from Pater-
son, N. J., where he has been visiting
during the past month.
Mr. A. McConkie, M. D., who has
been visiting Dr. Mabbs and family,
returned to his home, Cedar Rapids,
la., last week Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Knowles, of Grand
Rapids, who have been the guests of
Dr. and Mrs. Wetmore the past week,
returned home Wednesday.
Mr. Henry Kremers will return from
Northfield, Mass., to-day, Saturday,
where he has been attending Moody’s
summer school for college students.
Mrs. P. A. Sunderland, of Irving,
who has been visitingher grandchildren,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Thomas, the past
few weeks, returned home Wednesday.
Mr. Lawrence Kramer, Dr. Van
Putten’s drug clerk, who has been con-
fined to the i icuse by sickness, has en-
tirely recovered, and is now found at
his old post.
Mr. H. H. Noble, of Elk Rapids, one
of the owners of the steamer Queen of
the Lakes, enjoyed a trip to Ottawa
Beach, on his boat, on Thursday. Mr.
Noble was much pleased with the
beauties of our lake and resorts.
Mr. H. McLean, of Chicago, who is a
noted traveler, having seen the larger
portion of the civilized world and twice
encircled the globe, is stopping at the
City Hotel. He will remain here sev-
eral days and then bring his family
from Chicago to visit our beautiful
resorts.
Mr. John Van der Haar, of Kalama-
zoo, arrived in Holland last week Satur-
day for a short visit with relatives and
friends. “John” is a “counter jumper”
in a dry goods establishments of Kala-
mazoo, and is doing well in his new
position. He returned to Celeryville
Monday.
The Busy B. BV
n u . u o t t x ^ U1 uag are 
Olivet College, spent a few days at the occuPle(l aD(l tents are becoming more
Ottawa this week. , numerous every day.
• Mr. M. 0. Wykes, 'traveling auditor 1 Rev- fathers James, C. P. Pulcher,
of the C. & W. M. R’y, was at the H- Frencken, J. A. M. Distler, T. J.
Ottawa this week. i Clarke and John Cork, of Grand Kap-
The bathing at the Beach has been ids took dinner at the Macatawa Park
magnificent this week, and many have ,10tel on Thursday,
braved the dangers of the deep, attired
in all sorts of bathing costumes.
H. J. Barclay, of Chicago, is among
the many guests at the Ottawa.
Messrs. J. M. Mead, A. B. Mead,
Sheriff L. K. Bishop, of Kent County,
State Senator 'Wesselius, E. W.Barnard
and W. F. Knight arrived at the Beach
Sunday on the steam launch Laura.
After enjoying a hearty supper at the
Ottawa, they departed on the return
trip to the Valley City.
Gen. L. G. Rutherford, of Houseman
& Rutherford, attorneys, Grand Rap-
ids, spent last Sabbath at the Beach,
and enjoyed the hospitality of Landlord
McDuffee during his brief stay.
The Tower Clothing House, Grand
Rapids, was represented at the Ottawa
Sunday in the person of Mr. J. W.
Rosenthal.
Miss Flora Barbar, of Grand Rapids,
s at the Ottawa.
Mrs. Dr. Hoskens and family, of
Grand Rapids, are tenting at Ottawa
Beach.
A hop is given at the Hotel Ottawa
every Wednesday and Saturday even-
ing. Germany’s orchestra furnishes
the music. A cordial invitation is ex-
tended to all Holland people to attend.
MACATAWA PARK.
Durham Coffee always fresh.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruiser Sores, Ulcers. Salt Rheum
Fever Sores Tetter, dapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin EiW
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction, or money re-
funded. Price 25 cents per box. For
Have you tried Durham Coffee?
Embroidered dress patterns at D
« o £ ,.Tlll‘se Soods cannot be ex-
celled. Call and see them.
Roasted (by new 'process) Durham
Loupe.
Quality guaranteed. Durham Coffee.
»fo^J^0Usub.
“WIKE THINGS THD8.”
Put up the wire fence Dutton, and make It
Kood and stout.
For I’m the traveling public, and Gavett and
I are out.
After years of blissful travel to the people’s
summer rt sort,
We ask for Macatawa tickets but they won’t
sell that sort. '
So put up the wire fence, Dutton, and keep
her up strong and stout.
Till Gavett puts on the tickets, and comes to
the rightabout.
Summery sort of weather for a sum-
mer resort.
Rev. W. A. Westeryelt, of Oberlin,
Ohio, arrived Tuesday and occupies
his pretty cottage. Rev. E. S. Shaw,
also of. Oberlin, arrived on the same
boat. • j
Mrs. J. Miner, of Grand Rapids, is a
guest at the Macatawa Park Hotel,
Hon. J. W. Thayer, of Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., is registered at the Park Hotel.
E. Allen Roberts, of Grand Rapids,
is erecting two handsome cottages on
the lake beach. ,
Saturday and Wednesday efenTngs
Park hotel hops were much enjoyed,
and the mazes of the waltz, schot-
tische, Lanciers, and quadrille were
measured by happy guests and resort-
ers. Cronk’s orchestra furnished the
music. The next hop occurs this even/
ing, Saturday.
Bathing is fashionable, and ladies, in
pretty costumes lead the van, tasseled
and tumultuously tripping seaward to
the “white-caps” and “rollers.”
The steamer Macatawa’s morning
and evening trips are patronized large-
y. Grand Rapids, Muskegon, Allegan,
Detroit, Ann Arbor, Grand Haven,
Spring Lake, Niles, Kalamazoo, Battle
Creek and many other Michigan cities
are represented this season at the
Park, not to mention Chicago and other
burgs.
The pupils of the high school to-
gether with Prof. Hummer, a number
of the teachers and other friends com-
prising a party of about fifty picnicked
at Macatawa on Wednesday.
E. C. Goodrich and wife and Mrs. C.
M. Camburn, of Grand Rapids, are en
joying themselves ‘flt Mrs. Ryders. Mr.
Goodrich is the most graceful dancer
that has visited the Park this season
and of course is a great favorite among
the ladies.
-
Bees swarm about 10 a. m. or 3 p. m.
aud enjoy doing so on Sunday, if possi-
ble. Selecting a hot Sabbath and wait-
ing patiently until the farmer has
shaved one side of his face and lathered
the other, the bees decide that they will
swarm. The farmer’s wife notices it
while she is in the garden getting a
snrig of caraway to take to meeting.
She calls Henry and tells him the bees
are swarmine. He starts out with a
new hive and, looking up in the air, he
falls over a croquet set and injures him-
self. His wife says, “Henry, you ought
to put on that mosquito bar arrange-
ment I made for you the other day.
They are real cross this morning and
they will certainly sting you if you
don’t.”
“Git out with your pesky nonsense,”
he straightway doth reply. “I never
I put nawthing on me before and I won’t
do it now.”
“But. Henry, they are so feverish to-
day and you have got your other clothes
on, so they won’t know you. Do try it
this time.”
So he wraps up his head in a green
mosquito net and puts on a pair oi cow-
hide mittens. The bees alight on a tall
elm tree and he gets a ladder up there
against it. Then he slowly ascends the
tree with a bee hive under his arm.
Just before he put on the mosquito net
he took a large chew of tobacco. He
now wishes that he had not. People
begin to go by on their way to meeting
and see him up in the tree with a large
green head on him and hot leather mit-
tens. They speak to him, but he can-
not reply because his mouth is full of
tobacco. It is very hot indeed. The
sun pours down through the hot leaves
and the breeze is taking much needed
rest. He gets up in the top of the tree
and looks like a new style of lizzard
Sabbath-school boys wearing chip hats
faced with gingham pause n their way
to the house of worship anc-watchhim.
He reaches out to scoop in a handful of
the brown fuzzy insects, but the leather
mitts smell strangely to them. They
the pro— ’ ' ’ • •
T , , ’ » uen uu me
school house. . . .Miss Winnie Goodrich
was at West Olive this week as an
applicant for the west school ____
One evening last week, a liberty pole
was raised here, which for several days
bore the stars and stripes, and present-
ed a pleasant attraction. . . .The Fourth
passed off quietly. There was a dinner
party here with some friends from
&new. Others from here went to
1 ort blieldon, where they met acquaint-
ances from Olive Centre, Holland,
Ventura and other places. A delight-
min1™ £ reported. The entertain-
inent at the school house here is said
to h ayebeen a pleasant affair. . . . There
have been a few cases of the sc-called
German measles here this week....
there was a crowded house at the
quarterly meeting at Olive Centre last
.Sunday, borne were present from Ot-
tawa Station, Agnew and West Olive.
• ‘b* Sunday, 10:30 a. m.; preaching
<ip. m. by Rev. Mr. Binn.
__ _ “L. 0. U.”
[official.]
Common Council.
Holland, Mich., July 9. iswo.
The Common Council met In special session
and was called to order by the Mayor.
I' « 1 # • \I I * _ __ _ A • «
Thi only non-Alccholio Vegetable medl
cine put np in liquid form ever die-
covered.
It it not a vile fancy drink mada of rum, poor
whlaay, or refute Uquort, tpiced and sweetened
n°r.
Twenty-fl?e ye«n’ me have demomtrated to
mUHoni of tuff.rera throughout the clTiliied
world, that of all the medicines ever discovered
> ineaar hitters only poitetiea perfect and won-
derfnl curative tffecu upon those troubled with
the following diieaaia, vu:
Dyipepaia, Rbeumatiim, Catarrh, Neuralgia,
Headache, Boila. Scrofula, Bkiu Dltnuet,
Jaundice, Gout, Pilaa, Bliiouaneai, and all other
dlaeaata arliing from blood ImpurlUea, andaaa
Vermifuge it la the best in the world, being death
to all worms that Infest the human syatem.
STATE OP MICHIGAN, I
t/ofOtUw^ViS! p<*®EA<teu3fceth» Coun*
Won. thorn-
hPment, CBABLE8 eWule, Judge of Pro.
deoeaaeiJMttW ^  Ht4*# 01 weW yngarden
wa th. WmlaKtmlM oV.aT.iS. ,,1U
Thereupon it la Ordered, That Saturday the
Third day 0/ Auguitmxt,
$
th*n «* *>• boldwTYt the
2KSL<!?C*£ ^  Clty o* Grand Haven, in
aadd county, and iboweame, if any there be.
SlVVST a** “S
red, TbatuJki petitioner give notice to the cer-
**• interested in said estate, of the peodenev ofnr GiereofVy earning
rw 5rter 10 ^  Published IntS
pi** Nnwa, a newspaper printed and
LAjra.ww.)^i-clUB^S
old is slightly bitter, and is the stronger
tharttc eflict. The new style is very pleasant to
the taste and a perfect medicine fur delicate
women or children. Each kind la distinctly
marked on top of cartoon.
Many families keep both kinds on band, at
they form a complete medicine chest.
Aia Family Medicine, for the use of ladies,
children and men of sedentary baoita. the New
Style Vinegar Bitter* has no equal in the world.
It fa invaluable for curing the ilia that beset
childhood, and gently regulates the diseases to
which women at every period of life are anbject.
Ladite, get a bottle from your drugglit and try
it U your drugEist baa not the KewSiyle Vine-
gar Bitters, ask him to send for it. If you once
try it vou will never be without this priceless
remedy In the bouse,
VINEGAR BITTERS.
j “,,5uicr"> Aiuennen Kep- Th® oily Temperance Bitters known,
ders a perfect blood drculAffon throngh
the humAn reins, which Is sure to re-
store perfect heslth.
GKO. W. DAVIS, of 109 Barronne Ht, New
Orleana. La., writes neder date May aotb, 1880.
as follows: *'1 have been going to the Hot Springs
Ark , for fifteen years for an itching humor in
my blood, i have Just used thr*e bottles of Vine-
gar Bitters, and it has done me more good than
theaprings. It la the best medicine made."
Something Newl
It la always ssfe to take at any time, or under ^on Explosive, ReliableSSSSHSS gasoline stovesi
i utet. a viA a otonUa.an* — 
Jones & Hickok,
Dealers in
do not recognize prietor by his
paws and his odor. Three or four bees
fall down inside those mittens and
feeling that Ithey must defend them-
selves, make a hot highway across the
back of his hand. Then Ilenrv yells
and drops the hive on the Bible class
Some bees get under his green veil and
his hair, and finding that they can not
net. nut.. tllPV Rinlr nn
Prewnt: Mayor Kremers. ld rm ep-
The Mayor stated that the meeting was
called on account of Harbor matters. That
at the last meeting of the Council It was ex-
pected that ifthe Cltv of Holland would up-
of 1 , ,threo hundred and
twenty dollars needed towards dredging
away the bar at the harbor that the Town?
whip of Holland would appropriate 13-23 of
SfuH ^  reQulmJ’ !,ut ^ at the Township hud
failed to appropriate any amount towards
r>thTn J d,TlKl' w<,ul(, b<! here on thelith Inst, and that It was necessary that the
balance of thtf three hundred and twenty
dollars should be raised at once. y
On motion of Aid. I)e Vries,
JfeMtoed, That the sum of 1180.87. being the
b“tee,yf ‘he amount of the fmoo asked for
by the Harbor Board, for the purpose of
111 our harbor, be and
the same Is hereby appropriated from the
general fund and that the Mayor and Clerk
? hereby authorized to Issue a warrant on
alf voting jma!Urer r the led
Council adjourned.
_ . _ Geo- H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Teacher*’ fixamliMtlons.
The following times and placet have been
chosen for the examination of teachers in Ottawa
county, Mich., fall seritt for 1889:
irt ‘-11 ^  •<
session7, AUgUHl 30th’ at Holland apecial
imtac7' Bertember 27 th- at Coopers vilie, special
session7, 03t0berMth’ at GrREd H<mn’ 8t8:laI
All grades cerUflcates may be applied for at
regular session, August 1st aud 2nd.
Only third grade granted at special sessions.
An examination in algebra and phlloaopby re.
quirtd for a second graae certificate in addition o
the branches prescribed for a third grade, and a
further addit on of plane geometry, botany and
general history for a first grade certificate. *
at 8o ’clock a 1688100 °f exaIDlnfttlon• 11 to begin
Not yet fully decided to raise the standard of re-
qmwments for a third grade certificate five per
cent above that hitherto establish, d 1
Dated, Nunica, July 2, 1889.
Bec’y Board School Examiners, Ottawa Co^Mkib.
JOSEPH J. EGAN, of No. 75 West St., New
Vs*- -asit a whole medicine chest in our family."
MRS. MATFIE FURGUSON. of Dryden, N Y
Bllt•r, ,Bth« bsst medicine i
evar tried ; it saved my life."
T. F. RAiLBY, of Humboldt, Iowa, ssys:
Vinegar Bitten cured me of paralysis ten yca'i
ago, and recently It cured me of rbeumatUm.’’
VINEGAR BITTERS.
The GreAt Blood Purifier And HtAlth
Restorer Cures All kinds of UeAdAdie.
Also Indigestion Aid Djgpepste
Send for & beautiful book free.
Address, R. H. McDonald Drug Co.
632 Washington Street,
New York City.
Also Tinware, Kerosene and Gasoline
Stoves of all kinds.
General Repairing of Stoves and Lin-
ware a specialty. Satisfaction
guaranteed and chaeges
reasonable.
CALL AND SEE US.
Howard Building,
River St.. Holland. Mich.
get out, thev sink on him with their
little, heated hypodermics and he says
things which bring the blush to the
features of his sad wife.
For days afterwards they sit opposite
each other at the table and do not say
anything.. He looks at her savagely
with one eye, the other being closed by
b' its creditors. It is three days before he
will even ask her to pass the butter, he
>*so mad.
«eesare very industrious, but fool
lemselves by accumulating more than
icy need, forgetting that they will
jon die and leave their substance for
the use of those who did not earn it.
We should learn a lesson from the bee
and not run the matter of industry into
tne ground. We should not strive to
accumulate so much that it will pre-
vent our enjoyment during our lifetime
and only enrich the idle after onr
death. Bees should remember that
their shrouds will not hold honev. The
bees could learn much from man, I
think, m this way. Bill Nye.
Notice of ApplicAtion for Order of saIo of
real eitate of the Truiteee of the Tint
Reformed Church of Zeeland,
Michigan.
, T?# of the Flm Reformed Church of
Zeeland, Michigan, a Religions corporation duly
organised under the laws of the Bute of Michi-
City of Grand Haven In aaid County on the fifth
dayof Auguit next, or aaaoon thereafter as
couniel °an be heard, for an order of the Court
that the following described parcel of land to
wit : Lot number seven (7) in tbe village of New
Groningen according to a map of said Village on
record in the office of the Register of Deeds of
Ottawa oonnty. Michigan, may be sold and that
the proceeds arising from such sale may be dl-
Dated Zeeland, Mich., April 29th, 1689.
J. Krehbr, Prea.
Jao. Den Hebdeb, Sec.
Abie Van Bbee,
Abi Htma,
Jan Den Hebdeb,
G. Bbcbsb,
P. Benjamins*.
Albertos a. Van Hem,
Gehabd Van Liebe,
P. Van Kelois,
Trustee* of tbe Ref. Church of Zeeland.
Abend VisacmtB, Attorney for Truateea.
OUR NEIGHBORS. DR. YEENBOER
Probate Order,
8TATB OF MICHIGAN. .
£0U,iTr or OTTAWA, f88.
At a session of the Probate Court for tbe Coun-
ty of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office in
the City of Grand Haven, in Vaid counf?’ oS
Tuesday, the Mrth diy of July lu «hS
yj>“ one thousand eight hundred and eighty
bate68601' CHABLB8 E SOULE. Judge rf Pro-
diei5jdmBtt<!r 01 the CBtat* 0f AntJe WWrfM,vD *h ’ Petition duly verified.
of Nellie Borst, daughter aud heir Ht law of said
dioeased, representing that Attie Wyntarden.
late of Zeeland in said county, lately7 died In-
testate, leaving estate to be administered, and
Effin|,.a,&‘?.Un'nt 3‘mb DM
Thereupon It is ordered that Saturday, the
Third day of Augmt next,
at ten o’clock in tbe forenoon, be assigned for
the hearing of said petition, and that the heira
dM eafeJ1* aod 1111 other P®"™*Interested in laid estate, are required to appear
f^Conrt.then to be holden althe
Probate Office In the City of Grand Haven, in
aald eonnty, and ahow cause, if any there be.
^5jthe. P«r®r «f the petitioner should noth#
granted: And it la further Ordered. That said
petitioner give notice to tbe persona interested in
ssfap-w
CHARLES E. SOULE.
(A trnecopy.l attest. Judge of Probate.
J. H. YOUNG,
Photographer,
39 Canal Street,
GRAND RAPIDS.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
GIVE HIM A CALL
Olive Centre.
July 10.
The fine weather has put new life in-
to the crops, and despite the chronic
grumblers predictions the prospect for
an abundant harvest is good.... The
hum of the mowing machine is heard,
and haying is progressing finely. . . .Our
saw min is doing good work with good
luck. The low will soon be all cut in-
to lumber. . . /Mr. J. De Vries, of Hol-
land, is in town looking after his lum-
ber interests . . .The village blacksmith
is threatened with an attack of Fort
Sheldon fever. Quite a number of our
citizens picniced there on the Fourth.
v-'Tbe fourtb quarterly meeting of
n Ci‘l!rc,‘, occurred here last
Saturday and Sunday. “Dennis.”
If you want a good pair of
Boots and Shoes
For a reasonable price call at
P. De Kraker’s,
Corner of River and Eighth Sts.
Repairing done neatly, subsanttially,
and on short notice.
P.DEKRAKER.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 18, 1888. 27-ly
OTTAWA COUNTY
Building and Loan
ASSOCIATION,
Holland, - Michigan.
Incorporated under the law of the State
nf Michigan; approved
March 29, 1887.
Authorized Capital, $200,000.
Stock taken from June, 1888, (the time
of organization) to April 20, 1889,
1135 shares of $100 each.
The subscription to stock is open
every Saturday and Monday at the of-
fice of the association, in Kanters
Block, and the Secretary can also
be found at his residence corner of
River and Thirteenth Streets on all
other hours.
Shares of stock are sold on install-
and all tb* comforts for
lull, ftudlBd. PrW "l«, Uth. TstrtX
^•^Honroe at. Grand Rapids. Mlob. Grad-
Diseases of Children and Urinary AnalyiU in all
jjjjj®10 dtseMea have been atudled aa ipeciall.
for *!« or to exchange loti, houses
b0“'’ 4S BMt-
Office hours. 9 to 10a.m., 12 m. to2p. m„and
m. Telephone 1M.
-v viuve v* mo noBuuiaiiou. Mem-
bership fee is 25 cents i>er share of
stock.
From 1500 to $1,000 are loaned to the
members every month. Loans are
made on first mortgages on real estate
only, and each loan is to be approved
by the Board of Directors, at their reg-
ular monthly meeting.
All moneys paid in aremade produc-
tive by being immediately invested so
that no capital is allowed to remain
idle.
For further information apply to the
Secretary.
Henry Kremers. M. D., President,
Henry Martin, Secretary,
A. M. Kanters, Treasurer.
THE FINEST STOCK OF
WALLPAPERS
- AND -
DECORATIONS !‘
IN THE CITY AT
3. REEDSEMA’S
Furniture Store.
A FINE LINE OF
Baby Carriages
m
 
li
m
ai¥ LOCK» ARK TtJRXIXO GRAY.
Yn, 1 know that time i* flying^ *
Youth tong aiiico tnu jmsscd away:
Boon will come the hour of dying,
for my locks are turning gray.
Time soenia abort when I remombor
Scene* that seem of yesterday •
Then 'twaa June-'tis now November,
For my locks are turnUg gray.
Once the future seemed unending,
Sea-shell tinted, gilde«l. gay;
Now beneath its years I'm bending,
For my looks are turning gray.
Fair was hope and youthful visions ;
Love held uodiflputed sway :
All have filled their empty niissions,
And my locks arc turning gray.
Idle dreams no more enthrall me ;
They have passed with childhood’s play:
Nobler dreanm of duty call mo,
For my locks are turning gray.
Each year points, with ghostly finger,
Deeper marks of life's decay ;
Short the time 1 may still linger,
For my locks are turning gray.
— Lake Coimfy (III) Call
MIGHT AND A TIGER
Blood-Curdling Adventure wiih a Man-
Eater in the Delta of the Ganger.
There were two entrances to the
drawing-room; this must be borne in
mind.
Thp house itself was old-fashioned, a
Urge and many-gabled one, standing
quite alone and solitary in a spacious
garden ; all the windows had been closed
and the jalousies shut and secured
from the ontside; the tatty-grass blinds
on the piazza had been rolled up ami
put away till another blazing morning
called for their refreshing shade.
,Tbo locality was near that part of the
delta' called the Sunderbunds, through
which the Ganges expands its blanches
as it approaches the sea— a labyrinth of
creeks and rivers, of jungle and stag-
nant water. The night was perfectly
fine, but moonless ; there was a heavy
dew rapidly falling, like misty rain,
which in hot countries is a perfectly
natural occurrence.
I went into the drawing-room by
what may be called the back door, as it
led into the back drawing-room and
smaller one of the two: the other, a far
Urger apartment, communicated with
this one by great folding doors of gold
and white. The back drawing-room
was very full of fnrniture— rather incon-
veniently so. As I was carrying an
armful of books and in my disengaged
hand k lamp I proceeded with tolerable
security, though slowly, but then of
course I knew the room and could have
no to my destination in the dark,
at struck me as both curious and
passage and ptueed mo on the little
flight of stairs. He was rather in a
hurry.
“Godfrey,” I called out after him, “do
you mind pulling the front door to in
the largo drawing-room os yon go by?”
It seems strange now, bnt I could think
of nothing else to say then, and I said it
slowly and quite naturally.
He assented and disappeared and I,
without noticing it ai the time, took up
tho chair again and with my lamp as-
cended the short flight of stairs and
proceeded along the passage to my own
m>m, walking slowly and gradually.
The mind had evidently been so shocked
that it had not recovered its dominant
swpy over the body. Upon reaching
my own room I put the chair carefully
down and sat upon it. Tho lamp I had
placed on the table at the same time. I
sat there a few seconds feebly wonder-
ing which room the tiger was in. Then
I got up with a sudden alacrity, took
from its case a large revolver and turned
into the passage again. In a minute or
so I was in Godfrey’s room. He was
half undressed. “What’s the matter?”
he demanded with startled eyes. When
I had told him he took my hand and
wrung it. “You may thank God that
you are alive, old fellow.” Then he
dressed hurriedly, took a heavy rifle
from a rack, and tilled his pocket with
cartridges. “Come along; stay, let me
go first; your nerves are a bit shaky
yet.”
We crept out and awakened the
punkahwallah, an old and faithful
Hindu, whom my brother once nursed
during a dangerous illness— a brave, re-
liable, and trustworthy man, who would
have laid his life down for Godfrey.
“It is the nian<*ater?" said the Hindu
after my recital.
“You will come with us, Ramee?”
asked my brother. The old man smiled
as jl the question were superfluous.
ill the sahib let his servant advise
him ?”
“les, Ramee; tell me your plan."
As the Hindu rapidly unfolded it mv
brother smiled dubiously at the idea. ‘
“Cunning must be met with cunninc.”
said the Hindu.
cipitatcly through the window, and tin
tiger, with its head and shoulders bur-
ied in the lime-covered debris, was
grappling in maddened fury with an
enemy he could not see nor make much
impression upon.
Our guns wore at our shoulders.
The animal was twenty feet from ns,
tearing up the graveled path and coil-
ing itself in inextricable confusion in
the broken netting and splintered lad-
der. Rameo uttered a loud cry. The
animal had freed its head, and stood
with its bleeding mouth in an enforced
listening attitude. It was the moment
Godfrey had waited for, and ho fired.
The tiger, evidently not seeing him,
sprang at the window again, but missed
tho opening, hurling itself against the
wall and falling ou tho broken shut-
ters. At the minute it alighted I aimed
at tho spot behind the shoulder, and
fired; it gave a eouvulsive leap and
turned its bloodshot eyes in our direc-
tion. Then Godfrey tired again and
told me to do the same.
“ Back ! Back ! • cried Ramee.
Tho animal had gathered itself to-
gether and sprang forwaid with a
mighty bound and rolled over with a
scream of dying rage.
\\ hen we came to measure tho brute
afterward wo found it was fifteen feet
from the noso to the tip of tho tail.
To (let Back Your Waist.
W it bin tho last few years a new way j
Reducing weight has become populac
Ibis does not so much reduce a man’s 1
A HOUSE ON THE HILLS.
A SERMON DELIVERED BY DR. TAL-
MAUK IN BROOKLYN.
A Homo tlm Fnvoriln Biblical Simile for
Heaven— “In My Father’s House Are
Many Rooms"— Tho Doctor’s Idea of What
the Borne of the Blest WIU Be.
that repentant sinner chose Christ.
Mightiest moment of un immortal his-
tory tho first kiss of Heaven! Jesus
and the soul. The soul and Jesus.
But now into that reception room
pour the glorified kinsfolk. Enough of
oarthly retention to let you know them,
but without their wounds or their siok-
ueHses or their troubles. See what
Heaven has done for them. So radiant,
so gleeful, so tranBportingly lovely.
They call you by name. They greet
you with au ardor proportioned to tho
anguish of your parting and tho length
of your Reparation. Father! Mother!
There is your child. Sisters! Brothers!
Lr lends. I wish you joy. For years
apart, togethor again in tho reception
room of tho old homestead. You seo
they will know you are coming. There
are so many immortals filling all tho
spaces betwoon here and Heaven that
news like that Hies like lightning. They
will bo there in an instant: though they
were in some other world on errand
from God a signal would bo thrown
that would fetch them. Though vou
might at first feel dazed and overawed
Subject— “Our House on the Hills."
Text— “IiMuy Father's bouse are niauv
rooms.”
Here is a bottle of medicine that is i
cure-all Tho disciples were sad and
Christ offered Heaven as an alternative,
a stimulant, and a tonic. Ho shows
them that their sorrows are only a dark
background of a bright picture of com-
ing felicity. He lets them know that
though now they live on tho lowlands
they shall yet have a house on the up-
lands. Nearly all tho Bible descrip-
tions of Heaven may be figurative. I
am not positive that in all Heaven --
there is a literal crown or harp or pearlv 1 ?! ‘h®:ii k pernal Bl,le1m!or» n11 Col-
gate or throne or chariot. They may be : if ® ,vb° g?no .a.t tUolr1 firBt tonch of
only used to illustrate the glotie.o/tW Oario.thov^-n” ‘fV' wil1.’^
place, but how well they do it! The fa- 1 -n li , 0 >uy lout companion,"
vorito symbol by which tho Bible pre- i \n lo8t fnond» are wo hero together?"
aents celestial happiness is i house I hav«be^ witnessed in tbnt
Paul, who never owned a house ai: u th^ T0,d homfBtea<1!
though ho hired one for two years in ,! rfoMnr J°KCp/! and Jttcob’ fiudinK [i
Italy, speaks of Heaven as “a house not than anything they saw
made with hands," and Christ in our l‘^*i;rnoh,s ,>ftlftcG; Pa' id and the little
text, tho translation of which is a little m .Iv J, r, Th°m he °,1*0 fa«tt,dftml weP<;
changed so as to give tho more accurate ! o La^rUBa“er the heartbreak
meaning, says: "In my Father’s house I Loi^ WMk aUd «ri!udmot'ier
are many rooms." lois, isa. dla Graham and her sailor
. -------------- -- This divinelv authorized comparison :rv1t'»A frCf *iaDd Goorg° Cookraan’ tho
total weight as it prevents the increase °f Heaven to a great homestead of large I ? iff, ? of,t\i° lu8t ,nade mnDlfeBt»
Of weight iu the stomach, which is what jccommodatious I propose to carry out. j bemo^
“It’ll take three hours to arrange,” I
remarked.
“Three hours will bring tho dawn ;
now, who can see in tho dark— not the
sahib, but yes, the tiger.”
“Very well,” said Godfrey, “let’s set
about it at once.” From the garduor’s
outhouse we brought a roll of wire net-
ting that had becu put there for fencing
in a paddock a few days previously.
Together we collected armsful of shav-
ings the workmen had not cleared away,
quantities of dried leaves, rags, every-
irritative was the fancy that the room [ thing we could find soft and pliable;
seemed more impeded than ever with j and having cut tho wire into three
the furniture— dark, old-fashioned rose- ! Bqunre lengths firmly lashed them to-
wood furniture that had been made to j gether, one over the other. When
mitch the grand piano. The various : completed it was the shape biit rather
articles looked as if they had been | larger than tho window in the room in
dragged about the room. Possibly ! which the tiger lay hidden and the
the darkness above and around me doors of which had been locked. Our
holped the illusion; anyway they had 1 operations so far had been conducted
the appearance of having beeu gradually | upon the veranda outside, near the g
spread toward the center of the room ------ ’ ---- ' ' '
round a heavy and solid table. It was
this table that I wished to go to. I
walked very slowly, partly because I
did not wish to “
groii^08tou“roiurnot caroT tht°im ! tuild “a 1 ""j™ Zitbout’ uumbir ‘wb
ho had larger arm and leg muscles, that
his chest had increased ia size, and that
ho had a bigger frame; but when ho
sees tho evidence before him that the
more pounds do not mean these things,
but an increased w(pV. measure, he
thinks of methods to reduce his weight.
The thing is to take off tho fat above
the waist. A simple way is to sweat.
Sweating a man reduces his weight. If
tho total sweating could bo taken from
the stomach and the loins the weight of
tho stomach would be decreased, while
the plump shoulders and round arms
who, ouco
The rooms come to lie cailedVfter "the “'V1 B° 4Kftd’ Partoii 011 0,irth but
different members of the family. That ' « ronma nTn He,‘ve,11- A.,nou8 a11
is mother s room. That is ‘Georije's ! ° f th^ hoU8° thero 18 uo one
room. That is Henry’s room. That is enraptures my soul than that
Flora’s room. That is Marv’s room | ™CtTtu,u rooni- n fumy lather's house
And the house is all occuJied.Bui | "IZZtT"'' vn - , •
time goes bv and the sous go out into m,A n °"rr Fathers house is
the world and build their own homes I roynWamilv ^ Tho hhin 1^ °irt‘ t0T t^0
and tho daughters are married or have i ,i,;uu ,n Kln8 J.e™B
talents enough singly to go out and do
a good work iu tho world. After a
while the father and mother are almost
alone iu the big house and, seated by
thp evening stand, they say: “Well,
our family is no larger now than when
we started togethor forty years ago."
,».uo - 33111 time goeH 8ti11 fnrther by and some
and legs would bo retained. The °f tho cbi,llreI1 nre ^ fortunate ftnd rc-
simplest way of sweating the stomach i thie (Jidllome8teR(1 to b™. aud
and the loins is to wrap enough flannel ! ‘h®hg„lud'chflldren ,co“e1wlth ^  ™d
around tlmm n„d Z naDntI i PerhftPfl L’reat-grandchildreu, and again
around them, and tlieu take some ex- , the house is. full. Many millenia go - -. t ------ —
ercise. It is not necessary to take i God built on the hills of Heaven a great Cl ds’ ''bo trom con,PlG^on judgedas 1 srs &«&««!* r?
Hows in our veins, so we have a right to
outer tho throne room. It is no easy
thing ou earth to get through even the
outside door of a king's residence.
During tho Franco-German war one
eventide in the summer of 1870, I stood
studying tho exquisite sculpturing of
tho gate of tho Tuilories, Paris. Lost
in admiration of the wonderful art of
that gate I know not that I was exciting
suspicion. Lowering my eyes to tho
crowds of people I found myself being
closely inspected by government ofli-
uian can
stomach without sweating tho rest of
his body.
A man can wear a flannel stomach
bandage without anv one knowing it.
Perhaps tho best is the kind that a man
has especially made tor him, though it
costs a little more than the others. He
ZZ"of werTvZted."'! i S 'T*'!?. 1were not satisfied until from my land-
refer to the fallen angels. Now these
apartments are filling up again. There
are arrivals at the old homestead nf
ar-
gener s room. We then rolled up the
wire netting and carried it round the
the corner of the house to within a few
yards of tho big window; here it was
can buy eight or ten yards of the best | God 8 childrGU o\ery day, and tho day
and most porous flannel, and the man ™ "
who makes his shirts will make the
bandage for him. He is measured for
spill the books that Pd unrolled again and flattened out, then
spent the last hour in collecting and pi*0*! its surface we poured all the shav-
Dartly because of- an unaccountably mgs, rags, leaves, and refuse we had
horrible feeling that had .come over me. : collected, and upon this mass smeared
This part of the house was quite silent* and spread a quantity of lime left bv the
indeed, it was often so of au evening, workmen for the morrow. This w e i
My brother had passed me on his w ay ! smoothed down as well as we were able 1 __________ __ ______ __
up-stairs, having been all day at Madre- t*11 the whole mass assumed some con- ! skin’ and over it a flannel shirt. No
P0*®' “d uo doubt being tired had gone sistency and clung to the interstices of ! undershirt is needed. A man can wear
to bed. There were very few stairs at the netting. Ramee next took some i this bandage on a walk through the
aib as-the house was practically a one- st°ut twine and improvised a rough ‘ ‘ '
it, and when it is done it is shaped like
an hour glass, though the top circum-
ference is smaller than the hip circum-
ference. It should cover a man from
his hips to the lower part of his breast
bone. Buttonholes are made in one
end of the bandages, and buttons sot
back a few inches from the other end.
The bandage should not be tight, but
easy fitting.
The bandage should be worn next tho
offensive American. The gates of
earthly palaces are carefully guarded,
aud. if so. how much more severely tho
throne room. A dazzling place is it for
mirrors aud all costly art. No one who
ever saw the throne room of the first and
only Napoleon will over forget tho let-
ter N embroidered in purple aud gold
on the upholstery of chair and window,
the letter N gilded ou the wall, tho let-
ter N chased on the chalices, tho letter
N Haming from the ceiling. What a
conflagration of brilliance the throne
room of Charles Immanuel of Sardinia,
of Ferdinand of Spain, of Elizabeth of
stoned one, rambling and fall of angles, kind of needle from a bamboo cane,
having beeu built aud added t > at vari- ' With this implement he sewed all over
ous times; here and there little stair- tbe mass of stuff, thus making netting
cases streamed out leading to long pass- j fhat helped to keep the composition in
ages and unexpected cupboards; the ib* place. Ho far so good ; the most dif-
oack drawing-room door itself opened Acult oiieration yet remained,
from a side flight of five stairs. As I ! “Take my gun,” said Godfrey to me
had cnbountered two small chairs and ' ‘ and give me the revolver.”
an overturned music-stand I stood still
for a second, looking for a clear pass-
age, and thereby holding a lamp high
and well iff front of mo. As I paused
amid the complete silence that reigned
an imnlehse tiger slowly crossed the
path of light, turning on me two burn-
ing yellow eyes, gleaming like vivid
toiiazes. I stood there in stiffened
terror and heard my heart beat. Its
mouth was loosely parted and running
with saliva; so wide was it hanging open
at the corners that the serrated edges
of the; lower lip were plainly visible.
It gazed with a steadfast look of such
Habib,” whispered' the Hindu, plac-
ing a restraining hand upon my brother,
“let Ramee complete his work— is it not
his duty ? If he fails he shall suffer."
“You foolish man,” said Godfrey,
how can you do it alone? we’re wast-
ingtime.” He pushed the revolver in
his belt, laid hold of one end of the
netting, and threw off his shoes. With
slow and noiseless steps the netting,
looking very like a large mattress, was
carried exactly opposite the window and
laid gently down ; then both retired as
silently as they had advanced.
Ramee then brought from the out-
w o ’ w niuiiu
aside and take his rifle in his hand.
grin ing . cruelty, such conscious malig- 1 house a ladder, aud with a gesture ot
mty, that it froze my blood and turned | entreaty signed to my brother to stand
my limbs to stone. This description of
Bight and feeling was of course tho im-
pression of one vivid conception con-
densed by a minute’s agony.
The tiger crossed the India matting
of the room with a noiseless, swinging
gait; aa it apjieared to have come from
the obscurity near the piano, so it van-
iahedinto the obscurity beyond— that
ia, outside the pathway *of the lantern
light. I stood perfectly immovable,
still clutching the books with my loft
Rrm, still bolding the lamp before mo,
•till gazing at the place it had crossed!
and apparently forever seeing that aw-
ful look upon the tiger’s broad face. It
streets to his business, or he can walk
around with it on in the park. It works
quicker if he rides horseback with it on
and bounces around in the saddle; or
he can put it on and go to a gymnasium
and bonnes on a springboaid. The
object is to take some form of exercise
which will move the whole body and
make the stomach sweat. Tho flannel
bandage absorbs the sweat.
After the exercise it should be re-
moved, ami a cold bath should be
taken. After the bath it is a good
thing to rub the stomach and loins with
alcohol to prevent the possibility of
taking cold. The flannel bandage
works well. It decreases tho circum-
ference of the waist. It takes off tli€
fat from the places where u fat man
wants the fat to be taken off most. To
mention only one case, it reduced a
man s waist one aud one-half inches in
a three days’ ride.— Arew York Sun.
"railed Off a Leg.
Time was when Corp. Tanner, United
States Commissioner of Pensions, did
will como when there will be uo unoc-
cupied room in all tfio house.
As von and I expect to enter it and
make there eternal residence, I thought
you would like to get some more par-
ticulars about that many roomed home-
stead. ^ “In my Father s house are many
rooms." You see the place is to be ap-
portioned off into apartments. Wo shall
love all who nre iu Heaven, but there
on the golden streets aud worship witlJ H 8 a“,ba88ador bow’ for
them in the temple aud walk with them a Uimno of nlnr v ‘tV tbron® of«race’
on the river banks I m.. (Ii..,i *, „ ( a ‘“lone of mercy, a throne of holiness,
that we shall live in different apart- I dominion01 of 1Uui1VerHal
ments. “In my Father's house are i nmv  " e need lw} hUnd HlllVGr-
rooms.” You ‘see Heaven will l" so I p aUd C0Wermg b?foro for ^
12,000 furlongs and that the length and lam^r  *m8ler:
height and breadth of it are cqua' s ivh 1 * Q , ,u tbe dre88 of
t’bZleZ; r z: i “r "jr 0 wb° 've "r? z*" «
court of Heaven nod thl ».rect»Z J , '.YlZZ,™ w' Aye!,',e
ksr “ «-! : was®
that there are over five trillion rooms,
each room seventeen feet long, sixteen
feet wide, fifteen high. But 1 have no
faith in the accuracy of that calculation.
He makes tho rooms too small. From
all I can read, the rooms will be palatial,
and those who have not md enough
room iu this world will have plenty of
room at the last. The foot is that most
people iu this world are crowded, and
though out on a vast prairie or in a
moment enter the throne room. 0 king,
live forever! We touch the forgiving
scepter and prostrate ourselves at thy
feet! The crowns of the royal families
of this world are tossed about from gen-
eration to generation and from family
to family. There are children 4 years
old in Berlin who have seen the crown
on three emperors. But wherever the
coronets of this world rise or fall, they
are destined to meet in one place.
against the wall. Taking a coil of rope
from hin nock he deftly fastened it to
the highest wall-staple of the outside
shutter. Descending, he quickly en-
laced the short strand in the netting,
placed the ladder on the other side, and
ran the thong through the other istaple.
for ‘lie first time he made a noise, but
it was unavoidable, and was caused bv
the netting being drawn upward till it
bung like a great curtain covering the
shutter and hiding the window from us.
- ---------- - Godfrey aud I stood readv to fire.
•eemed os if my eyes saw the face. The Hindu, perspiring at’ ever pore,
tfiougb my mind had rapidly suggested descended the ladder, which he lowered
be the gamine of unhindred and un-
tie frightful probability that the tiger
was behind me. At Hie same time by
some dual mental process it was hold-
ing out hope that the animal hod passed
Uirongh the great folding-doors into tho
dark room beyond. I had no remeui-
brayee at all of my mind dictating the
Dext inffion I pursued, it seemed just an
instmciffidulgod in by the body upon
its own account and for its own imme-
diate preservation. -• •
I laid the books very carefully down
without making tho slightest unneces-
•ary ntusror disturbing the hand that
held the lump, and then raising with
•low effort one of the heavy little chairs
that hod Wockod my passage I silently,
•wungjrt onto my shoulders and held it
•o that It corifcd
and placed horizontally r i the window-
sill and laslwxl it to the bottom of the
netting and again fastened that to the
two lower staples on either side.
The thing was done; far away in the
east the dawn was breaking, above
which the morning star was slowly
paling his silver fire.
“But, Ramee, the shutters are still
fastened !”
missioned officer could order about a
colored servant as did the little Cor-
P°ral. As is well known, Corp.
Tanner lost both legs in the war, and
at its close ho not only got two artifical
limbs, but through the influence ofAl
Daggett he received a good position in
Washington. But Tanner could not
get along without a servant, and finally
he and Daggett together engaged a col-
ored boy to black boots, clean clothes,
and look after things generally. One
evening tho Corporal was preparing to
go out for a good time. Calling the
boy, he said lie wanted his boots blacked,
and with a wink at Daggett indicated
that he had unfastened the trappings
at tho tops of tho artificial limbi. The ,
bo.v came up to pull off the boots.. “You |
will have to pull hard," said Tanner, 1
and, as the little fellow Tanked away, I
the Corporal ssid: “Take care, there,
or you’ll pull my leg off!" an^ at the
name moment he lot go the straps and
b ining
cramped kooui. And I should not you-
der if instead of the room that the
statistician ciphered out us onb* seven-
teen feet by sixteen, it should bo larger '
Josub Hlmll reis'J whor'er the sun
Docb His successive journeys run,
His kingdom stretch from snore to shore
Till sun shall ilso and set no more.
Oh, that throne room of Christ! “In my
than any of the imperial rooms at Ber- ; Father's house are many rooms.
Hn. ht. James, or W inter palace. “In ! Another room in our Father's house is
my fathers houRo are many rooms." [the music room. 8t. John aud other
Carrying out still further the symholisrn | Bible writers talk so much about the
of the text let us join bands and go up ! music of Heaven that there must be mu-
ourHeTvesGe8tlC boiue8tcad “ad Bee for sic there, perhaps not such ns ou earth
As we ascend the golden steps, an in-
visible gnurdsinan swings open The
was thrummed from trembling string or
evoked by touch of ivory key, but if not
. , , . o, r — — . that, then soniethiug better. There are
front door an'! we are ushered to the so many Christian hrtrpists and Chris-
right into the reception room of the old tian composers and Christian organists
noraestenu. Ibat is the place where we 1 fD.riutin., nu-;..#:-..
first meet the welcome of Heaven.
There must be a place where the de-
parted spirit enters and a place in which
it confronts the inhabitants celestial.
The reception room of tho newly ar- _____ _____ ____ ____ __
rived frem this world— what scenes it 1 cannot give you the notes of the first
must have witnessed since the first bar of tho new song that is sang in
guest arrived, tho victim of tho first Heaven, I cannot imagine either tho
fratricide, pions Abel. In that ' * - 0 -
for Calvinists; and George W. Bethnne,
as sweet as a song maker as he was great
ns a preacher and the author of "The
Village Hymns;" and many who wrote in
verse or song, in church or by eventide
cradle, and many who were passionately
fond of music but could make none
themselves. The poorest singer there
more than any earthly priraa donna, and
tho poorest players there more than any
earthy Gottschalk. Oh that music room,
the headquarters of cadence andrbythm,
symphony aud chant, psalm and anti-
phon! May we bo there some hour
when Haydn sits at tho keys of one of
his own oratorios, and David the psal-
mist fingers tho harp, and Miriam of the
Red Sea banks claps tho cymbals, and
Gabriel puts bis lips to tbe trumpet and
the fonr-and-tweniy soldiers chant, and
Lind and Paropa render matchless duet
iu tho music room of the oid Heavenly
homestead. “In my Father’s house aro
many rooms."
When we join them iu that family
room wo shall have much to toll them.
’Vo shall want to know of them right
away such things ns these: Did you see
us in this or that or tho other struggle?
Did you know when wo lost our prop-
erty aud sympathize with us? Did you
know we had that awful sickness? Were
you hovering anywhere around when we
plunged into that memorable accident?
Did you know of our bhckslidiug? Did
you know of that moral victory? Wore
you pleased when we started for Heaven?
Did you celebrate the hour of our con-
version? And then, whether they know
it or not, wo will tell them all. But
they will have more to tell us than we
to toll them. Ten years ou earth may
bo very eventful, but what must bo the
biography of ten years in Heaven?
They will have to toll us tho story of
coronations, story of nows from all im-
mensity, story of conquerors and
hierarchs, story of wrecked or ran-
somed planets, story of angelic victory
over diabolic revolts, of extinguished
suns, of obliterated constellations, of
new galaxies kindled and swung, of
stranded comets, of worlds on fire, and
story of Jehovah’s majestic reign. If
in that family room of our Father’s
house wo have so much to tell them of
what we have passed through since
we parted, how much more thrilling
and arousing that which they have to
toll us of what they have passed through
since wo parted; Surely that family
room will bo one of tho most favored
rooms in all our Father’s house. What
long lingering there, for wo shall never
again be in a hurry. rLet me open a
window," said a humble Christian ser-
vant to Lady Raffles, who, because of
the death of her child, bad shut herself
up in a dark room aud refused to see
any one; "yon have been many days
in this dark room. Are you not
ashamed to grieve iu this ‘manner,
when you ought to be thanking God
for having given you the most beauti-
ful child that ever was seen, and in-
stead of leaving him in this world till
he should bo worn with trouble, has
not God taken him to Heaven iu all
bin boauty? Leave off weeping and
let me open a window." So to-day I
am trying to open upon the darkness' of
earthly separation tho windows aud
doors and rooms of the Heavouly home-
siead. “In my Father's house are many
rooms."
How would it do for my sermon to
leave you in that family room to-day? I
am sure there is no room in which you
would rather stay than -in the enrap-
tured circle of your ascended and glori-
fied kinsfold. We might visit other
rooms in our Father's house. There
may be picture galleries penciled not
with earthly art but by some process un-
known in this world, preserving for tho
next world tho brightest and most stu-
pendous scenes of bumau history. And
there may be lines and forms of earthly
beauty preserved for heavenly inspection
in something whiter aud chaster and
richer than Venetian sculpture ever
wrought. Rooms beside rooms. Rooms
over rooms. Large rooms. Majestic
rooms, opalescent rooms, amethystine
rooms. ‘ In my Father's house are many
rooms.”
I hope none of ue will be disap-
pointed about getting there. There is
a room for us if we will go and take it,
but iu order to reach it it is absolutely
necessary that we take tho right way,
and Christ is the way; and we must en-
ter at tho right door, and Christ is the
door; and we must start iu time, and tho
only hour you are sure of is tho hour
the clock now strikes and tho only sec-
ond the one your watch is now ticking.
I hold in my hand a roll of letters invit-
ing you all to make that you home for-
ever. The Now Testament is the only
roll of letters inviting you, as the spirit
of them practically Hays: “My dying yet
immortal child in earthly neighborhood,
I have built for you a groat residence.
It is full of rooms. I have furnished
them an uo palace was ever furnished.
Pearls are nothing, emeralds aro noth-
ing, chrysophtasus is nothing; illu-
minded panels of sunrise aud sunset,
nothing; tho aurora of the northern
Heavens, nothing— compared with tho
splendor with which I have garuitured
them. But you must be clean before
you can enter there, and so I have
opened a fountain where you may w.ish
ull your sins away. Come now'.1 Put
your weary but cleansed feet ou the up-
ward pathway. Do yon not see amid
thick foliage ou the Heavenly hill tops
the old family homestead?" “In my
Father's house aro many rooms."
and Christian choristers aud Christian
hymnologists that have gene up from
earth, there must be for them sonio place
of especial delectation. Shall we have
music in this world of discords and no
music in the land of complete harmony?
When ho returned I took the guu and
gave hirp my Tevolvpr. r.
A Hgbt breath of wind passed mur-
muring through the feathery crowns ot
the slender cocoa palms, two great
PP possible behind me. This
•truck me at the time as clever and of
imqoorionuble importance in saving1 mv
managed to walk gently out of
'i- 1 »uppose I’d been iu it five
but it seemed Uke a weary
- '-door .ai looked it mj
down the
•,-n .;?•
ftJL
 •.t - -tV**'.
Him had risen, "Wait the signal," whis-
P«red ;mv brother; “now,' Rameo."
Urn Hindu knelt down and imitated
tho bleating of a kid that had lost its
mother. At the instant Ramee sprang
to lii.s feet the silence was rent by a
sundering crash and a sudden terrific
u»ar; the shutters were torn from their
sockets, a great-mass hurled itself pre-
instant, and then, with a yell, ho ran
from tho house and never came back.—
Detroit New*.
Entirely Satisfactory.
Horry to say we aro just out,"
, “Well, porhaiis you could tell nie
what I waut to know. What does a
mark under a word minify ?”
“That is to emphasize the word.”
*.0—1 see. Thank you." ,
And as she intHsetl out a clerk heard
cended spirit first sees the Lord. Better j what?" exclaimed the bystanders. "The
than all we ever read about Hint or | music! Lift me up! Open the window!"
talked about Him or sang about Him in In thatimiHicroomofonr Father’s bouse,
aMd- ‘l,,roagh a11 our you will some day meet the old Chris-
earthly lifetime, will it be, just for one tian masters, Mozart and Handel and
second to see Him. I he most rapturous Mendelssohn and Betboven aud Dod-
her whisper to herself:
“And James put five marks under th«
word I>o*i 1’ n— Delia it Free Free*.
ou sacramental , dridge, whose sacred poetrv was as re-
days or at the height of Home great ro- j markable ns hjs sacred prose, and
rival or under tho uplifted baton of an 1 James Montgomery and Wi.liam Cow-
oratorio nro a bankruptcy of thought ; per. at Inst got rid of his spiritual uiel-
coinpared with tho first flash of His ap- ] ancholy, aud Bishop Heber, who sang of
pearance in that reception room. At "Greenland's icy mountain^ and India’*
that moment when you confront each ! coral strand;" and Dr. Raffles, who wrote
other. Christ looking upon yon aud ! of “High iu vouderrealnA of light," and
yon looking upon Christ, there will bo j Isaac Watts’ who wei to visit Hir
an ecstatic thrill and surging of emotion Thomas Abnev and wife For a week bnt
that beggars all desrriptiott. Look! j proved himself so figroeable a guest that
They need no introduction. Long ago , they made him stay thirtV-aix years; and
Christ chose that repentant sianer aad | lido by tide. Augustus Tnplady, who has
The Latest nml Largest Steam Engine.
The largest steam engine in the world
ia that constructed for tho new Italian
cruiser Sardegna. It really consists of
four triple expansion engines, which can
be used together or separately, ns de-
sired, the entire combination being ca-
pable of developing a force of 22,000
nominal, or 25,000 ocisual horse -power.
The ship is driven by twin screws, and
two engines are connected to the shaft
of each screw, but one screw can U
stopped altogether if the vessel is to ,'be
tunied around, or for. ordinary sailing,
ouo edfcine only may bo used for each
screw ; but, in cose it should be neces-
sary to increase tho sjieed, the other en-
gines can at once be connected and the
full power exerted. As usual with naval
machinery, a largo number of auxiliary
engines aro used. On the Sardegna
there are no less than twenty compound
auxiliary engines for feeding the boil-
era, keeping up the draught, and so on,
besides a great variety of single cylin-
der machines.— Hnienciro Architect.
Too Much Land.
He— My dear, I believe I shall sell a
lot off our frontage.
She— Why, Charley! you said when
you bought the place you would never
sell an inch of that lovely lawn, even if
you were starving.
He-My love, at that time I had
never had any experience ruaniuga
I»wn mower.
tfrmGE coincidences.
1
m
fttorlcR of Losing and Finding In Every-
day Life.
“Talking about coincidences,” said a
young man to a group in a hotel lobby
the other evening, “reminds me of
something, rather remarkable in that
line winch happened to me the other
day. Ion have noticed, perhaps,” ho
by the low appetites or trivial vanities.
Iho wardens of our prisons tell us, too,
that the typical rogue is a trifling,
foolish person, often amiable and even
well-disposed, but lacking in manlv
force, resolution, and patience. Ail
confirm Cicero in this assumption that
honesty is another name for wholeness
and sufficiency.
. T,1i° farmer, therefore, was justified
in selecting this word wh
1 106 OUTWITTED.
How a Maimed Soldier Secured a Penilon
from Frederick the Great.
After the close of the Seven Years’
VNar Frederick the Great was for a
time very busy with the long-neglect-
ed affairs of his capital, so that even
his favorite flute was for awhile neg-
lected. Among the officers who had
•• • -- - *1 0 iMto keeping his wants few and rea-
sonahle, his desire moderate and under
control. Nothing weakens character
ho surely or so fust as indulgence in
any kind of lawless pleasure.- Youth's
Companion.
tion, noticing this little antique,he
said: “Do you know I have lost my
scarab, and t am mighty sorry for it,
too.^ It was a genuine antique and I
can t replace it. I thought at first that
I would recover it, as I lost it iu the
sleeping-car coming from New York to
Washington, but aU my efforts were
fruitless, and so 1 have given it up.’
Now here comes the strange part of it,”
continued the speaker.
“The very next day after I stopped
on the avenue to have a moment’s chat
with a mutual friend, a well-known
official at the Capitol. Noticing mv
charm he said: ‘What is
Little Johnny Visiting.
Mrs. Bright— Ah, Sirs. Chcerv. I’m
delighted to see you! And voifve
wrought your little Johnnie to see me?
How do you do, sir? I’m glad to see
you. ray little ninu !
Mrs. Cheery — Shake hands with the
le mrrnv JohJlni? Johnnie won’t and, . .. ..... ......... nut wish
.. this^little itr #1' He begged to go out with me I |° l,u.v more pensions than ho could
trinket?’ I explained and he con S ^ 1 T,1 he if hclp*
tinned: ‘Well, do vou know 1 fomld 1 _ \b Pl'n*? gno,, I,tUo %
one like that the other day and I 1 Vi*10’ ^^/lone-and heiwso1 ,tk‘
. , . -------- - arm
was not his only mishap. He had
fallen sick in the hospital— so very sick
that when peace was declared, and an
account taken, of the army, ho was re-
ported dead. But ho survived and was
at length able to make his way to Ber-
lin, where ho sought an interview with
the King but Frederick was engaged
and would not see him. Captain Bit-
ter came again and again, demanding
that a pension should be granted to
him; but the courtiers whom he saw
could not help him, for the King would
m/Tr r/S Iutho ^ 't place, Fred-
erick disliked exceedingly to he impor-
tuned, apd, secondly, he did o
Wasted Sympathy.
They wore going through a machine
shop. Enormous wheels were flying
around enormous blocks were rising
and falling, sharp steel instruments
vere shaving sheets of metal, and
there was a clang and a roar of mighty
Power. And bv one of the haramera
hoing some work sat a very small boy
begrimed and oil v. His arm and hand
were fixed up i.\ ft sling, and he was
striving painfully to get on with bis
"ork with the other. They were struck
sympathetic.
I declare,” said the kindly old ladv.
1 declare it is a shame to soo a young
boy like this working in such a danger-
ous place. it is a disgrace. Just see ;
110 ,lfts oeen hit with that heavy ham-tn T 1 ____ ^ «... *
mor, and I have no doubt his arm is1 | _ - -- ----- - v UIIU
broken, and perhaps he’ll never be
able to use it again. It’s awful !”
Eugenie and Victoria.
I have met several Bonapartists who
were at Brussels when the Empress
Eugenio was halting- there on her way
to Dr. Metzger’s, at Amsterdam,
snowy hair, a blanched complexion,
eyes that showed atony and the loose-
fitting gloves which chalky rheuma-
tism necessitates, effaced the Eugenie
of former times from her mind’s eye.
A coarse, black stuff gown, bore, how-
Rtftmp of pleffftnco for
which the belongings of the Empress
were remarkable, and the shoulders
md not lost their graceful slope. But
the walk was a hobble, and a stick was
needed.
of the attention m„l to the ex-Eranreaa
hv Princes and Prince Beatrice, ’i’hoae
latter have done their best to induce
4? ,h0 B'“11 Hv kijir-peggiag
She anproachod him, and, putting in“' Vho BattoXr"'0 C0"r‘ i'‘'1,llg0,
r hand on his head, she said very litflAn „ b ? ,evoa Kot UP a
tnpntheticaliv : “Poorcddld ! Tl.i. fl L ° Kr8“h P1*?. “Loiotte,”
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ciety badge of some kind, and slipped
it in my pocket and have never thought
anything more about it. I found it un-
der rather peculiar circumstances. I
went to New York the other night and
I was the last passenger to leave the
sleeper m Jersey City. I made a bur-
ned toilet, but something hurt mv foot
so that I had to take off my shoe, and
the little stone dropped out.' 1 couldn’t
imagine where it came from and was
going to throw it away, but, noticing
the carved inscription, I changed mv
mind and slipped it in mv pocket.’ *
“‘I tbink 1 kuo'v the owner,’ I said
and soon had the loser and finder talk-
ing through the telei>one to each other,
and the former was rejoiced to hear of
the recoverv of his lost scarab. Now,
although they were well acquainted!
nothing would ever have come of it at
all if both hadn t noticed my charm and
told of the loss and find.”
tImt’8 eiIUil1 10 r* coincidence
that I knew of several years ago.” said
the Colonel, “and it was right here in
this hotel oflice. I had an appointment
one evening to meet an army captain
who had just arrived f:.nt morning
from New Vork. He was a pretty high
liver, and was liable to take a little too
much He acknowledged to me that
be had what ho called a ‘jag on’ the
night before.
“He was full before he left New York
and got fuller with some friends before
he turned in on the sleeper. In the
morning he was somewhat unsteady,
but dressed quickly and came up town
He was very busy during the day, and
although he walked a good deal he
hadn t noticed until dinner that he had
been wearing another fellow’s boots,
and they were at least a size too largo
for him. He had just explained this
to mo m answer to a question as to
how he was, when I snw him look
steadily at a gentleman who had
stopped m the middle of the office to
light a cigar. All of a sudden ho
jumped up, hurried across, and. slap-
ping _ the other man on the shoulderexclaimed: ’
t i ^ B kow are won ?
l iiaven t seen you for ten years ’
“H appears ‘they were old 'friends
who had drifted apart In the changing
arniy hfe. He brought his newlv found
fnend over and introduced him* 0
“In the course of conversation the
latter «aid : ‘A funny and rather dis-
agreeable thing happened to me last
mglit, and I am suffering from it still
I came over from New York on the
night train. While getting dressed
fhis morning1 called the porter and
said: I hese aren't mv boots. ’ ‘Dev
is do enlist ones lef, boss; all de udder
gents is gone an’ dey mus’ be ”c.irn ’
lliere was nothing to be done but wear
them. Although too small I managed
to get them on, and have worn them
all day. They seem to bn shrinking
every hour, though, and hurt like the
devil.’
it a good plan to take children out once
in— Johnnie, stop turning the leaves of
that book so fast. Lovely day isn’t
it 1 m so glad that— Johnnie, stop
pulling the fringe off that chair- I’m
so glad winter is over, for I’m to tired
of— Johnnie, will you lot that piano
alono t If you re not a good l>oy mam-
mu will— as I was saying, it’s so de-
lightful to have a few suunv days after
—Jennie, let that album alone.* Mam-
ma don t want to speak to vou everv
minute. After all, the winter has
seemed very short for-Johunio, you
musn’t go up-stnirs— come hero. Now,
sit right down here by mamma. Did
you see Basina Yokes? \Yo went and
I— Johnnie, if mamma has to speak to
you again about banging awnv on that
piano she'll take you right home! Yes,
1 thought Bosina lovely in the dance
and as a Johnnie, you'll break that
cup and saucer if you’re not careful
>\ hat a beautiful cup it is, Mrs. Bright
real Dresden, isn’t it? I’m so fond of
-there. Johnnie, I told vou vou'd upset
that table if you weren’t careful. I’m
so sorry, Mrs. Bright, and the cup is
broken! Dear, dear! Johnnie, you
come right home with mo and vou
shall never, never go out with ‘mo
again. (But he does the next day). —
Time.
One day the Chamberlain entered
t he royal presence and announced
that ( upturn Bitter demanded an au-
dience.
“ 1 ell him to go about bis business,”
cried the King.
1 have told him so, sire, and ho an-
swers me that his only business is to
see to the getting of iris pension. If
V°n r , ,Jcstv 'vil1 fint see him. Poor
fellow, he has lost an arm and lias
otherwise suffered. If your Grace
would hut listen to him one moment.”
‘Donner!” exclaimed the impatient
monarch. “I will listen to him exactly
ono moment. He may oome in and
speak just two words. If he venture
more 111 banish him from the capi-
Shortly afterward the maimed Cap-
tain, having been duly informed of the
her
sympathetical y  chil his i’s
dangerous work for you."
The i>o:ir child looked up at her and
said nothing.
see ?”)U Ilav0metwitk au accident, I
”Yes.”
“Is it broken?"
“Only crushed a bit.”
Poor child! YYhy are vou not at
homo ? How did it happen ? I sup-
pose one of those big hammers came
down and crushed it ;’’
^ Pla'ine WbnU
The old lady only said: “Well, if I
ever '."San Francisco Chronicle.
Thrto Kebellioog • Day.
Three rebellioni, obitlnate, though bloodlen,
occur In the itomach of the (ly.poi.Uo who par-
take, of food thrice a day. The digeitlve organ
refuses on each occaiion to perform the duty
assigned to it by nature,' and trouble ensue*.
, <lisclP»ne, how regulaU. it? Simply with a
wineglassful of the genial invigoraut andanpe-
Uzer, Hostetlar’* Stomach Bitter., before each
lo entertain the Emprew a hen she
visited \Y indsor. Eugenie know noth-
ing of the kind attention until a cur-
tain at the end of a drawing-room,
w here she and the Queen were, was
raised 1 he stage was thus brought
back to the Empress’ eves, to the hor-
ror of the discrowned and bereaved
Buly who has now a religious objection
to theatricals and has lost taste for
every kind of “distraction.”
The Empress Eugenie’s conversation
runs a good deal on the Queen. She
speaks of her Britannic Majesty and
herself as being “two custodians of
tombs, and of the crown of Great
Hntain as ‘ un bonnet do veuve ” _
London Truth.
She Started the Horse,
“What are we stopping for?” said
the lady. “Balky horse on the track,”
answered the gentleman. “He won’t
move for whipping or pelting or whis-
pers in his ear or— anything. ” “Did I
ever tell you,” she asked, “about mv
experience with a balky horse? No.
, -11’ itm,was out 011 the Colorado
plains. Tho most elegant voung eli-
gible of our set had invited me to take
a ride behind Iris high-spirited, fine-
blooded horse. I got myself up to do
justice to tho occasion. All went de-
lightfully till, when we were on tho
open plain outside Denver, that valu-
able animal concluded to pause in Iris
rapid motion and meditate. My escort
shook the reins, clucked persuasively
remonstrated encouraginglv, gave *a
touch of the whip, at which' (he horse
reared and lucked viciously, but still
wo were stationary out on that louelv
sandv level. * ’
It was a study to watch the face of
rnv friend, the captain. He looked
from the boot:, to the man’s face while
he was tellmg iiie story, and when it
was finished ho exclaimed: ‘Well, I’ll
be blowed if you aren’t wearing mv
boots . Explanations and drinks were
in order.”
My elegant escort grew red in tho
face with mortification, and clinched
his teeth so as not to let slip anv re-
gretablo words. Tf you will allow me
to get out 1 could start him’ ho said
‘Oh, by no means,’ I replied, ‘I could
ne\ er hold him. Let me get out and
try putting sand in his mouth, I’ve
been told that worked like a charm.’
And so it did. I clambered out of the
buggy, grabbed a good fist full of fine
Hand, opened the jaws of that horse
and threw it iu. The astonished horse
tore off like a flash, and ns I stood
alone five miles from home in that sol-
itary place and watched the maddened
horse, the powerless driver, and the
black buggy grow a mere dot in tho
distance, I decided the experiment had
been a perfect success ns far ns start-
ing the horse was concerned.”
King s niggardly grant, entered the uieaI aui1 bafor* re,lrto«- Digestion win, after
presence-chamber and advanced to tho j aco“ri0ofth,,Ple»"»nt regulator, become easy
royal seat. In his hand he held a ! !nd ,t8 foro,'u,iner' appetite, ai„0 improve.'
written petition for a pension, and i ,,rvolu,Te8, ^ ,n"om,ll*- •iway* induced by
sinking upon one knee, ho held it SpSHiJMSA*!!1 i,lB*pr'lr wlth «* di«.
forth.
“How now, man?” demanded Fred-
erick. “ YY hat do you want ?”
“.Sire-sign!” answered tho old sol-
Uier. Ho bowed his head and said no
more.
The King appreciated the humor of
the thing, and with a hearty laugh he
took the potitiou, and appended there-
to Ins autograph.
rial S MhaumaUliu, mala.
tU Bifter* y Comi,1,l,m “t* ueuralgia yield to
The History of Deacon Dade’s Chickens.
Last night Deacon Franklin Dado,
colored, a class leader in Mount Pisgah
A. M. E. Church, attended in the even-
ing a meeting of the pastor and offi-
cers of that church, remaining there
until about the hour of 11. The dea-
con carried with him when he went to
the church meeting a bag. In that bag
v ere chickens. There were ono cock
five hens, and a number of little chicks
ately hatched. When Deacon Dade
left the church ho carried tho bag with
Honesty— What Is lt»
In a country paper, the other dav,
there was a horse offered for sale the
owner of which described him as “an
honest horse Why not? An honest-
man is one who menus and tries to !
render an equivalent for what he re- !
ceives. Cannot a horse do the same?
A horse receives from an honest
owner food, shelter, protection, and
care He enjoys a safer and longer
life than he would have been able to
achieve for himself in a state of nature
on the Y\ estern plains. No buffalo
gores, no catamount springs upon him
no cveloue blows hi© into an abyss!
Ho docs not wallow in excessive plenty
in June, nor starve, to a skeleton
February ; and as to the work he does,
he loves it. Deprive a healthy horse
for three days of his accustomed work,-
An honest horse is one that renders
an equivalent for his oats, his stable,
bis safety and his grooming. That
The Latin word hone* tax, from
winch we derive our English word
honesty, did not mean honesty in tho
early ages of Borne. It meant honor,
reputation, credit, respectability. But’
as it is the practice of honesty which
gives honor, Cicero at length used the
word, honestas as synonymous with
virius, which meant manhood. An
honest man is simply a whole man!
A dishonest man is one who is weak
and deficient.
The detective records show us that
the great majority of the defaulters,
who have stolen millions of dollar a dur-
ing the last eight years, were m.isera-
kly weak and foolish men, led astray
Preciom Potatoes.
During the civil war the Federal sol-
diers suffered severely at times for
want of fresh vegetables, and the Sani-
tary Commission made it part of its
business to supply the lack. Appeals
for anti-scorbutics, such ns potatoes
ami onions, were sent far and near and
linnll v came to be spoken of. familiarly
as “scurvy circulars.” * ’
The response was immediate and
hearty, and apon the agents of the
Commission were distributing the pre-
cious stores— live potatoes to a man
perhaps, or three potatoes and an onion!
How welcome thev were mnv be judged
from the fact that, after eating them
the troops were exhilarated very much
as if they had been taking stimulants.
^ A German Lieutenant came into the
Commission’s depot at Nashville.
“Do yon keep sauer-kraut for the
soldiers ?” he asked.
The attendant pointed to an open
barrel. The Lieutenant grasped some
of the precious preparation, and gazed
at it with moistening eves.
Germans eat sauer-kraut, don’t
yon r said the agent.
“No ” he exclaimed, the tears bv this
time dropping from his cheeks'; “we
swallows it!”
Probably few of the men ever real-
ized before that a few onions and po-
tatoes, or a little sauer-kraut, might
make all the difference between living
and dying. YYhatever we mav think
of the theory that men should ’live al-
together upon vegetables, it is verv
certain that they cannot live altogether
without them.
It was not yet midnight when tho
good deacon started homeward with his
pleasant burden. YVhat visions may
have come to Irim as he trudged along
of chicken broiled and brown, of chick-
en fried in creamy, golden gravy, of
chicken pie deep and wide, will never
perhaps, be known. YVhatever were
those dreams they were rudely dissi-
pated. Deacon Dado was stopped by
a policeman. J
Officer Petritz was patrolling his
beat on R street when he met the dea-
con with tho bag of chickens. Tho
hour was late, and the officer, finding
what the deacon had. insisted on an
explanation. The good man gave the
explanation freely. Ho said ho had
bought the chickens of a white ladv
before going to the meeting, and was
taking them home. The officer but
laughed grimly. He did not believe
ho deacon would have ventured into
ns church with the chickens; ho had
heard legends of white ladies and pur-
chases before. Tho deacon and his
chickens were taken to the station and
locked up.
This morning the facts were brought
out. The deacon had told tho truth,
lie whole truth, and nothing but the
truth. He had purchased tho chickens
of a white lady, had taken them to
church with him, and had brought
them off safely. He was discharged.
— nashmgton Post.
Truths.
duty° 1>08t ^ 0110r tko lJ08t of
Let nothing be undone which ought
to be done. °
.told Ni’k. ^  0f “
Something wrong when a man is
afraid of himself.
Honesty is bettor capital than a
sharper’s cunning.
Whose cretlit is suspected is not safe
to be trusted.
The Wisest Gift
’ISteSs;
Wld ov«r®|«n remedy, known
f,°LalA lei?«»« troubles, ln-flammatio,,. cruel ^? ravorl?X.1
soription. It is the only r.urB
Boo soorontoo oo ovor, tK^lo-wr.ppor
Dn. PlEBCR h Pullets — jr«nt]y luxntlvn nr
ceMs° * Cftthurlio uccor<hiig to dose. 25
Banted u Change.
“How alxnit this court ?” said tho
last arrest to one of the bailiffs. “Got
a good judge?”
“First rate."
PATENTS
Ur*T,nw this r*m
1
WWTION THB fA »«*> wtnwat»a To .Tima
iSS®
I WILL SHIP THIS
HhiStimw Press
on trial. If It cannot prew three tnna more of k»
m one diy (io hounithin any other portable hora*>
prew, worked by an equal amount of help, no mU.
Kur condtUona, clrciilai*. kc„ addreaa
J. A. SPENCER, Dwight, IU.
rw*'
hrvolvkr
imrcliaaa one of the oele-
* WK8H0X
•nna. The flnrat email anna
“Is ho a non-committal man?"
“I guess so. YVhv ?”
Few cities are wealthy and most of
them have a few worthless “coppers.
A true man never frets about his
place in this world.
Conscience dead as a stone is a heavy
thing to carry. J
Employ no one to do what von can
easily do yourself.
Better to die at the post of duty
than to live elsewhere.
jmm
--- -- SMITH &, WESSON,
IwHaotloa thla paptr. ___ ttgrlagfeM, Mum.
plic.Uo^T#0a^,,SaS^
Cheap Stamps.
“They’re selling things cheap at the
corner store.
“Ares eh?"
“Yes thirteen postage stamps fora
cent and a quarter."
“ Y\ hat ! Thirteen stamps for a cent
and a quarter?”
“Exactly.”
“YYhy - ”
“Same as at tho postoffioo— twentv-
six cents. Ain’t that a cent and a
Lea^r~0t “ dollar?" — Chicago
Harrest Excursions.
a"‘P'e,p J,ie Chicago. Bock Island & I’a-
Tia-tf1 .AILmATiW 1 ®'11 ,lRrvfiPL Excursion
n °» ul.lp,,1IltB ,n Eansiia and Nebraska
(west of but not on tho .Missouri river)
T™M°\vIndir T0TrTr,tury’ New Mexico,lexus. Wyoming. Utah. Idaho. Dakota.
Arizona, Northwestern Iowa, and Bouth-
western Minnesota at one kap.e rob the
bound TKIP. Dates of sale August Gtli and
JJth. Nnpt. 10th and 24th and Oct. «th. 1889;
thlreVw a. 8J duyB from dat0 ofthus affording opportunities for invest-
hlTm1 °i tho 1oca,1(>n Of larmshomes In growing sections
Weak and Weary
10 CO,1dUl0n °f m»Dy dablllUted
y the warm weather, by dUeaee or overwork. Hood’*
Bmapartlia le Juat the medldoe needed to over
alu«i h b lT? fMi,Df,t° PUrlfy »Qtl •Uhekeu the
vo^f , Lib d',aUd rH*,nr® ,1,B ,08‘ ‘HKebl®- If
Sreiaii. 1Ue‘lldn# be ^ “oo*.
*My appetite waa poor, I could not aleep, had head-
narrn* ,[re,t ude^’ ,l,ln* ln nlJ, b,ck- Hood'e Santa-
led ilk B ° 'h011 “,Uf d,d IUe *° ,uuch “ood I
11.1 , ‘ neWIn,an- My l,“n" »nd a«hei are re-
u'0•0,, '
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
_ 100 Doses One Dollar
........ ,0" W ; 5
_ MKNTION Tllw'rif^K Mc"* U- Chk,«0- 111
^cTssra:
-“* warnw. to iiriamiu.
FJRJ WA|Op(Sr-— •M- B,“: MOFACTIlES’Pm!
lillslllll
U KM TION THIS PAJ-K*
The Lady Was Offended.
“Sir, how daro you to insult me?”
‘T beg a thousand par - ”
Oh. you needn't apologize!"
“Madam, permit me to ex _ ”
“1 11 call an officer, so I will!”
The conversation took place on
( hestnut street, near Tenth, on Sat-
urday afternoon, says a Philadelphia
paiter, and so loud was it that a crowd
soon collected. The young ladv who
was doing the most of the talking burst
into tears and started on down the
street. The young man to whom tho
conversation was addressed trembling-
ly explained that he and a friend were
coming down Chestnut-street from As-
sociation Hall The street was so
crowded that they frequently became
separated At a critical moment tho
vouiig lady happened to be alongside of
him. and getting a side glance of her
straw hat. thought it was his gentle-
man friend. YVithout looking to see
whom he was addressing, he asked:
clotWetr" d“"‘8ed -T°Ur Under-
and
t®*’y11* 0 c liooso* ^frcun
tsains Of the ifocx^RUND^are* composed
nf elegant Day Conches. Pullman Palace
ninTJr FHfE R«clln,ntr Chalr Cars and
Dining Cara to and from Omaha, and via
mAuf h8 S tyi ift“'1 Ht’ JoS8Ph through the
most doslrabb portlona of Kansas and No-
?olor‘do Hwinm. Md
.DETECTIVES
^ss~£=sr
STS - ft S?SO — ^ MOVTH can be made
uhlr momenta may be pref-
£“®^0LT.uer?..dIre?t communications are
made with diverging Unos^raUo S Ht
ChttnF ^  ^^’^sengor Agent!
What the Drinker Gets.
One bushel of corn makes four gal-
lons of whisky, which retails at *10
out of which— ’
ffi£ssx*.r“. ....................... ....me mrinergi
The railroadgets..
TJe manufacturer get* .' '. !.\7 ’ . ........ 4',!!
The venders get. . . .. ......... ;; f'S
Tho drinker gets all that is left-the
dennum tremens.
Pabsenoer — How many times a day
do you stop for refreshments on this
road? Conductor— Six times. “Why
that’s a good many, isn’t? it?” “Per-
haps so^ but, you see, a number of the
directors of the road are interested in a
Curiosities of Suicide.
cit?ngici(3e “ most frequent in large
The Stoics lauded suicide as a praise-
worthy action, and the Roman law did
UOmi k uP0n it as a venal crime.
The tendency to suicide is more prev-
alent among the educated and wealthy
than among the poorer and middle
classes.
Mobi diseases are produced using brown
and periuraed soaps than by anything else.
^“7, raa f,“8h ^hen you know Dob-n Hoap is pure and (perfect,
Dobbins prevents hands from chapping.
PHIi*DELpaiA man: “X hear you
la tor ”1*H 10 ^ eW ^orrrok sooner or
_ HIM TION THIS l*AfKa warru. t* aararnaaaa.
1 nHST-CUSS MACHIIfEI
Warranted for Five Yean by the Manofsetsm.
ALL OF THE LATEST ATTACHMENTS AND
IMPROVEMENTS.
STYLE AND FINISH.
Ornamented Head on Iron B
ble of Walnut 011-poll ah
sssalln* __
ACCESSOKIES.
ig.BONS
aifflDRins
feraUpBryoscsf fW nailiM
caialdgues^uS
ATTACHMENTS.
MENTION THl»^“T::^;i^.D-04,,/.reUAVt-/
company that manufactures a patent
medicine for dyspepsia.”
Physicians prefer poisons or drugs,
religions monomaniacs crucifixion, and
the sexes differ somewhat in their
choice.
Hanging, abstinence, predpitatioiL
drowning, cutting, poison.
“X »EAR you are going into the law,
Mr. Barkras. What branch do you
take up, patent or railroad ?” “Breach
of promise. I’m the defendant.”— Har-
per’s Bazar.
Mr. McCobkle was showing some
visitors over the house. Arriving at
the nursery, he remarked: “This
gentlemen, is the bawl-room.
FIELDS
FEMALE.
iumio
M i it
mTlic Children.
When the lemons and tasks are all ended
And the school for the day l» dismissed.
The little one* gather around me.
To bid me good-night and Ik- kissed.
O, the little white arms that encircle
My neck in their tender embrace!
©, the smiles that are halos of Heaven,
Shedding sunshine of love on my face!
And when they are gone I sit dreaming
Of my childhood too lovely to last—
©f Joy that my heart will remember,
While it wakes to the pulse of the past;
Ere the world and Its wickedness made me,
• A partner of sorrow and sin,
When the glory of God was about me,
And the glory of gladness within.
All my heart grows as weak as a woman’s.
And the fountain of feeling will flow.
When I think of the paths steep and stony,
Where the feet of the dear ones must go—
Of the mountains of Sin hanging o'er them,
Of the tempest of Fate blowing wild—
0. there's nothing on earth half so holy
As the Innocent heart of a child.
They are Idols of hearts and of households;
They are angels of God In disguise;
His sunlight still sleeps In their tresses.
His sunlight still shines In their eyes;
Those truants from home and from Heaven—
They have made me more manly and mild;
And I know now how Jesus could liken
The kingdom of God to a child.
I ask not a life for the dear ones.
All radiant, as others have done,
But that life may have Just enough shadow
To temper the glare of the sun:
I would pray to God to guard them from evil,
But my prayer would bound back to myself;
Ah! a seraph may pray for a sinner,
But a sinner must pray for himself.
The twig Is so easily bended.
I have banished the rule and the rod.
I have taught them the goodness of knowledge
They have taught me the goodness of God.
My heart Is a dungeon of darkness,
Where I shut them for breaking a rule;
My frown Is sufficient correction;
My love Is the law of the school.
I shall leave the old home In the autumn.
To traverse Its threshold no more;
Ah! how I shall sigh for the dear ones.
That meet me each morn at the door;
I shall miss the "good-nights" and the kisses,
And the gush of their innocent glee,
The groups of the green and the flowers
That are brought every momlng.to me.
I shall miss them at morn and at even,
Their song In the school and the street :
I shall miss the low hum of their voices.
And the tread of their delicate feet.
When the lessons of life are all ended.
And Death says, "The school Is dismissed!"
May the little ones gather around. me.
To bid me good-night and be kissed!
—Exchange.
A CiriMil Siirprlae.
Is instore for all who use. Kemp's
Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, the
the great guaranteed remedy, would
you believe that it is sold on its merits
and that any druggist is authorized by
the proprietor of tliis wonderful remedy
to give you a sample bottle free? It ne-
ver fails to cure acute or chronic con
All druggises sell Kemp’s Balsam.
Large Bottles 60c and $1.
- ^ ^ -
Consumption Surely Cured.
To the Editor— Please inform your
readers that I have a positive remedy
for the above named disease. By its
timelv use thousands of hopeless cases
have been permanently cured. I shall
be glad to send two bottles of my rem-
edy free to any of your readers who
have consumption if they will send me
their express and post office address.
Respectfully,
T. A. SLOCUM, M. G\, 181 Pearl St.,
New York. _
Try package Durham Coffee.
Parasols. D. Bertsck. Parasols.
Parasols. D. Bbrtsch. Parasols.
Parasols. D. Bertsch. Parasols.
is desired by all. To obtain it call on
He. herold,
Eighth street. He will you out with
the very best
BOOTS and SHOES
at reasonable prices. An experience of
many years enables him to select the
best stock and to suit all classes of
customers.
A tine tot of
Top Buggies
The City Bakery turns out all kinds
of pies and other pastry work on short
notice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
» »» -
Durham Coffee is elegant.
We have just received a
bran new stock, and it will be
money in your pocket to call
on us and inspect these goods.
We guarantee satisfaction.
just received at
J. FLIEMM’S.
These buggies will be sold cheap.
tJm timProved i1* J- Hunt Spring
iootli Harrows and Cultivators kept in
stock. Steel clad on bottom wituout
extra charge to purchasers, and farmers
need not be afraid to purchase them,
as there is no royalty to pay, as there
is, or may be on some other harrows.
The inestimable value of Ayer’s Sar-
saparilla as a blood-puritier should be
known to every wife and mother. It
corrects irregularities, gives tone and
strength to the vital organs, and
cleanses the system of all impurities.
The best family medicine.
Don’t forget the fact that P. De
Kraker carries a tine stock of boots and
shoes. You will save money by pur-
chasing footwear of him.
Talks A Mont Flowers.
OAK-LEAF GERANIUM.
While this is not so extensively cul-
tivated as the rose and lemon-scented
members of this family, it deserves to
be wherever dne foliage is appreciated.
•The leaves are like those of the oak,
marked in the center with brown. It
is a free grower, bears cutting back
jreU, and ought to be more generally
found in collections. ^ '
PLANTS FOR SHADE.
A shady place on the north or east
wde of a building, hedge or fence, but
not under the drip of trees, will suit
begonias, camelias, cortons, fuschias,
dracoenes and palms. A southwest
corner should be avoided. Some of
these plants will thrive in the sun-
shine, but they will all do better in the
shade.
CACTUSES
After hardening off well by exposure
to air put all cactuses out of doors. If
taken from a shady place and at once
set in a sunny position they will possi-
,and peel- The vigorous
growing kinds should be sunk in their
pots to the nm. Any that are sickly
should have the sand shaken from the
sunny ptoce^60 1)6 PlaDled out ln a dr)'
SAVE THE I1ULUS.
Don’t throw away the bulbs of hya-
cinths, tulips, narcissus and the like
that you grow in pots or boxes for
prly spring flowers, but when the
leaves die down cease watering. Leave
bulbs in the dry earth. Next fall
want out these bulbs in the garden-
they will give you some flowers in due
season, but never so good as those born
when forced.
CHINESE PRIMROSES.
These are best raised from seed each
year. The best time to sow is in mid-
summer. I have splendid success
with them, using the small sized cigar
boxes. A little moss is placed on the
soil, or a pane of glass, to keep up a
uniform moisture until the seed is well
up. The after-handling consists in
transplanting. Just as soon as the
young seedlings can be bandied they
are “picked out.” This means trans-
planted an inch or so apart in another
box or pot. Here they remain until
they gam strength, when they are put
into small pots, one to a pot, and there
they stay until they fill it with roots.
A shift is then given to a three-inch
pot, then into a four-inch, in which
they will bloom in December and con-
tinue through the winter. They must
be kept close to the glass.
FLORAL HINTS.
If your pansy bed is in open ground,
shade it during hot weather.
If you use liquid manure on your
plants be careful it is not too strong.
Plants started from cuttings now
will be m good condition to bloom by
mid-winter.
Plants kept through the summer
with just water enough to keep them
alive and in small pots so as to prevent
too much growth are those that will be
in good condition for winter blooming.
Heliotropes, with water at the roots
and sun In the middle of the day, get
black specks on the leaves and soon
cease blooming.
Applications of weak liquid manure
at Intervals of live to six days will in-
crease the size and number of pansvblossoms. 7
If you want good Coffee buy Durham
Babies cr>- for it. Durham Coffee.
Janitor Wanted.
Applications for the position of jani-
tor for the central and high school
buildings, for the coming year, will be
received by the undersgneu until Mon-
day July loth, at noon.
Right reserved to reject any and all
bids.
J. C. POST
Sec’y Board of Education.
July 2nd, 1889. 23 2t
Djess Goods at D. Bert sell ’s.
Gray Bros. Shoes
A Specialty.
E. HEROLD.
CHEAPEST
and BEST in
THE WORLDSheet Music
Send for cataloiue of 8.000 piece* of late and
popular Sheet Music. Vocal and Instrumental, all
standard, full size, n-Knlar editions, Sold at 10c
each. Special ratea to teachers, or on orders of 3
pieces or more. All music publications at cut
prices. Mention this paper. Address
aj 4 JAMES L. MERRIOTT,
W Fifth A*" Chicago, Il.l
THE GREAT
French Welt
$3.00
Ladies try the “Tricora” corset. For
sale at D. Bertsch ’s dry goods store.
P. De Kraker has the finest line of
boots and shoes in the city. Corner
Eighth and River streets.
Children Cry for Pitchers Castoria
When B*by was aick, we gare her Caatoria.
When ahe waa a Child, she cried for Caator*,
When ahe became Miaa, ahe clung to Caatoria,
When ahe had Children, ahe pare them Caatoria
Buy Douglas’ l^oTnoy’s shoe, the
best article for boy’s wear in the mar-
ket. F or sale at Van Dureu Bros, tf
Parasols, cheaper than ever before at
D. Bertsch’s.
P.De Kraker, the shoe man, is always
ready to furnish you with all kinds of
footwear. His line of ladies shoes can-
not be beat. Give him a call.
Dr. Themas, the eye doctor, from
Grand Rapids, treats all diseases of the
eye at Blom’s bakery every Thursday
auenioon. Many are having their eye's
A fine line of ladies' kid shoes always
kept instock at P. De Kraker’s.
Beauty
Is desired and admired by all. Among
the things which may best be done to
enhance personal
beauty Is the daily
use of Ayer’s Hair
Vigor, No matter
what the color of
the hair, this prepa-
ration gives it a lus-
tre and pliancy that
adds greatly to its
charm Shoald the
hair be thin, harsh,
dry, or turning gray,
Ayer’s Hair Vigor
will restore the
color, bring out a
new growth, . and
render the old soft and shiny. For
keeping the scalp clean, cool, and
healthy, there is no better preparation
In the market.
“I am free to confess that a trial of
Ayer’s Hair Vigor has convinced me
that it is a genuine article. Its use has
not only caused the hair of my wife and
daughter to he
BEATS THEM ALL
It equals any 5 or 6 dollar
shoe for style, durability and
comfort. Other advertised
$3.00 shoes are full of nails
which hurt the feet, but these
shoes are entirely free from
them.
Try these Shoes
And you will wear no other.
For sale by
J. D. HELDER,
who always keeps on hand a
large assortment of all
kinds of footwear.
PARSONS’
Business College.
Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Th® only College in the U. 8. that rune a regu-
lar Bank of Reel money In connection with the
College. The practical eTetem on which the In-
stitution is conducted is increasing its patronageQYQVV* t — «» — . _ 11 — a - —a 11 a .rnm
han
perienced teachers
on I
err year from all parts of the country . Hhort-
nd and typewriting thoroughly taught byex-
. Send for Journal. 22 lyr
The St. Joseph Manufacturing
Co. Plows and Repairs. These
are the best..
My shop is the best place in Holland
and painted^ Wagon or buggy rel)aired
^ The new Trace Brace and Common
oense band Band is now used on my
wagons. This is a good thing. Call
and see it.
Farmers and other good citizens are
invited to call at my wagon works and
examme the flue stock I have on hand.
AH goods sold are warranted.
JACOB FLIEMAN,
_ _ Holland, Mien.
Holland, Saugatuck and Chicago
N1W AND STAUNCH PiSSENOKR STEAMEB
“KALAMAZOO”
D. CUMMINGS, Master.
jSasriiftaura Bay an Oil STOVE !
Leaves Graham & Co’s dock, foot of Wabash
AT?-> Chicago, at 8 p. tn. on Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday, arriving at Saugatuck next morn-
trip, $3.25, Sleeping accommodations free,
[Itgut famigir Aceumqodatioos!
Eoffifortolli gluping jjirtlji!
WALLACES. GRIFFIN, Manager GRAND
OIL STOVE
which is kept on sale at
Abundant and Glossy,
at It has given my rather stunted mus-
e a respectable length and appear-
'”-R. Britton, Oakland, Ohio;ance
A Summer School.
INSTRUCTION IN THE HOLLAND LAN-
GUAGE.
On Monday, July 8, I will open a
Jndy)1 for the stu  of the Holland
iaae. in one of the rooms of the
i School Building.
Dl hours from 9 to 11 a. m., and
. m, Tuitionlo cents per week
> In advance. S. De Bruinb.
“My hair was coming out (without
any assistance from my wife, either).
1 tried Ayer’s Hair Vigor, using only
one bottle, and I now have asrnne a
head of hair as any one could wish for.”
—B. T. Sckmittou, Dickson, Tenn. ,
. “ f, have used Ayer's Hair Vigor in my
fam iy for a number of years, and re-
gard it as the best hair preparation I
know of. It keeps the scalp clean, the
hair soft and lively, and preserves the
original color. My wife has used it for
a |on>? time with most satisfactory re-
Hair Vigor it pew bliKk and gtony. 1
Ayer’s Hair Vigor.
— OF -
Dress Goods,
SATEENS,
PRINTS,
GINGHAMS,
DAMASKS,
COTTONS, ETC.
At the store of
G. Van Patten & Sons.
Also a large stock of
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
including Fancy Woolen Shirts, White
Shirts, Collars and Cuffs, Hats
and Caps, Neckties. &c.
The largest and finest assortment of
BTJTT03STS
tj
in the city.
A FULL LINE OF
Family Groceries
KEPT IN STOCK.
Give Us a Call.
WATCH ! !
Sut don’t wait when you want to buy
Waters, Clocks, j. Bi Van Oort’s
Jewery, Silverware,
3ut everything kept in a first-class
JEWELOY STOOE
But go to
SPRING?', M™1 * MN
Has arrived and so has a
NEW STOCK
And be assured of good goods, low
prices and courteous treatment.
We Lave in our employ a
first class watehwaker and are
prepared to do repairing of all
kinds in a satisfactory manner
and on short notice.
We sell goods cheaper than
ever and are constantly adding
to our stock all the latest de-
signs and novelties in Jewelry
and Plated Ware.
Call on us and examine our goods,
learn our prices and be convinced.
0. BREYMAN & SON.
Holland. Mich., March 16, 1888.
Chicago & West Michigan R'y.
time TABLE. “
Taking Effect June 1 6, 1 839
Trains Arrive and Depart from Holland as below :
DKPART— Central Standard Time.
HARDWARE STORE,
Eighth Street.
The ‘-Grand” gives perfect satisfaction
and is the best oil stove
manufactured.
Utve We a Call and Examine
till* Stove.
J. B. VAN OORT.
AGENTS STRIKE at once to sell the only
AUTHENTID AND COMPLETE
History of the Johnstown Flood.
Profusely Illustrated,
with view* of all sorts conoectod with the terri-
ble scene® of the mighty Inundation. Price (2.
Liberal terms. Thousand* want it. Demand Is
immense. Send quickly 43c for outfit to
Palestine pub: ishingco.,
Elkhart, Indiana.
Get your
Job Printig
done at this Office.
Just Receive!
at D. Bertsch’s, a large
stock of Spring Shades
ot Henrietta and other
Dress Goods, direct
from New York.
Come and see them,
and get yonr first
choice.
Also a large stock
of all kinds of Dry
Goods.
I will sell them
cheaper than any
house m the city.
New Stock
- of -
DRESS GOODS
-AND-
It is just the thing to do all kinds of
cooking in the summer.
The best Oil Stove in the market is the
clothing
Just received at
E. i. HARRINGTON'S.
A first-class line of
Family Grocer is
Constantly kept in stock.
De Mer I De taler,
Dealers in
FRESH, SILT, AND SMOKEDMEATS-
Parties desiring
Choice Steaks and Roasts
Are especially Invited to call.
Market on River Street
DE KRAKER & DE KOSTER.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 8, 1888. -1-
PEERLESS BYES iicsr
Far BUCK STOCKINGS.
Wd by Druffiit*. AUo
Peerle« Bronze Paintt-d colon.
Peerieu Lnondry Bluing.
PWr ew Ink PoWder*— 7 colon.
PeerJeMShocAHArneMDreuitif.
Pwrieee Egg Dyc»— 6 colon. •
CURE
FITS!
When I Cmir 7 tne-Hv 1o
*to|> th-iu fur ;i luuc, uinl ii.cn hnv« them
return ajj.-ii*. 1 *»r.»v \ KAjjJi.vi. cUUli.
1 liavu made Uio uiiK-a*v* ot
FITS, EPILEPSY or
FALLING SICKNESS,
A lifc-loTjff*tti'1y. l wariust ^’•vetnvdyto
Cckh the won t ohttm. i.»u - c : ,• •»•.•«* i.H vo
failed ii r.o reA><in f--r not n.>w r* nv.iig a
cure .'»endatLii"A»»..r .ir.ut -;t.r i., Fuaa
Bottle of my iNt ALLtuu. Give
Exifeni nn*l l’o-.t Oi!i-v. it. .-,* y.u noth-
ing for a tnul, {in'! it will cm* ; i .. ' AdUriMa
H.C. ROOT , M.C., i
PBEFABED BT
Or. J. C. Ayer Sc Co., Lowell, Mats
: Bold by Druggist? and Perfumer*.
Your Land Title,
I have the only set of Ab-
stract books in Ottawa county
and am prepared to furnish
abstracts of all land titles in
the county, promptly and at
reasonsble prices. I also buy
and sell real estate, and draw
up deeds and mortgages for
parties at my office. Call on,
or address,
JACOB BAAR,
Grand Haven, Mich.
*•
For CbicAgo ..........
For Grand Kiiplds....
For Muskegon and
Grand Haven .
For Hart, Pentwater,
For Big Rapids ......
For Allegan .........
5 15
a.m.
6*00
a.m.
5*20
a.m
530
a.m.
5 20
a.m.
925
a.m.
9 25
a m.
925
am.
9 25
a.m.
6 30
p.m.
S 40
pm.
2 40
p.m.
9 35 12*001
W
p.m.
nlg’t
5 00 9 35
p.m!p.m.
6 80 9 35
p.m
ARRIVE.
krom cnioago
From Grand Rapids
From Mnskegon and
Grand Haven.
FromHart Pentwater
From Big Rapids.
From AUegan....
night trains.
^Ticket* to all points In the United State* and
W. A. GAVETT. AifUL Gen. Pus. Agt.
w J. F. REEKIE, Gen. Pus. and Tkt aA
W A. CARPENTER, Traffic Manager.
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, lRB
COUNTY or OTTAWA | D0-
At a Session of the Probate Court for the Coun-
ty of Ottawa, bolden at the Probate Office, lu the
City of Grind Haven, in said county, on Wednes-
day, the Nineteenth day of June In the year
one thousand eight hundred and eishty nine.
Present, CHARLES E. SOULE, Judge of Pro-
bate.
In the matter of the estate of Jan L. Bos. do
ceased.
On reeding and filing the petition, duly veri-
fied, of Libbe Boa, son and heir at law of said de-
ceased, representing that Jan L. Bos, late of the
Township of Zeeland In said county, lately died
intestate, leaving Estate to be administered, and
prayto^forthe appointment of himself adminis-
Thereupon It is Ordered, That 8atnrdayi the
Twenty-fourth day of Augutt next
at eleven o’clock In the forenoon, be uslgned for
the bearing of aald petition, and the heirs at
law of said deceased, and all other persons Inte-
rested In said estate, are required to appear at a
session of said Conrt, then to be holden at the
Probate Office In the City of Grand Haven, In
said county, and show cause, If any there be.
why the prayer cf the petitioner should not be
granted: And it is runniEn Obderbd, That
said petitioner give notice to the persons Inte-
rested in said estate, of the pendency of -aid pe-
titton, and the bearing thereof by closing a copy
of this order to be pobllshed in the Holland
City News, a newspaper printed and circulated
In said county of Ottawa, for three successive
weeks previous to said day of hearing. -
, __ CHARLES K. SOULE.
(A true copy.) Attest. Judge of Probate.
W. L. DOUGLAS
S3 SHOE ‘ccntlAnini
*3 SHOE FOR LADIES.
foe.
IOE.
----------------- .L shoes.Mr
FOR SALE BY
Van Duren Bros.,
HOLLAND.
CURKS PILES,
SALT RHEUM,
Terre R. burns
^SCALDS, to Ret,
WOUNDt. IN-
FANT’t tORCt
And CHAFINt,
tORC NIPPLCt.
AN INVALU-
AtLK RKMKDY
FOR CATARRH.
RcUa.Lt DNUQQI8T. .CIL
IT on a Poarmx OuaNaNTtg.
Sr. r.J.Sohoutw, Irtlni Xiofa
.....
bT <:
25?!
;,.ty
